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CITY OF XENIA, OHIO
RESOLUTION NUMBER 13 - P
RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE 2013 X-PLAN, THE CITY’S COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN, AS A SHARED, COMMUNITY-BASED VISION AND GUIDE FOR LAND USE
AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY, BUDGETING DECISIONS, WORK PLANS AND
CIVIC PARTNERSHIPS.
WHEREAS, Section 1240.02 of the City’s Codified Ordinances states that the Zoning
Code is based on a plan, the purpose of which is to lessen the congestion on the public streets,
reduce undue hazards due to flooding and promote the public health, safety and general welfare;
and
WHEREAS, Section 1240.02 requires that the plan be formulated with due
consideration, among other things, to the character of each district of the City and its peculiar
suitability for particular uses, to the conservation of property values, to the general trend and
character of building and population development, to the prevention of undue concentration of
population, to the advancement of social and economic stability, and to the facilitation of
adequate provision of public services and infrastructure; and
WHEREAS, the City of Xenia has a 1997 Land Use Plan which has effectively served as
a basis for public and private decisions and is the basis for policies that are adopted by City
Council; and
WHEREAS, it is important to keep the Land Use Plan, or Comprehensive Plan, current
to insure that its recommendations are valid and implementable; and
WHEREAS, the City of Xenia developed X-Plan, the update of the City’s
Comprehensive Plan, in partnership with Xenia citizens during a year-and-a-half-long process of
public meetings, a phone survey, online discussion forums, and Xenia High School class project,
and a series of Steering Committee meetings; and
WHEREAS, X-Plan will serve as a leadership document with a management action plan
to ensure that its recommendations are reflected in City policies, budgeting processes and
departmental work plans; and
WHEREAS, the X-Plan Land Use Plan and Thoroughfare Plan shall serve as the City’s
Land Use Plan and Thoroughfare Plan for the purpose of guiding zoning and subdivision policies
and infrastructure planning; and
WHEREAS, the X-Plan Action plan shall be reviewed annually to track progress and
adjust priorities as needed; and
WHEREAS, X-Plan should be reviewed five years after adoption to ensure that its vision
goals, objectives and strategies remain relevant; and
WHEREAS, X-Plan should undergo a comprehensive update 10 years after adoption in
order to adapt the City’s vision to changing conditions and achievement of X-Plan objectives;
and

Res. 13-P – Adopting 2013 X-Plan (Comprehensive Plan)
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WHEREAS, the Xenia Planning and Zoning Commission has reviewed X-Plan, the
updated Xenia Comprehensive Plan, and has endorsed the plan for City Council’s adoption.
NOW, THEREFORE, the City of Xenia hereby resolves:
Section 1. That X-Plan be adopted as the City of Xenia’s Comprehensive Plan, a shared,
community-based vision and guide for land use and development policy, budgeting decisions,
work plans and civic partnerships.
Section 2. This Resolution shall take effect and be in force from and after the earliest
period allowed by law.
Passed: June 13, 2013
Attest:

Michelle D. Johnson
Clerk, Xenia City Council

Michael D. Engle
President, Xenia City Council
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Overview

X

enia’s leaders commissioned a
Comprehensive Plan update in order to
build a shared vision with Xenia citizens
of how to make Xenia the best it can be.
The resulting product – called X-Plan – envisions
what Xenia will be like in 20 years and provides
step-by-step directions on how to turn the vision
into reality.
X-Plan replaces the 1997 Xenia Urban Service
Area Land Use Plan as Xenia’s official growth
and development policy. X-Plan augments
and informs Xenia’s development regulations
such as Zoning and informs public and private
decision-making regarding the location and
quality of future land use, development and
infrastructure investments. X-Plan also outlines
strategies for economic development, downtown
and neighborhood revitalization, and image
improvement.
X-Plan’s recommendations are directly linked
to high-priority planning issues as enumerated,
defined and prioritized by residents and
stakeholders. This chapter summarizes how
X-plan was created, how the public was involved
and how policies were developed.
What is X-Plan?
X-Plan is visionary and strategic. X-Plan offers a
long-term vision integrated with short-term and
action-oriented strategies. This blend gives Xenia

Vision

1.2

leaders the ability to set priority actions each year
that collectively achieve broader X-Plan goals
over time.
X-Plan is a leadership document. X-Plan vision
and strategy was informed by the public;
implementation is designed to be led by
community leaders. While City officials are the
primary audience for subsequent implementation
efforts, X-Plan is also directed towards
executives with Xenia’s numerous civic-oriented
organizations and institutions. Collaboration
between partners and pooling of resources –
human, financial and political – is essential.
X-Plan requires execution. A deliberate and
sustained execution effort is needed to turn
X-Plan vision and strategy into reality. To help,
X-Plan utilizes strategic plan and management
tools to help decision-makers select projects
for implementation each year and to execute
plan recommendations in the most realistic and
efficient manner possible.
Why is X-Plan Needed?
The 1997 Xenia Urban Service Area Land Use Plan
has served Xenia well. More recent changes in
our national and regional economy and shifting
market demand for goods and services, housing,
and community facilities all pointed to the need
to take a fresh look at community goals and
expectations.
City leaders also saw a new comprehensive
plan as an opportunity to galvanize community

Strategy

Execution
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Xenia is also full of strength and opportunity.
Xenia’s population growth outpaced that of
the region and reached the highest in the City’s
history in 2010. Population growth is perhaps
the best indicator of Xenia’s resiliency. Equally
important, Xenia has the land and infrastructure
X-Plan’s timing coincides with a national economy needed to continue to grow well into the future.
Xenia is the Bicycle Capital of the Midwest
recovering from a major recession, reduced
– a claim held due to its unique bicycle path
local government funding and a growing list
infrastructure. New elementary schools were
of infrastructure and community improvement
built in 2012 and talks of a new athletic facility
needs. Xenia, like most mature Midwestern
started at the time X-Plan was adopted. Most
communities, has seen significant increases in
important, Xenia has a traditional downtown
renter-occupied housing and foreclosures. The
and historic roots from which to grow. Historic
Dayton region has lost thousands of jobs in the
manufacturing center, impacting several hundred infrastructure goes a long way to create a
desirable sense of place and belonging. X-Plan
Xenia households.
Xenia is also still recovering from the catastrophic builds on these strengths and seeks to leverage
existing community assets.
1974 tornado. This storm reduced a third of
support for future City initiatives. City Council
and administration assigned two overarching
objectives to help move X-Plan forward
in this regard: (1) significant community
participation, and (2) an action plan to guide plan
implementation.

Xenia’s building stock to rubble including schools
and grand old Victorian mansions and significant,
irreplaceable downtown commercial buildings.
Their modern replacements stand today as a
stark reminder of this event.
Xenia as the county seat historically stood as the
center of economic and political importance for
many decades. Xenia’s power and prestige have
waned since the opening of I-675 to the west.
Western Greene County has benefited from its
direct access from I-675 and close proximity
to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. The base,
as the largest site employer in Ohio and one
of the largest beneficiaries of federal research
and development funding, drives significant
economic impact to its neighbors.

How Was X-Plan Developed?
As directed by City Council, X-Plan was developed
for Xenia by Xenians. This “bottom up” approach
squarely links plan goals and strategies with
public input and priorities. X-Plan reflects
community aspirations and gives City leaders a
clear mandate for its implementation.
Care was taken to write and organize X-Plan
around issues of importance to the community.
X-Plan also uses language and vocabulary
heard during public workshops. Use of
technical planning jargon, while still visible in
X-Plan, was avoided in large extent to create a
comprehensive plan grounded in community
values as expressed in community terms.

For all of the above reasons, Xenia has not
experienced the same amount of success as
some other communities in the region over the
past two decades. These same reasons point to
the need for a unified strategy to move Xenia
forward. X-Plan does this by offering community
consensus, vision, strategy and actions to
proactively propel Xenia confidently into the
future.
1.3
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This was done as part of a broader effort to
promote wide-spread community support and
pride in X-Plan.

Residents and stakeholders generated hundreds of
great ideas during public workshops and virtual town
hall meetings. The following projects were consistently
selected by residents as high priorities:

Members of the public were invited
to participate in the planning process
through one or more of the following
activities:

•

•

•

•

•

Interviews. 18 residents and
community stakeholders were
interviewed early in the planning
process to gain insight on
Xenia’s strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and constraints.
Community Survey. 400
randomly selected Xenia
residents participated in a
telephone survey conducted
by Wright State University. The
results of the survey give City
officials a sense of community
opinions of public infrastructure
and services and community
quality of life. The survey also
measures support for new
policies or projects.
Five Public Workshops. Citizens
attended one of five public
workshops held specifically to
give residents and concerned
stakeholders the opportunity
to establish X-Plan policies
and priorities. Participants
identified high priority planning
issues and projects, presented
ideal land use and transportation
scenarios, and reviewed draft
plan recommendations at these
workshops.

High Priorities from Public Input Process

•

Revitalize downtown by rehabilitating and repurposing
vacant buildings. Create a “central entertainment
district” and “lifestyle” neighborhood.

Redevelop Xenia Town Square by re-establishing the
former street grid and infilling large parking lots with
greenspace and buildings that fit with downtown character.

•

Redevelop vacant properties near downtown like the Eavey
Building and former Greene Park Plaza.

•

Preserve historical buildings and “small town” character.

•

Improve property maintenance throughout the City and
address abandoned housing.

•

Provide more “things to do” by attracting retail and
entertainment uses and enhancing our parks and recreation
system.

•

Develop a community recreation center based on a new
YMCA and include other related uses such as a new senior
center, youth center, etc; ideally in or near downtown.

•

Improve sidewalk/bicycle path connections (particularly
downtown).

•

Leverage existing bike paths to Xenia’s benefit.

•

Continue to improve communication with citizens and
among civic organizations.

•

Develop partnerships with higher-education institutions,
Greene Memorial Hospital and Athletes in Action to
attract businesses and visitors, revitalize portions of Xenia
and improve Xenia’s workforce preparedness.

•

Attract jobs and industry to Xenia, particularly high-tech
firms.

•

Create a business-friendly environment that attracts
businesses and encourages small business growth.

Virtual Town Hall Meetings. The City
• Improve Xenia’s image internally and externally.
of Xenia operated two online virtual
“town hall” meetings using the Ideascale
• Improve quality of existing streets and
platform. These online discussion forums
services.
allowed residents to post their ideas, discuss

•

1.4

Revitalize the East End.
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class of juniors and seniors designed an
electronic survey instrument with City staff’s
guidance and conducted a survey of third,
fifth, seventh, ninth and eleventh graders
in the Xenia Community School System.
The survey asked about students’ opinions
about Xenia and priorities for the future. The
students administering the survey presented
their results to City Council, and their input
was incorporated in the X-Plan process.

ideas with one another, and vote on top
priorities. This virtual town hall technique was
employed to encourage additional resident
participation in X-Plan’s planning process
targeting those who prefer alternative
outlets to traditional meetings.

•

•

Community Outreach Meetings. City staff
met with several community-oriented
organizations to present preliminary X-Plan
goals and objectives. Examples include
the Xenia Board for Recreation, Arts and
Cultural Activities, Kiwanis, Rotary, Xenia
Area Chamber of Commerce, and the Greene
County Historical Society. The purpose of
these meetings was to raise awareness,
generate goodwill and receive feedback.
Xenia High School Class Exercise. City staff
collaborated with the Xenia Community
School District in developing a high school
class project for X-Plan. A Xenia High School
Provide more things
to do
Community recreation
center
Sidewalk/bike path
connections
Improve
communications
Improve image
Improve quality of
streets/services

Be a Community of Choice

Partnerships with
higher-education
institutions, Greene
Memorial Hospital and
Athletes in Action
Attract jobs and industry
Redevelop vacant
properties
Create a businessfriendly environment
Improve image

Grow Our Economy

•

Steering Committee. A 26-member Steering
Committee was created to provide input,
guide policy and build partnerships for
implementation. The Steering Committee
represented a diverse cross section of
Xenia’s resident and business community.
Representatives from City government also
served on the Steering Committee including
elected and appointed officials. A total of
three Steering Committee meetings were
held. These meetings laid groundwork for
Partnerships with
higher-education
institutions
Redevelop vacant
properties
Improve property
maintenance
Provide more “things
to do” (neighborhood
parks)

Revitalize downtown
Redevelop Xenia
Towne Square/vacant
properties near
downtown
Preserve historical
buildings and “small
town” character
Improve property
maintenance

Improve sidewalk/bike
path connections

Provide more “things to
do”

Revitalize the East End.

Improve bike path
connections/leverage
existing bike paths

Make Our
Neighborhoods Great

Strengthen Our Core
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•

future individual meetings with stakeholders
to discuss X-Plan implementation
partnerships.

tables that list actionable high-priority tasks that
the City can undertake within the next three
years.

Public Hearings. Two public hearings for
public review and comment of X-Plan final
draft were held prior to X-Plan’s official
adoption.

Separate X-Plan Documents

What’s in X-Plan?
Chapters are organized into two key elements:
Policy and Implementation.
Policy Element
This element contains five chapters that guide
decision-making and explain actions that the
community can take to achieve X-Plan goals.
Four of these chapters are named after the
four vision goals developed during the X-Plan
process: Be a Community of Choice, Grow Our
Economy, Make Our Neighborhoods Great and
Strengthen Our Core. These chapters contain
objectives, which articulate the community’s
vision in greater detail and respond more directly
to priorities expressed during the public input
process.
Under each objective are strategies, which are
detailed policies and projects that the City must
follow in order to achieve each objective.
The fifth chapter, Regulatory Framework,
contains the Land Use and Thoroughfare Plans.
The Land Use Plan sets public policy for future
use of land, growth and physical development in
Xenia. The Thoroughfare Plan provides guidance
for future improvement and extension of major
roadways in coordination with the Land Use Plan.
Implementation Element
This element of X-Plan identifies a process
and action plan for making X-Plan a reality.
The Implementation Process chapter outlines
a strategy for incorporating X-Plan into City
management processes, as well as guidelines for
updating the plan at annual, 5-year and 10-year
intervals. The Action Plan chapter contains four
1.6
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A separately bound Existing Conditions Report
provides an in-depth analysis of Xenia’s existing
physical and socio-economic conditions and
trends. Meeting minutes and reports that
document the public input process are also
provided separately. These documents are
available on the City’s website (www.ci.xenia.
oh.us) or upon request from the Planning and
Zoning Department. The Existing Conditions
Report and public input reports together provide
a rational, community-based foundation for all
X-Plan content.
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Overview

B

e a community of choice – a goal held
in high regard by Xenia residents. The
desire to become a community of choice
and many of the ideas formulated
to achieve this aspiration were developed by
residents and stakeholders over an extensive
public engagement process.
This chapter lays out a systematic strategy to
fulfill this goal and touches upon
high priority community
image and quality of life
issues.

Strengths
Five new
elementary schools
were recently built
with $26 million in
state funding. These new
schools will enhance Xenia’s
image and add new playgrounds
that are open to the public.
Xenia contains an abundance of greenspace, small
neighborhood-serving parks and boasts of a grand
pavilion at Shawnee Park.
Xenia is known for its extensive bike path system.
Four regional trails - Little Miami, Creekside, Ohio to
Erie and Jamestown Connector - converge at Xenia
Station just south of downtown.
Residents enjoy Xenia’s small town character and
low violent crime rates.
Xenia is home to many large institutions Including
Greene Memorial Hospital and Legacy Ministries
among others that greatly contribute to the health
and vitality of Xenia.

2.2

Xenians are proud of their community but
improvements are desired to become a
“community of choice” – a community in which
people from all walks of life choose to live,
work, play and stay. A better regional image,
higher quality development, consistent property
maintenance, and provision of additional
retail and entertainment opportunities were
specifically raised as high priority
planning issues.

Weaknesses
Xenia lacks a large
community park (30+
acres) and many parks
lack street frontage
visibility or have outdated
equipment.
Xenia lacks commercial recreation such
as bowling or a movie theater. Some categories of
retail are also missing requiring residents to travel to
other communities for goods and services.
Overall community aesthetics, deferred property
maintenance and less attractive building design are
reported to give Xenia a negative regional image.
Limited self-promotion of Xenia’s strengths
underscored by negative media attention
perpetuates a skewed perception of Xenia.
Regional bike paths converge on Xenia but lack
neighborhood connectivity in some locations.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan

Objectives and Strategies
CC1 Develop a Community Recreation Center

Chapter 2 Be a Community of Choice
Combined Civic Campus Example
The City of Mason and Mason Public
Schools constructed a combined
community center and high school
complex.

The need for recreational activities for all ages was
expressed repeatedly during the X-Plan process. A multifaceted recreation facility could help to meet this need.
$12 million in savings was realized due to this
Such a facility could incorporate other complementary
collaborative approach.
uses such as a senior center, medical wellness center,
community center, and supportive retail or offices.
The City expanded the Community Center
A partnership among the City and institutions such
in 2010 which includes a 31,000 square foot
as the YMCA could reduce costs and leverage
medical wellness center.
resources beyond individual ability and/or effort.
CC1.1 Determine feasibility, location and
partners. Seek public/private partnerships
to reduce costs. Determine development
goals and develop alternative concept plans.
Select a preferred alternative that best meets
expressed needs.
Determine Feasibility. Prepare cost estimates
of the preferred alternative and analyze
project financial feasibility.

A high-tech medical diagnostics company leased
an additional 10,000 square feet of unused space
in 2011. This company selected the community
center to offer employees enhanced health and
wellness benefits.

The City of Mason Municipal Center is also
located on the same complex creating a true civic
destination and identity.

Determine if conventional and alternative
financing mechanisms are available to meet
construction costs. Estimate if tax and
member/user fees are adequate to meet
operational and maintenance costs.
Seek Input. Take the preferred alternative
to civic groups, residents and development
experts to receive meaningful input. Adjust the
physical plan and financial model accordingly.
Create criteria to objectively identify a site or
sites that meet expressed needs. Residents
indicated a preference for Xenia Towne Square
or other “in-town” locations such as Greene Park
Plaza.
CC1.2 Market and Execute the Plan. Raise money,
Photo credit: activerain.com (top), vla.net
awareness and enthusiasm for the project and
(bottom)
execute when land and financing are secured. Seek
additional partners including private sector participants.
Enter into development agreements, purchase property,
and construct.
2.3
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CC2 Improve City Entrances and Corridors
First impressions are lasting ones. Value
judgments are often made from behind the
windshield of a moving car. Creating welcoming
entrances and maintaining vibrant corridors
are essential to Xenia’s image. Both public and
private investment are necessary to achieve this.
CC2.1 Focus code enforcement efforts on major
entrances and corridors. Proactive zoning and
property maintenance code enforcement is
an inexpensive and effective way to improve
high-visibility corridors such as Detroit Street,
Home Avenue, Cincinnati Avenue and Main
Street. Concentrate efforts on these corridors,
particularly where gateway and streetscape
enhancements have been completed.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
development regulations in Strategy GE6.1,
consider adopting improved, uniform standards
for architecture, landscaping and signage along
major corridors and at gateway locations.
CC3 Create a Community-Oriented Bike and
Pedestrian Path System
Xenia is the Bicycle Capital of the Midwest. This
claim is justified with four regional “rails-to-trails”
converging near downtown at Xenia Station.
Map 2.2 identifies existing trail locations and
proposed connections. Existing regional trails are
designed for intraregional bicycle travel and not
for local resident mobility.

As a result, existing trails see extensive use by
regional bicycling enthusiasts. Use by Xenia
residents, on the other hand, is thought to be
CC2.2 Assign a high priority to major entrances
low.
and corridors in annual maintenance
activities. The look and feel of well-maintained To counter this, a community-serving bicycle
network is needed –one that connects
infrastructure is just as important as proper
neighborhoods to schools, downtown, parks and
building maintenance when it comes to
recreation. Doing this will turn a regional treasure
promoting a desirable community image.
into a true community asset.
For this reason, make right-of-way maintenance
CC3.1 Prepare a bicycle and pedestrian master
a high priority on heavily traveled corridors
plan. The proposed connections shown on
such as Detroit Street, Home Avenue, Cincinnati
Map 2.2 are indicative of the degree by which
Avenue and Main Street.
Xenia can further develop its existing bike
path system with neighborhood loops and
CC2.3 Invest in gateway and streetscape
connectors. The connections aim to connect
enhancements. Establish City entrance sign
neighborhoods with one another, schools,
standards to celebrate our brand, consistent
parks and regional trails.
with but in addition to the Xenia Gateway and
Wayfinding Signage Implementation Plan.
These proposed alignments are conceptual
Identify and prioritize specific gateway and
only. Additional analysis is needed to more fully
corridor enhancement projects for future
explore alignment options and the ultimate
grant applications. Identify and pursue grant
selection of preferred routes. A master plan
funding and/or private donations to construct
would identify and prioritize these routes and
improvements.
estimate costs.
CC2.4 Improve development standards along
A master plan can also identify
key thoroughfares. Residents and city officials
recommendations for policy changes affecting
alike feel Xenia has not achieved a quality level
issues such as street design, maintenance and
desired for Xenia with its built environment.
development standards. An example of a policy
During the process of streamlining
framework is Complete Streets - a concept that
2.4
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Figure 2.1 Place Branding and Potential Corridor and Gateway Enhancement Projects
Communities including Xenia invest in logos,
slogans, taglines and webpages to create a
recognizable brand image.
A brand image must be authentic, delivering
on a promise of place. While marketing fads
come and go, it is imperative that Xenia’s
brand image holds true to its historical
identity.
Historical roots are what set Xenia apart.
History will help Xenia differentiate itself
from surrounding communities.
This does not suggest that Xenia is stuck in
the past. As coined in the City logo, Xenia has
a Vivid History and a Vibrant Future.
Xenia’s City entrance signs and streetscape
improvements must embrace Xenia’s brand
identity.
The Xenia Gateway and Wayfinding Sign Plan
proposed a family of signs designed to improve community branding and community
direction and arrival in and near downtown.
While the scope of work did not consider signs for the entire City, concepts were
developed for entrance (gateway) signage, as shown in the above right images.
Additional work is needed to develop city entrance sign standards consistent with the
family of signs developed for downtown and its surroundings.

Potential Enhancement Projects
Road

Location

Concept

West Main St.

Allison Ave. to Orange St.

Landscaping/street trees

West Main St.

Orange St. to Church St.

Decorative lighting, street trees

West Main St.

Church St. to King St.

Continue downtown streetscape

East Main St.

Collier St. to Columbus St.

Decorative lighting, street trees

East Main St.

Near City entrance

Gateway entry feature

US 42 Cincinnati Ave.

Miami Ave. to Main St.

Decorative lighting, street trees, wayfinding

US 42 Cincinnati Ave.

Near City entrance

Gateway entry feature

US 42 Columbus St.

Near City entrance and/or
Church St. intersection

Gateway entry feature/wayfinding signage

US 68 N. Detroit St.

Main St. to Union St.

Decorative lighting

US 68 N. Detroit St.

Near City entrance

Gateway entry feature

US 68 Home Ave.

Near City entrance

Gateway entry feature

2.5
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Figure 2.2 - Select Destinations and Communities Accessible via Bike Trails from Xenia
Trail

Destinations

Communities

Creekside Trail

Downtown Dayton
Numerous Metroparks such as
Eastwood and Riverscape

Dayton and numerous suburbs and 15.2
outlying communities via connecting trails

Little Miami Scenic Trail

Antioch College
Buck Creek State Park
Caesar Creek State Park
Fort Ancient
John Bryan State Park
Spring Valley Wildlife Area
Wittenberg University

Cincinnati area
Lebanon
Morrow
Spring Valley
Springfield
Urbana (via connecting trail)
Waynesville
Yellow Springs

74.9

Jamestown Connector

N/A

Jamestown

11.7

Ohio-to-Erie Trail

Central State University
Wilberforce University
Cedarville College

Cedarville
325 when
London
complete
South Charleston
(eventually Cincinnati to Cleveland)

balances the needs of bikes, pedestrians and
automobiles.
CC3.2 Update bike/pedestrian connectivity
requirements in development standards.
Require dedications of land, construction
or fees-in-lieu of construction on new
development where bike/pedestrian facilities
are needed.
CC3.3 Construct high-priority neighborhood
connectors. Identify grant, local match and/
or private donations to construct connectors
identified as the highest priorities in CC3.1.
Examples of grants include Safe Routes to
School, Healthy Communities or Transportation
Enhancement.
CC3.4 Market Xenia’s bike paths to a local
and regional audience. Additional facilities
and greater bicycling opportunities should be
met with promotion and education on active
lifestyles, healthy communities, sharing the
road with bicyclists, bicycle safety, etc.

2.6

Miles

CC3.5 Develop and implement an enhanced
wayfinding signage/map plan for Xenia’s
bike paths. Trail systems are often developed
with little thought given to how people
navigate them or connect to other community
amenities. A concerted effort to place wellmarked signs and maps along the trail is
needed to make Xenia’s trails user-friendly and
to help local businesses/amenities capture bike
traffic. Coordinate designs with established
citywide gateway and wayfinding signage
standards.
CC3.6 Update street design, subdivision and
zoning standards based on findings of the
bike/pedestrian master plan. Amend standards
to encourage or require improved bike/
pedestrian facilities and traffic calming devices
where justified, and incorporate into new
streets as well as existing street maintenance
and improvement. Examples of such measures
include bike lanes, reduced travel lane width
and widened sidewalks/bike paths.
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Xenia the “Bicycle Capital of the
Midwest”
Xenia enjoys a level of bicycle and
pedestrian mobility that is unique to
communities in this region. The (1)
Ohio-to-Erie Trail, (2) Creekside Trail,
(3) Little Miami Scenic Trail, and (4)
Jamestown Connector are all built on
former railroads that once converged near
the intersection of Miami Avenue and South
Detroit Street. The convergence point is now
called Xenia Station, a City park that includes
a reconstructed replica of a former telegraph
office.
Today, Xenia Station is a popular meeting spot
for cyclists and other trail users and provides
restrooms and information for visitors as well as
a community meeting room. The facility also has
space for a retail or office tenant.

CC4 Create an Inter-Connected Network of
Greenspace
Xenia has an abundance of greenspaces including
schools, parks, floodplains, natural areas, a golf
course, athletic grounds and cemeteries.

Xenia can do more to live up to the selfpromoted title as the Bicycle Capital of the
Midwest. Ideas to further develop Xenia as a
leading bicycle community include:

A goal of this plan is to create an interconnected
network of greenspace with unparalleled nonmotorized access. This is a long-term strategy that
offers exceptional value and return on becoming
“a community of choice.” Furthermore, protecting
natural areas along streams helps to preserve
surface water quality, limit flood damage and
prevent erosion.
This strategy can be easily accomplished by building
off the great foundation established by the regional
bicycle trail network.
CC4.1 Evaluate and prioritize greenways indicated in
the Future Land Use Plan. Evaluate feasibility, costs
and priorities associated with individual greenway
projects and phases. Use the “Preservation” areas
identified on the Future Land Use Plan as a guide.
Stream corridors are often selected for greenways due
2.8

• Celebrate bicycle art in public spaces.
• Install unique bicycle racks.
• Redesign streets with dedicated bicycle
facilities.

• Sponsor bicycle events, festivals and
races.

• Promote bicycle safety and training.
• Develop neighborhood paths that
connect residents to schools, parks
and the four existing regional trails.
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What are Complete Streets?
As public spaces, streets need to
do more than convey traffic. Streets
must contribute to a sense of place
and accommodate multiple modes of
transportation. According to the National
Complete Streets Coalition, Complete
Streets...
“…allow safe access and movement
along and across streets regardless of a
person’s age, ability, or chosen form of
transportation whether by foot, bike, car
or bus.”
Streets that balance the needs of bicyclists and
pedestrians with motor vehicles can increase
overall safety and improve Xenia’s quality of life.
Furthermore, Xenia can utilize Complete Street
design to complement its position as the Bicycle
Capital of the Midwest.
Many cities across the United States now
require their roads to accommodate bicyclists,
pedestrians and transit, where available.
These ordinances require new roads as well as
improvements of existing roads to incorporate
provisions for non-motorized transportation.
Columbus, Ohio enacted Complete Street
regulations to make its community more livable
and appealing to residents and businesses.
The graphics above illustrate a few examples of
Complete Street features, such as:

•

Traffic calming measures such as
narrowed roadway widths, curb
extensions and traffic mini-circles, which
discourage speeding while enhancing
street appearance.

•

Bike lanes and differentiated
pavement color to alert motorists and
provide safe passage for pedestrians
and bikes.

to development constraints and environmental
sensitivity. Greenway corridors, combined with
bike or pedestrian paths, provide an attractive
recreational amenity in addition to environmental
benefits.
CC4.2 Adopt a stream buffer protection
ordinance. A stream buffer protection ordinance
would require development to avoid sensitive
natural areas adjacent to streams. Such an
ordinance would preserve natural features
that enhance property values in addition to the
environmental benefits outlined in Objective CC4.
CC4.3 Seek easements and/or acquire property.
Seek access easements or acquire property
along planned greenway corridors. Require
access easements or dedications of land within
stream buffer and/or 100-year floodplain areas for
conservation and access. Use available stormwater
improvement grants for land purchase or application
of an easement and trail development.

CC5 Attract Additional Retail and Commercial
Recreation Uses to Xenia
Xenia residents leave the community to access a
variety of different retail, food service and recreational
opportunities currently not offered in Xenia. City2.9
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Greenways
Greenways are long, narrow pieces of land
that are managed for public recreation and
slow travel. Greenways are often found along
stream corridors within a 100-year floodplain.
Greenways are a logical extension of Xenia’s
existing regional trail system. One greenway in
particular is proposed in Map 2.2 along parts
of Shawnee Creek and Old Town Creek. This
greenway could resemble the character
shown in these pictures and connect
neighborhoods to the Mound
Preserve and Sara Lee Arnovitz
Preserve.

commissioned market studies have proven
that dollars leave the community that would
otherwise stay if more retailers were locally
available. The City must continue to work
proactively to attract new retailers in an effort to
improve Xenia’s image and quality of life.
CC5.1 Meet with retail developers and
franchise owners to identify opportunities.
Meet with retail developers and brokers to
determine what Xenia can realistically do to
recruit more retail and recreation businesses.
CC5.2 Continually update and maintain retail
market data and make available to prospects.
Attracting desired chain businesses to Xenia
completely depends on Xenia’s ability to meet
company site selection criteria. Retailers look
at population, spending power, and existing
infrastructure and competitor locations. Make
data available to prospective companies
and site selectors that demonstrate Xenia’s
2.10

opportunities.
CC5.3 Develop incentives to attract retailers,
particularly those locating in vacant buildings.
The relatively low wages (and consequently low
income tax revenue) associated with jobs in the
retail sector precludes the use of incentives by
most Ohio local governments to attract retail.
However, some types of incentives may be
appropriate in limited cases to attract retailers
that would provide significant community
benefit or would occupy long-vacant buildings.
CC6 Enhance Our Park System
Parks provide relief from everyday demands.
They also make neighborhoods attractive,
provide civic pride and maintain property values.
Residents expect parks to accommodate their
varied interests. While Xenia has numerous parks,
their general condition was called into question
by residents. Xenia also lacks a true community
park and funding shortcomings prevent
modernization of the system.
CC6.1 Prepare a Parks Master Plan. The Master
Plan should address underserved areas,
parks not specifically addressed in X-Plan,
and innovative funding and programming
strategies. Involve citizens in the process to
ensure community needs are expressed.
Underserved areas. To the extent possible,
ensure a park or usable open space, such as

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
a school playground, is located within a five
minute walk (about one-quarter mile) of every
resident. A few neighborhoods, like parts
of Arrowhead and northeastern Xenia, are
underserved by parks, meaning the closest park
is located more than a half mile away.
Innovative funding/programming strategies.
Limited City resources and shifting park
interests require creative solutions to keep
parks viable. One example of creative funding/
programming solutions might involve a
partnership with the School District. School
properties can help to satisfy park needs in
underserved areas because they provide open
space and play equipment that is open to the
public. City/School District joint funding, grant
applications and use agreements for recreation
enhancements might be more realistic and
financially feasible than providing new parks in
underserved areas.

Chapter 2 Be a Community of Choice
CC6.3 Prepare a development/expansion plan
for West Side Park or alternative community
park site. The National Recreation and Parks
Association considers a true community park
to be 30 to 50 acres in land area. Xenia lacks
a park of this size. Xenia’s largest park, Sol
Arnovitz, is 21 acres and performs more like a
“neighborhood” park or a nature preserve. It
does not have the required amenities to serve
as a community park even if it were larger.
Identify a preferred site and prepare a master
development plan that identifies expansion,
facilities and programming improvements.
Incorporate citywide public participation to
ensure the park meets community needs.
Options include:
Expanding West Side Park. West Side Park at
Sheelin and Towler Roads is capable of being
expanded to fulfill the community park role in
Xenia by acquiring adjacent property and/or

CC6.2 Review and update park dedication and
fee-in-lieu requirements. The City’s parkland
dedication and fee-in-lieu requirements
augment the City’s park system and relieve
pressure to provide parks and recreation to
growing areas. A review of these standards
should ensure that the fees are sufficient and
that the design and dedication/fee thresholds
are consistent with X-Plan goals and objectives.
Community Parks
Although Xenia possesses some
excellent components of a communityserving park (e.g. playgrounds and
community gathering spaces at Shawnee
Park and Xenia Station), the Existing
Conditions Report found deficiencies in acreage
and facilities associated with a true community
park. Xenia has opportunities to create a
community park such as an expanded West Side
Park, the former Simon Kenton Elementary
School property and adjacent land, and other
large vacant properties in the City.

2.11
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that revenues outweigh costs, particularly in
areas such as Police, Fire and Maintenance or
that adequate public services are available.

improving connections to the nearby Greene
County Fairgrounds and Pierce Park. West Side
Park is already connected to the regional bike
path system.
Alternative Locations. Vacant land near Hill
Street, the former Simon Kenton Elementary
School and the US-35/US-42 interchange may
have potential as community park locations.
Consider these locations if West Side Park’s
expansion is not practical.
CC7 Maintain and Improve Quality of Existing
City Infrastructure and Services
The recent national, regional and local economic
struggles and cuts in State and Federal funding
have created shortfalls in funding available for
City Services.
Funding shortages combined with the City’s past
growth and aging infrastructure have created a
mounting backlog of street/sewer maintenance
needs and overall staffing being stretched thin.
The City must ensure that it can establish and
sustain high-quality services and infrastructure
before extending them to accommodate new
development.
CC7.1 Develop and codify a Fiscal Impact
Analysis policy and model. Develop a
Fiscal Impact model and require analysis of
annexations and significant development
proposals/rezonings before approval. Ensure
2.12

CC7.2 Establish a Pavement Condition Index
(PCI). A PCI evaluates and rates the existing
condition of streets. The PCI is then used to
prioritize street maintenance projects. Using
a PCI can improve efficiency, effectiveness
and transparency of street maintenance
operations. Developing a PCI involves an
extensive inventory of all existing streets and
should result in entry of data into a GIS-based
database.
CC7.3 Undertake replacement/lining of aging
sewer mains in coordination with street
resurfacing projects. Addressing past deferred
maintenance of sewer mains is critical for the
City’s future. Schedule sewer main projects
in concert with street resurfacing in order to
minimize construction expense and disruption.
CC7.4 Expand Joint Service Agreements.
Xenia already has a strong tradition of mutual
aid and other partnerships/agreements with
neighboring jurisdictions. Expanding upon
these agreements has the potential to improve
service within the City and in neighboring
communities.
CC7.5 Prepare a Facilities Master Plan. The
existing Police headquarters and dispatch
center are woefully inadequate for a Police
department of a city Xenia’s size. Existing
City Hall/Service Center space present a
combination of operational, security and
customer service challenges. The Fire Division
faces potential long-term needs for additional
or relocated stations. A facilities master plan
will involve a comprehensive analysis of
existing/projected facility needs, followed
by a set of projects and funding strategies to
expand, modify or relocate existing assets.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
CC7.6 Develop flexible City staffing models
that maintain level of service as demands
fluctuate. Expand usage of part-time/seasonal
staff and other measures to increase staffing
flexibility. This will enable City management
to be more nimble and cost effective in
maintaining adequate staff capacity in the face
of fluctuating workload demands.
CC7.7 Increase efficiency and transparency of
City project, facility and service management
processes. Improve access to information and
streamline service delivery using technology
and updated management processes, including:

•

•

Standardized project management system.
An electronic database and associated
management processes would improve
project tracking and access to information
by staff, City Council and the general
public. Such a system would increase
accountability and efficiency and would
lead to effective project management and
budget decisions.
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CC7.10 Redesign the North Columbus Street/
East Church Street intersection. Shown on the
Thoroughfare Plan (Map 6.1), this intersection
improvement would replace an unsafe, skewed
configuration with a 90-degree intersection.
CC7.11 Obtain grant funding for a sewer
lateral replacement cost-sharing program
for homeowners. A significant source of the
City’s sanitary sewer system problems with
stormwater inflow/infiltration originate with
aging laterals. Since laterals are considered
private, the property owner is responsible for
maintaining them. A cost-sharing program
would assist low-income homeowners with
costly replacement projects.
CC7.12 Rehabilitate the Glady Run trunk sewer.
Following the Ford Road trunk sewer project,
Glady Run will be the next major trunk sewer
in need of rehabilitation. Initiate analysis
of the existing sewer to determine needed
improvements, estimate costs and prepare
designs.

Service Center management/financial
structure. In conjunction with CC7.5
and/or CC7.9, review the funding and
management structure of the City’s Service
Center (garage/development functions).
Improve internal service delivery and costeffectiveness.

CC7.8 Extend Industrial Boulevard to West
Second Street. This roadway extension,
shown on the Thoroughfare Plan (Map 6.1) in
Chapter 6), will improve crosstown circulation
and improve Fire Division response times in
western Xenia.
CC7.9 Prepare a study of fire service
improvement options in northern Xenia. An
additional fire station and/or partnerships with
Xenia Township are needed to cover existing
and future service gaps in this area. Identify
specific needs and then evaluate alternative
solutions for meeting those needs.
2.13
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CC7.13 Relocate Fire Station 32 Further
Southwest. Xenia’s two existing fire stations
are too close to each other providing some
redundancy in service coverage.

schedule of recurring press releases, newsletter
articles, and website/social media/TV postings.
Encourage contributions from each City
department.

Construct a new fire station in southwestern
Xenia and close the existing Station 32 in order
to reduce response times and handle future
growth in southwestern Xenia.

CC8.3 Maintain and increase the dialogue
with Xenia Community School District.
The health of a City and School District are
closely intertwined. Maintain a constructive
relationship and open communication through
collaborative committees and scheduled
presentations/work sessions at School Board
and City Council meetings.

CC8 Improve Community Relations and
Communications
Xenia has many positive stories to tell and an
abundance of institutions that can help the City
tell these stories and realize other X-Plan goals.
CC8.1 Prepare a community marketing and
branding strategy. Take inventory of Xenia’s
strengths and core values and develop a
marketing and branding strategy, working
with a PR/branding consultant to help hone a
truthful, positive message. The purpose of this
is to improve Xenia’s image in the region and to
retain and attract residents and businesses.
CC8.2 Maintain an internal process and
capacity for continuous public relations. Avoid
long periods of media silence. Ensure news
is released at regular intervals to reinforce
the great things that are happening in Xenia.
Control the message by proactively providing
information about services, events and
initiatives to local and regional media. Adopt a
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CC8.4 Maintain a dialogue with community
stakeholders and partners. Due to its
community-driven process, X-Plan reflects
many goals that are shared among multiple
community organizations. Individual groups,
including the City, lack the resources to
implement X-Plan alone. Success requires
collaboration.
Building from the momentum established
by the X-Plan Steering Committee, establish
special committees and/or periodic individual
meetings to ensure that organizations are
working toward common goals.
See Figure 2.3 “Town and Gown/Healthy
Communities” in Chapter 3, Grow Our
Economy, for additional insight on this
collaborative approach.

3

Grow Our
Economy
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Strengths
Xenia’s strategic location provides
excellent access to US 35, I-675, I-70 and
I-71 and to Dayton, Cincinnati and Columbus
metropolitan markets. Xenia is also close to
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base – the largest
sole-source employer in Ohio.

Overview

E

Xenia has abundant, affordable vacant land suitable
for office and industrial development with easy
Photo credit: Western Star
access from US 35 at Lower Bellbrook Road, US 42
and US 68.

conomic development is the focus
of this issues-based chapter. The
need for increased economic
development activity was raised at
every planning meeting and emerged as a
top 5 community issue.
City officials and residents alike keenly
equate economic development with
increased City revenues. Additional
dollars born by economic development
are needed to pay for essential services
and quality of life enhancements.
Residents also understand community
appeal – being a community of choice –
improves Xenia’s economic development
potential. Xenia must improve its
downtown and neighborhoods and other
top community planning issues to be able
to attract new business and “Grow Our
Economy.”

Xenians want more jobs and more industry
to create a sustainable community. The City
has the ingredients needed to “grow our
economy” including a great location, ample
available land, abundant utilities and highway
accessibility.

Xenia has ample, affordable water and wastewater
utilities to accommodate business growth well into the
future.
Area employers give Xenia’s workforce high marks for a
strong work ethic.
Greene Memorial Hospital is a full service medical
provider offering a variety community health and wellness
benefits.
Xenia is in the center of an extensive higher education
cluster with thousands of college students attending
public and private colleges and universities within a
15-minute drive of Xenia.
Weaknesses
Housing for company executives is generally not
available in Xenia.
Lagging but improving educational attainment levels
may make Xenia less attractive to high-tech companies.
There are few modern industrial buildings in Xenia’s
inventory and office buildings are nearly non-existent.
High-tech users desire modern buildings with flexible
floor plans.

X-Plan calls for a sustainable amount of land
area planned for Business Park development to
meet Xenia’s long-term economic development
needs. Existing industrial zones are shown on Map
2.1, while proposed Business Park areas are shown
on Map 6.2 in Chapter 6.
3.2

A significant percentage of Xenia’s industrial base is
land locked suggesting that relocations, potentially
out of Xenia, may be necessary to accommodate
expansion plans.
Regional competition is fierce. Xenia may lack
the fiscal resources needed to consistently
match aggressive incentive packages or
overcome potential infrastructure gaps.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan

Objectives and Strategies
GE1 Market Xenia to Attract Jobs and Industry
The industrial market has changed significantly
over the past few decades. The average
industrial business sits on five acres or less, uses
technology instead of massive manpower, and
has little impact on the environment in terms of
smoke, noise, odor or vibration.

Chapter 3 Grow Our Economy
GE1.3 Adopt business park design standards.
Xenia has several exciting possibilities
regarding the future of its business parks.
As part of a broader Zoning Code update
recommended in Strategy GE6.1, create design
standards that reflect the values of the type of
companies that the City wants to attract.
Image conscious corporations care about their
surroundings and how they are perceived.
Avoid use of incentives unless companies
can meet minimum performance and design
guidelines.

The industrial site selection process has also
changed. Decisions are often made using
available on-line resources. Communities can be
considered as a location for a new facility without
GE2 Implement a Focused Recruitment Effort
knowing it.
The City must make its strategic advantages
known to site selectors and prospective
businesses. For example, one of Xenia’s best
advantages is value: relatively low land costs,
utility rates and property taxes.
GE1.1 Create a content-rich economic
development webpage. Update the City’s
economic development webpage to create a
24-hour marketing portal.
The nature of the site selection process
requires a robust economic development web
presence. Local government webpages must
offer rich and up-to-date content including
information on taxes, utility rates, location,
available land and building space data,
workforce demographics, etc. The website
should include an emphasis on Xenia’s low cost
of business and value provided for that cost.
GE1.2 Create and maintain a site selection
inventory database. A site selection Request
for Proposals (RFP) requires significant data
collection and time to complete. Submitting
incomplete responses, even one missing item,
can result in an automatic rejection. Place
comprehensive data inventories on all business
park locations in a database to enable faster
and more customizable responses.

Xenia needs to attract additional companies
to improve City tax revenues. In this sense, no
business with good financials should be turned
away. However, a focused business attraction
effort aimed at industries in sectors that can
benefit from Xenia’s unique attributes will lead to
greater market success.
GE2.1 Build and maintain strong relationships
with Greene County DOD and the DDC. The
City already enjoys a close working relationship
with the Greene County Department of
Development (DOD). Build similar ties with the
Dayton Development Coalition (DDC), which is
Jobs Ohio’s Regional Economic Development
Partner for the Dayton region. The DDC is
Xenia’s first point of contact for state tax
incentives and low interest loans.
The DDC also hires industry experts in the
areas of advanced manufacturing, advanced
materials, health science, and aerospace. These
experts can help Xenia companies grow in
these markets and help the City position itself
for growth.
GE2.2 Update the City’s economic development
marketing plan. A marketing plan would help
the City identify industries that benefit from
Xenia’s strengths, determine the most effective
marketing tactics, and gain support from
3.3
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regional partners. Examples of industries Xenia could pursue,
with or without a plan, include the following:

•

•

•

No single definition has been
adopted by economic development
professionals but generally local
government is interested in economic
development to:

Aerospace. Xenia’s proximity to Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base and the Wilmington Air Park
creates opportunities to attract aerospace-related
investment. Not all companies require immediate
adjacency to WPAFB.

•
•

Valued-added agriculture. Businesses in valueadded food processing or other agriculturerelated industries can build on Xenia’s excellent
reputation already developed by Bob Evans and
the strong agrarian economy established in rural
Greene County.
Logistics. Xenia’s unique location in the
Transportation Triangle provides opportunities
to attract businesses in the supply chain
industry. Wright State University’s Logistics
and Supply Chain Management program can
help Xenia identify opportunities and attraction
strategies (see Figure 2.2).

GE2.3 Establish industry roundtables. Raise
awareness of Xenia’s goals, opportunities and
strengths and seek feedback from economic
development stakeholders. One way to do this is to
hold annual or bi-annual roundtable meetings with
Xenia’s business executives, regional development
experts, higher-education institutions, developers
and brokers. Existing businesses can offer a great
deal of information about Xenia’s strengths and
weaknesses and opportunities to attract additional
industries.

What is Economic Development?

Create and retain jobs
Increase wages, community wealth and
economic well-being

•

Improve resident quality of life

•

Generate income tax for general fund
expenditures

•

Diversify the local economy

To do this on behalf of its residents and
businesses, City Council must:

•

Hire professional staff to implement City
economic development goals and policies

•

Enact budgets to provide roads, utilities
and services needed to support industry

•

Approve incentives for companies that add
a significant amount of new jobs to Xenia

Economic Development Paradigm Shift

Competition for new jobs and retaining
existing ones is fierce between states and
regions. Many communities have found that
offering land and infrastructure is no longer
enough to attract high tech businesses.
Technological advances in all aspects of our
economy including manufacturing require
an educated workforce. Communities are
Collaboration with regional partners is essential. Such working hard to provide companies and their
educated workforce a high quality of life.
organizations have additional resources that can be
X-Plan touches upon many quality of life
leveraged on Xenia’s behalf. Their success in some
aspects – bike trails, housing, shopping and
ways is tied to local community success but they must
know Xenia’s goals before they can proactively work on image - that all must be construed as part
of Xenia’s overall economic development
our behalf.
strategy.

GE2.4 Review/adjust incentive policies to align with the
marketing plan and other X-Plan goals. Based upon the
marketing plan, revise incentive policies as needed to align
with target industry needs. Aggressively pursue companies

3.5
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Economic Development Success
The City recently partnered with TJAR to proactively
help this local startup company grow and create jobs
in Xenia.
Company owners, working out of a pole barn up to
July 2010, turned to the City of Xenia for assistance.
The City put together a very competitive package
including Revolving Loan Fund assistance to help
TJAR purchase a much-needed building in the Xenia
Industrial Park.
As a result of this partnership, the company
needs to purchase another property in the
Xenia Industrial Park to keep up with
in
increased demand.
desired

sectors and
tie incentive use to
performance as a means to attract companies.
Consider a tiered incentive policy that matches
incentive levels to both the number of jobs and
wages among meeting other X-Plan goals and
strategies.
GE3 Preserve Land for Long-term Economic
Growth

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
GE3.2 Pursue economic development
opportunities and partnerships at the Greene
County Airport and vicinity. The Greene County
Airport is a nearby asset that could spur airportadjacent business development that is closer
to the I-675 corridor than Xenia. Xenia, as the
closest utility provider, can offer the most cost
effective public utility extensions and services
such as Fire protection and EMS.
GE3.3 Increase water pressure in southeastern
Xenia through improved pipe connections
and standpipe eliminations. Although there
is not currently a water pressure problem in
this portion of the city, recent studies have
indicated potential long-term problems as the
City’s industrial parks approach full build-out.
This action is a relatively low-cost step that can
be taken to ensure adequate water pressure in
the area.
GE3.4 Seek and Obtain Ohio Job Ready Site
Certification. The State of Ohio is considering
a law that would
grant
“Job

Xenia is fortunate to have vacant land located
close to interchanges on US 35. Treat this land as
a finite resource that must be preserved for the
City’s long-term economic sustainability.
GE3.1 Pursue economic development
opportunities and parterships in the Central
State (CSU), Wilberforce University and
Payne Theological Seminary areas. These
institutions are tremendous nearby assets that
can be engines for economic growth. Xenia
already provides utilities, Fire protection and
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) to CSU.
Future development potential includes retail
and services for students and visitors, as well
as industrial/office/hospitality uses between
the campuses and US 35.

3.6

Figure 2.2:
Transportation Triangle
Xenia is in the middle of the “Transportation
Triangle” formed by intersecting interstate highway
infrastructure including I-75 to the west, I-70 to the
north, and I-71 to the south.
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Ready” certifications to properties that meet
minimum requirements. Such certification
would indicate to prospective office and
industrial users that Xenia’s business parks
are ready for business. Job Ready also saves
companies time and money over sites that are
not job ready. Participate in the program once
program rules are finalized.
GE3.6 Construct an additional water tower
in southeastern Xenia. Recent studies have
indicated that certain types of large-scale,
high-intensity industrial users may require
construction of an additional water tower.
GE3.5 Extend Innovation Drive east to US
68. This roadway improvement will spur
development in the Innovation Drive business
park, as it will provide more direct access from
the US 35/US 68 interchange.
GE3.7 Expand the Innovation Drive business
park west to US 42. Consistent with the
Future Land Use Plan, create one large, unified
business park south of US 35 from US 42 to US
68. Extend Innovation Drive west to US 42 and
align with Wright Cycle Boulevard in order to
further improve access from US 35. Support
annexation of this area to create additional
land for long-term economic growth.
Stipulate via development agreements,
covenants and restrictions, or public/private
venture ownership agreements that land
designated as Business Park on the Future
Land Use Map will be used for economic
development purposes before annexing land,
extending infrastructure or offering incentives.

to hold land in speculation that industrial users
will come.
Many public sector participants in southwest
Ohio have been thrust into the development
business as a result. Public ownership gives
communities additional leverage when
negotiating incentives.
Alternatives to this approach include
development agreements, annexation
agreements, covenants and restrictions, and
zoning for industrial use. Agreements must
stipulate minimum zoning and performance
requirements.
GE4 Reposition Older Business Parks
Reposition older industrial areas such as those
found along Bellbrook Avenue to maintain their
attractiveness as business parks.
Like most mature communities, Xenia’s older
industrial areas are partially integrated in
residential neighborhoods. Some properties are
landlocked and structurally outdated.
GE4.1 Seek incentives to modernize or
demolish outdated industrial buildings in the
Lower Bellbrook Road/Cincinnati Avenue
area. Work with property owners to reposition
antiquated industrial buildings to better meet
modern industrial user needs. Look for energyefficient retrofit incentives, tax credit and
brownfield assessment/cleanup incentives.

•

Hooven and Allison property. This former
cordage plant located on Cincinnati Avenue

GE3.8 Acquire or reserve property. Enter into
first rights of refusals and purchase contracts
to acquire key development parcels needed to
develop or expand Business Parks in Xenia.
This may appear as an extreme measure.
Current economic conditions and lending
practices are not aligned for private investors
3.7
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was once a major Xenia employer. It is now
a long-vacant, deteriorating complex of
buildings that is a blighting influence on
several surrounding neighborhoods and
one of the City’s major thoroughfares and
entrances. The City has successfully utilized
grant funding to perform environmental
assessments and has received a grant for
cleanup. The remaining steps are to secure
local match funding, complete the cleanup/
rehabilitation and recruit end users.
GE 4.2 Enhance Bellbrook and Cincinnati
Avenues and brand as business corridors.
Enhancements and branding will send clearer
signals about the identity and future direction
of these corridors, which also serve as key entry
points to Xenia. Enhancements can also help
to preserve the viability of adjacent residential
areas. Examples of physical improvements
include gateway signage, decorative lighting,
screening and/or landscaping.
GE5 Take a “Grow Your Own” Approach to
Economic Development
An increasingly popular strategy is to “grow your
own” economy by diverting some economic
development resources away from recruitment
efforts to helping local startup companies grow.
This concept is referred to as “Economic
Gardening.” Its popularity is linked to its internal
focus of tapping into the near endless supply
of innovative people that already live in a
community.
Xenia is in an incredibly good position to win
using an economic gardening strategy due to its
excellent regional location, access to universities
and potential availability of lower cost buildings.
For these same reasons, Xenia could become
a laboratory for commercialization of new
technology developed at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Wright State University and Central
State University.
3.8
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GE5.1 Develop and maintain a database for
vacant industrial, commercial and downtown
mixed-use space. Many occupied buildings
have unused space that can be used by small
startup companies. Utilize real estate listings,
permit data, utility billing data and other
sources to inventory and monitor information
on available commercial, industrial and
downtown mixed-use space. Identify square
footage, use and occupancy status by floor.
List information on the City’s website to assist
potential entrepreneurs.
GE5.2 Expand Business Retention and
Expansion Efforts. Economic development
professionals often attest that 80% of new
jobs and investment come from existing
businesses. This is best accomplished when
local governments work in cooperation with
business.
Ideally, the City would have two full time
economic development professionals. The
director would run the department and work
on attraction, networking and marketing
efforts. A retention specialist would focus on
relationship building with existing companies.
This could be a part-time position.
However, resources are limited and the
Development Department is not the only entity
involved in the economic development process.
Use an integrated team approach where
City department heads are assigned as case
managers for a set number of companies.
Other critical components of the City’s
Retention and Expansion program include
membership in the BusinessFirst! program,
periodic retention surveys, and a database
containing business information and contacts.
GE5.3 Create a small business incubator. There
are thought to be over 1,000 incubators in the
United States with the vast majority of those
being not-for-profit or publicly controlled.
Evidence suggests that startup companies that
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How can Xenia “grow its economy” from within?
The concept of growing a local economy from within took root in
Littleton, CO in the late 1980s after it became apparent heavy job
losses could not be backfilled by new business recruitment alone. In
response, Littleton retooled its economic development strategy and
shifted resources to support local entrepreneurs.
This strategy is referred to as “economic gardening” and it is
used to create a more balanced approach in conjunction with
business attraction programs or “economic hunting.”
A goal of economic gardening is to develop a broad portfolio
of entrepreneurially-based startup companies in various
stages of development that collectively employ hundreds,
perhaps thousands, of people over time.
To do this, cities and regions provide high-level services
and access to data that is generally only available to larger
companies. The goal is to provide entrepreneurs with
accurate information about their competitors, customers,
markets, and industry trends empowering small business
owners to make strategic decisions and avoid costly
mistakes.
Incubators
Incubators help startups by offering office and shop
space and specialized business services in-house and
through a network of service providers. An incubator’s
goal is to produce financially viable companies that can
graduate out into the community, create jobs, strengthen
local economies, and increase building occupancy levels
and property values. Xenia already relies upon The
Entrepreneurs Center (TEC) incubator in Dayton and could
eventually build the capacity to start its own incubator.

Economic Gardening Ideas
Xenia can take advantage of the
availability of vacant buildings to
start a business incubator as part of
an economic gardening strategy. Seek
partnerships to provide resources
needed to succeed. Potential partners
include Greene County, Small Business
Development Center (SBDC), area colleges
and universities, property owners and
even established incubators in Ohio.
Like everything else worthwhile, economic
gardening will take time to yield results. A
long-term commitment by Xenia leaders is
necessary.
Resources

• http://archive.sba.gov/advo/research/
sbe_06_ch06.pdf

• http://icma.org/en/
Search?s=economic%2Bgardening

• http://www.nbia.org/
• http://www.inc.com/ magazine/
20100501/ the-best-businessincubators.html
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GE6 Turn City Government into a Business
Advocacy Organization

The BusinessFirst! Program gives
economic development professionals the
opportunity to meet with local businesses
and learn about their needs and plans.
The BusinessFirst! Program links
businesses with needed resources
graduate
to help them stay and grow in
from
incubator
Xenia.
programs are up to
twice as likely to succeed
long term as other startups.
The Tech Center in Dayton is an excellent
example that already provides services
available to Xenia businesses. Xenia, perhaps
through a private or nonprofit partner, could
offer a satellite facility or program that utilizes
vacant industrial, commercial or downtown
mixed-use space.
GE5.4 Increase the City’s role in facilitating a
business startup assistance network. Facilitate
networking and discussions between startups
and service organizations to help companies
grow.
Work closely with SBDC/SCORE to help
startups secure business advice and small
business financing. SBDC counselors ask tough
questions and can tell if a business plan is able
to succeed.
Help startups access market data needed to
make informed business decisions including
market research. Business schools can assist
with business planning and more technical
departments can assist with idea and product
development.
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GE6.1 Streamline and update regulations and
processes. Portions of the City’s development
regulations have not been significantly
updated since 1968. This results in frustrations
for development applicants and City staff
without improving the quality of development.
Comprehensive reviews of the City’s Zoning
and Subdivision Regulations and permit review
process are needed.
This review/rewrite should remove
unnecessary steps and address regulations
that are conflicting, inconsistent, ambiguous
or otherwise inappropriate. This process could
also address multiple other strategies in X-Plan
that are geared toward improving the quality of
development.
The streamlining process should generally
include the following components:

•

Create a diverse Steering Committee.
Assemble a committee of community
leaders as well as business, development
and community interests to study
the current codes and processes and
recommend changes to create a userfriendly code and processes.

•

Seek community input. Allow the general
public to drive the process and have a
voice, since individual citizens and property
owners will be directly impacted by the
changes.

•

Obtain design and development
professional input. Architects and
engineers work with local government
development regulations on a daily basis.
Seek design professional input on Xenia’s
regulations and procedures.

•

Consider a Unified Development Code.
A unified development code places
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all development related regulations,
definitions, processes and procedures in
one cross referenced document including
subdivision, access management and
zoning. This can reduce the amount of
time an applicant will spend tracking down
various documents.

interconnectivity of permitting databases
and increased collaboration in permit
review and enforcement.

•

Create consistent, predictable standards.
Streamlining the City’s development
regulations does not necessarily mean
lowering standards. Developers rarely
complain about meeting clear, reasonable
and predictable community-based
development standards for building
design and landscaping, etc. Developers
do struggle with moving targets and
prolonged review processes born out of a
community’s desire to articulate standards
on a case-by-case basis. Both Xenia and its
development partners would benefit from
an officially adopted, consistently applied
set of reasonable development standards.

•

Encourage pre-submittal meetings.
Encourage all zoning and development
applicants to attend pre-submittal
meetings with City staff. Include presubmittal language on application forms
and in the zoning code. These meetings
give applicants time to ask questions and
review procedures and minimal application
requirements with City staff before
submitting.

•

Establish E-government and permitting.
Post codes, plans and interactive
applications in an easily-accessed location
on the City’s website. Transition toward
Why are Regulations and Permits Important?
electronic submittals, review and
Development regulations and public oversight in the
recordkeeping.

•

Explore a One-Stop Shop.
police power. It ensures development meets minimum federal, state
Create a more seamless,
and local laws designed to protect public health, safety and welfare.
user-friendly process
Streamlining the permitting processes is nonetheless a legitimate goal.
for applicants who
Xenia desires to be business friendly while ensuring public safety. Examples
must deal with
of regulations and permits include the following:
multiple agencies.
• Zoning Ordinance. Ensures land is used efficiently in a rationale manner to
Since it may be
protect people from incompatible uses and to maintain property values.
cost-prohibitive
to bring all
• Zoning Permit. A zoning permit ensures that proposed new development
development
or building expansions or remodeling is legally permitted before an applicant
functions under
spends money on a project.
one office, utilize
• Right-of-Way Permit. This ensures that work in the right-of-way can be
technological and
accomplished safely without interfering with normal traffic operation.
communication
Driveway openings are approved for spacing and visibility against other
improvements
streets and driveways for traffic safety purposes.
to create a
“virtual” one-stop • Certificate of Occupancy (CO). This permit is approved by the Greene
County Department of Building Regulation. CO’s ensure buildings are
shop. This can
constructed to code and electrical and structural systems meet minimum
be accomplished
life safety requirements before buildings are occupied.
through

permitting process is a legitimate and important use of the City’s
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•

•

Use an incentive-based approach.
Standards can utilize an incentive-based
approach which rewards high-quality
submittals with reduced review time or
other incentives.
Implement other X-Plan goals and
strategies. Utilize a more land use-flexible,
design-focused approach that follows
the Future Land Use Plan. Implement
other X-Plan strategies which are aimed at
improving the quality of development.

GE6.2 Develop excellent customer service. First
impressions are lasting. Economic development
requires a team effort. Each city employee
has the ability to improve Xenia’s image as a
business friendly community. This goal can be
accomplished when all staff members exhibit a
polite and positive service-oriented attitude.
Develop minimum customer service standards
for all City employees, and include County
permitting agencies as well. An example of
such a standard is the need to treat permit
applicants as customers and help them
navigate the permitting process.
Provide annual customer service training to
City employee. Explain why customer service
is important to the City’s mission. Positively
reinforce desired behavior and recognize
employees that exceed expectations. Monitor
results through customer surveys.
Consider partnering with a third party
organization to expand upon City staff’s limited
capacity and further enhance the customer
experience.
GE6.3 Develop a community advisory board.
A recently passed City ordinance required
creation of an Economic Development Advisory
Board (EDAB), which serves as a core advisory
body regarding economic development
interests and activities. The EDAB can increase
communication, raise awareness and elevate
3.12
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pressing economic development issues to the
highest layer of City leadership.
In addition to City staff and City Council
representation, participation in the EDAB could
include area business leaders, County officials,
university staff, key property owners and
regional economic development organizations.
This would create a multidiscipline problem
solving body working together on a regular
basis to attract new and retain existing
companies, discuss economic development
issues, react to opportunities and overcome
obstacles.
Subcommittees of the EDAB could meet on
a more frequent basis or address specialized
issues such as quick-response and initiatives
such as Town and Gown and Healthy
Communities.
GE6.4 Develop and Rehearse a Consistent
Message. Hire a marketing and/or PR firm to
establish the City’s economic development
message as part of broader effort to improve
Xenia’s image. Use the resulting copy to create
positive collateral material and webpage
content.
Incorporate message training with customer
service training (GE6.2). Xenia must market
itself in a positive light internally and externally.
Message training is a great way to begin this
process.
GE6.5 Prepare a Development Manual.
Development manuals serve as “doing
business” guides with local government.
Include step-by-step check lists of all required
permits and approvals, as well as a user-friendly
overview of applicable standards.
GE7 Foster Town and Gown and Healthy
Community Partnerships
Xenia has multiple assets related to education,
healthcare and wellness that can serve as
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Figure 2.3: Town and Gown/Healthy Communities
What is “Town and Gown?”

What are Healthy Communities?

Town and Gown refers to the relationship
formed between a college or university
and its host community. In the past such
relationships have been adversarial
due to a lack of communication and
differing priorities. Today, town and
gown relationships are evolving from
adversarial to partnerships focused on
mutual beneficial outcomes, shared
resources and win-win scenarios.
Xenia is surrounded by higher
education institutions and has a unique
opportunity to partner with one or
more of these institutions.
Examples of Town and Gown
Opportunities for Xenia:
Universities have unique financial
and intellectual resources that
when applied locally can generate
significant community benefits
including but not limited to:

•

Students Tutoring Children

•

Neighborhood Revitalization

•

Downtown Revitalization

•

Service Delivery
Recommendations

•

Economic Development
Planning

•

Community Service Projects

•

Joint use of Facilities

•

Collaborative Planning

•

Branch Campus Development

Xenia has many suitable locations for a
branch campus including historic buildings
and shopping centers with available space
and large institutions such as Greene Memorial
Hospital and Legacy Ministries.

“Healthy community” programs under
the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
and Ohio Department of Health focus on
helping communities reduce the burden of
chronic disease and achieve health equity.
Although many medical and nutritional aspects
of these programs are beyond the scope of a
Comprehensive Plan, certain aspects of a healthy
community include access to medical services and
encouragement of physical activity, both of which
relate to development and infrastructure.
Xenia already has many health and wellness assets
that could be improved and leveraged for economic
development purposes: Greene Memorial Hospital,
Greene County Combined Health District, bike trails,
Athletes in Action headquarters and competition
facilities, and the YMCA.
Examples of ways a Healthy Communities Initiative
could benefit the City include:

•

Support Greene Memorial Hospital’s continued
presence and success

•

Attraction of additional healthcare-related
businesses to Xenia

•

Utilize the City’s bike trails as a means of
recruiting and retaining employees and
encouraging them to live in Xenia. The bike
trails enhance Xenia’s general quality of life and
even provide the ability to bike to work.

•

Increase Athletes in Action’s (AIA’s) presence
in the community and region by promoting
AIA’s athletic competitions to potential
spectators, promoting local businesses to
AIA visitors.

•

Partner with the YMCA and other potential
entities to construct a community
recreation center in Xenia.

•

Explore joint use/development
opportunities for City parks and
School District properties.
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universities
Potential Town/Gown “Early Win:” African American Historical Trail. The Xenia area
across the
enjoys a prominent heritage in African American history. Central State University (est.
country are
1887) is Ohio’s only predominantly African American public university and also houses the
investing
National Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center. Wilberforce University is the nation’s
in branch
oldest private African American university (est. 1856). Wilberforce in particular was an
locations,
Underground Railroad destination point.

including
suburban
campuses
as well as
adaptive
reuse of
These and other area historical sites represent a potential tourist attraction. Linking these
downtown
sites with Xenia’s bike path system through path connections, joint promotion and signage buildings.
could celebrate the area’s heritage while attracting more visitors to Xenia.
Downtowns
are particularly
well-suited for
these uses due to
their rich pedestrian
environments, arts,
culture and a variety of
unique shops and eateries.
The Charles Young Buffalo Soldiers National Monument in Wilberforce, designated in March
2013, was the adult home of Col. Charles Young, the highest ranking African-American U.S.
Army commanding officer from 1894 until 1922. He also served as the first African-American
superintendent of a national park (Sequoia/General Grant National Parks - now Kings Canyon)
while commanding a troop of Buffalo Soldiers.

Photo credit: Dayton Daily News

catalysts for economic development (see Figure
2.3).
GE7.1 Establish a Town and Gown initiative.
Create a task force, potentially as a
subcommittee of the Economic Development
Advisory Board, that is focused on improved
communication with area higher education
providers and identification of town and gown
opportunities.
Discussions may lead to new and exciting
opportunities for all parties and usher in a new
era of collaboration. See Figure 2.3 for more
information on town and gown opportunities
GE7.2 Attract a branch campus or components
of such a campus to Xenia. College and
3.14

Downtown classrooms and
dorms provide additional market
demand for area businesses. Possible
locations include the Eavey building,
Xenia Towne Square, or the upper floors of
downtown buildings.
Consider adapting existing downtown buildings
to student housing. Greene CATS could
provide (and already provides in some cases)
connectivity between Xenia and the main
campuses. Other options for a Xenia branch
campus include Athletes in Action’s campus
and Greene Memorial Hospital.
Since a single college or university may not
have the resources for branch facilities, explore
the feasibility of a multi-institutional facility,
along with other complementary uses, to
reduce costs and to attract multiple providers
to Xenia.
For example, Sinclair Community College
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offers the University of Dayton, Wright State
University and the University of Cincinnati
classroom space at their Warren County
campus in Mason, Ohio.
GE7.3 Expand workforce development
offerings. Post-secondary education plays a
critical role in preparing the work force for
tomorrow’s high-tech jobs.
Regions that demonstrate a high degree of
education in a desired technical area have a
competitive advantage. Work collaboratively
with Xenia Community School District, Greene
County Career Center and area colleges and
universities to link higher education programs
with employer needs. Promote to existing and
prospective businesses.
Examples include Sinclair Community College’s
and Clark State’s certificate, degree and worker
training programs, as well as the Greenworks
Employment and Training Center. Student
co‑ops and interns are another possibility.
GE7.4 Establish a Healthy Community
initiative. Create a task force, potentially as a
subcommittee of the Economic Development
Advisory Board, that seeks partnerships with
Greene Memorial Hospital, Athletes in Action,
the YMCA and other organizations that are
focused on health and wellness activities. Such
partnerships can yield economic development
benefits for the City as described in Figure
2.3. Seek grant funding or recognition from
programs such as Ohio’s Healthy Community
Awards or the CDC’s Healthy Communities
Program. Coordinate with recommendations
for parks, recreation facilities, bike trails and
street design in Chapters 1 and 4.
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Overview

C

ities are a collection of neighborhoods.
Neighborhoods collectively define
community quality and character.
Desirable neighborhoods offer residents
a good quality of life and lasting value.
Xenia residents defined good neighborhoods as
having well-maintained buildings, streets and
parks with safe access to a variety of amenities.
This issues-based chapter outlines detailed
neighborhood development strategies aimed at
meeting these resident values.
Residents are concerned about the future
of Xenia’s neighborhoods. Some Xenia
neighborhoods are vibrant and promising, while
others show signs of age, market obsolescence,
and inconsistent building and infrastructure
maintenance. Intervening actions are needed
to bolster neighborhood vitality, enhance
curb appeal and add value to “make our
neighborhoods great.”

4.2
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2010 Population and Housing Characteristics

•

Median age: 37.1

•

65 and older in household: 27%

•

Median household income: $38,032

•

Average household size: 2.39

•

Female-headed households with children:
9.6%

•

Rental units: 38.4% of occupied units

•

Vacant housing: 9.1% of all units

•

Single-family homes (2011 data):

»» Average year built: 1960
»» Average size: 1,355 square feet
»» Average sale price: $78,700

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
Strengths
Xenia’s population growth outpaced that of the
region and surpassed the City’s high mark set in 1970
for the first time in 2010.
Diverse neighborhoods offer a variety of housing
styles that appeal to a wide segment of the housing
market.
New neighborhood developments offer modern
housing units and amenities helping to keep the
housing inventory fresh.
Xenia has a wonderful park, greenspace and bike
path system that serves as a true community asset.
Three historic districts recognize the vast
architectural and historic significance of early
neighborhoods that grew and gracefully evolved
with Xenia.

Chapter 4 Make Our Neighborhoods Great
Weaknesses
Xenia’s average home price is substantially lower
than that found in many surrounding communities.
Higher-end homes designed for the upwardly mobile
and business executives are not readily available.
Many neighborhood parks are hidden behind the
backs of residential properties. Access is limited
to small key holes between abutting housing
properties.
Xenia’s housing inventory has an average age of
1960, is showing signs of structural and functional
obsolescence and two-thirds of all houses were built
between 1950 and 1979.
Signs of deferred maintenance are noticeable
in some areas while pockets of dilapidation are
apparent in others.
Some missing sidewalk segments and local
street deterioration diminish neighborhood
appearance.

Xenia’s
neighborhoods (see
Map 4.1) exhibit a level of
diversity one would expect from a community
founded in 1803. Xenia’s neighborhoods provide
a variety of opportunities that appeal to a broad
spectrum of the housing market. Residents can
select from historic housing on tree lined streets
to mid-century suburban housing to modern
apartments and newer and larger single-family
homes.
What may be less typical of a community as
old and diverse as Xenia is the fact that Xenia
continues to grow in population and has
abundant land to support additional growth.
This is a positive sign of community health and
desirability.
While Xenia’s 2010 population is the highest
ever recorded, signs of neighborhood and

Vacant units and rental occupancy rates
increased since 2000 consistent
with national trends due to a
depressed housing market.
housing stress

exist. This chapter
assigns recommendations
to maintain or improve neighborhood health
based on indicators defined in the Existing
Conditions Report (available on the City’s
website or upon request from the Planning
and Zoning Department). Table 4.1 summarizes
key conditions and recommendations for each
neighborhood.
Age, value and inconsistent property
maintenance are three issues of concern
regarding a large portion of Xenia’s
neighborhoods.
Two-thirds of Xenia’s housing stock was built
from 1950 to 1979. Housing built during this
period often has two to three bedrooms
and one bath which are indicative of market
obsolescence. Many units were built with
4.3
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Map 4.1: Xenia’s Neighborhoods
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minimal insulation and storage. Replacement of
major structural components such as electrical
systems is probably needed in many units.
Inconsistent compliance with zoning, nuisance
and building codes is another concern and
signs of deferred maintenance are noticeable
in a few neighborhoods. Sales values in some
older neighborhoods are substantially lower
than community averages making their future
questionable and at risk for abandonment.
Trends in single-family rental conversions and
long-term vacancy in some neighborhoods
are indicators of abandonment/disinvestment
already in progress.

Objectives and Strategies
City-wide neighborhood strategies start this
section followed by goals and strategies
tailored for specific neighborhood needs.
Recommendations and strategies are informed
by a neighborhood analysis that considered
housing vacancy, value, foreclosure, tax
delinquency, and tenure (owner and renter
occupied housing) rates and trends.
NG1 Create and Maintain the Building Blocks for
Successful Neighborhoods Citywide
Successful neighborhoods are those that
are self-sustaining and require little or no
public intervention. The following strategies
are applicable to all types and conditions of
neighborhoods.
NG1.1 Develop and maintain a neighborhood
indicator database. Track and monitor code
violations, housing values, vacancy rates, singlefamily rental conversions, and foreclosures,
etc., using a GIS-based property database.
Crime statistics are also informative. Analyze
data to identify problems early and prevent
issues from spreading to adjacent healthier
neighborhoods.
NG1.2 Develop and promote a work plan
for effective code enforcement. Consistent
application of code enforcement sends a
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positive signal. Code enforcement protects
individual property rights, emboldens owners
to invest and increases residents’ confidence in
the future of their neighborhood.
A work plan, developed annually, should
identify neighborhoods and specific types
of violations on which to focus proactive
enforcement. Neighborhood indicator data can
be useful in identifying target neighborhoods.
The plan should also identify public relations
strategies to build awareness of and support
for code enforcement efforts, and to involve
citizens in the enforcement process. Finally,
the work plan should have the approval of
City leadership (i.e. City Council and appointed
officials) in order to ensure a unified, consistent
approach.
NG1.3 Update the Property Maintenance
and Housing Codes. The City’s Property
Maintenance Code dates to 1996, while its
Housing Code dates to 1992. Furthermore,
these ordinances overlap one another in spots
and overlap with the Building Code. The result
is an often confusing and inadequate set of
regulations. Update the ordinances utilizing the
most recent International Code Council (ICC)
standards.
NG1.4 Work with Greene County jurisdictions
to establish a land bank. A land bank,
established by county commissioners, is a
quasi-governmental entity which has the ability
to acquire, maintain, demolish, rehabilitate
and sell tax-delinquent or donated properties.
A primary benefit of a land bank is that it has
the ability to greatly expedite the process of
acquiring and clearing the title of a vacant,
tax-delinquent property. This allows derelict
properties to be placed in the hands of
individuals who are capable of investing in the
properties and paying taxes.
NG1.5 Develop a neighborhood marketing
campaign. Xenia’s identity is somewhat
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obscured from its location on the metropolitan
edge. Active marketing is needed to promote
Xenia’s high quality of life and its unique
neighborhoods. Suggested components of a
marketing campaign include:

•

Market research. Utilize neighborhood
indicator data to identify neighborhoods
that have marketable attributes yet are
relatively undiscovered. Identify targeted
demographics that would likely be
attracted to each targeted neighborhood.

•

Targeted marketing to major employers.
Actively promote Xenia’s neighborhoods
to Wright-Patterson Air Force Base and
area colleges and universities as these
institutions drive area employment.

•

General marketing: Pursue multimedia
marketing opportunities for Xenia’s
neighborhoods. Work with brokers to
identify appropriate sales positioning.
Marketing tactics for new subdivisions
may be used as a starting point. Focus on
unique amenities, architecture and general
community strengths. The neighborhood
portal developed in NG1.7 could be a means

Infill Housing
Infill is new construction on vacant
lots located in already-developed
areas. Infill has many benefits. From a
broader community perspective, infill
reduces sprawl and utilizes existing
roadway and utility infrastructure.
From the neighborhood perspective,
infill adds new investment and often
eliminates a maintenance problem.
Infill can also be detrimental. Care
must be taken to ensure infill housing
development is harmonious with the
scale and architecture of surrounding
structures as these examples show:

4.6

of neighborhood marketing.
NG 1.6 Update zoning, subdivision and
street design standards to reflect sound
neighborhood design principles. Designing
vibrant, sustainable neighborhoods requires
a multi-disciplinary approach that addresses
both public and private space. Private space
is regulated by zoning, while public space is
controlled by subdivision and street design
standards.

•

Zoning Regulations: Modify existing
residential zoning so that it encourages
new housing construction, additions
and alterations that are compatible with
established neighborhood architecture and
scale. Balance design guidelines with the
need to encourage modernization of older
homes. This could involve a combination of
relaxing existing standards, adopting new
guidelines or standards, and potentially
incentivizing good design using incentives
identified in NG3.2.

•

Street/Subdivision Standards: Streets
are the largest public space in most
neighborhoods. Streets not only convey

Bad examples

Good examples
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contacts for nuisance and maintenance issues.
Study the benefits and need for such action in
Xenia including the administrative burden to
implement such program.

cars, they also accommodate pedestrian
movements and act as a socializing space
for neighbors. Short blocks, narrow
streets and street trees/landscaping help
to slow traffic, increase pedestrian safety,
and create an overall attractive, livable
environment. Incorporate Complete Streets
principles identified in Chapter 2 (Strategies
CC3.1 and CC3.6), appropriate block
structure and pedestrian connections into
street/subdivision standards.
NG1.7 Create an online neighborhood advocacy
portal. Use the City’s webpage and other
related resources to encourage neighborhood
advocacy and organization. This will help to
improve communication between the City and
residents on neighborhood issues, such as
code enforcement, while promoting a sense
of community. Share neighborhood-level data
with residents and other interested parties
and allow residents to report code violations.
Encourage and support the creation of
neighborhood organizations and social events.
NG1.8 Establish a vacant property registry
for residential properties. Hundreds of
communities across the country have passed
legislation requiring owners of vacant property
to register with local authorities and pay an
annual fee. Fees are used to help offset vacant
property management costs.
The registry provides local authorities with

NG1.9 Study feasibility of a rental registry/
inspection program. Analyze the merits and
administrative feasibility of this tool, which
requires each landlord or property manager
to register with the City and maintain code
compliance. Cities, such as Kettering, have
enacted such ordinances to maintain contact
with absentee landlords. Some communities
require annual rental inspections while others,
like Kettering, inspect rentals each time a
property is sold or leased to keep rental units in
better condition.
NG1.10 Brand and beautify neighborhoods.
Strong neighborhood pride and identity
helps to maintain property values and make
a neighborhood more marketable. Many
residents in Xenia strongly identify with their
neighborhoods, although neighborhood
public space often lacks distinctive features
or enhancements. Decorative signage and
streetscaping can help to support and attract
pride and investment in a neighborhood.

•

Entry signage. Provide design assistance to
organized neighborhood groups interested
in (and capable of funding) installation of
new entry signage or monuments.

•

Historic District signage/streetscaping.
Consider allowing organized neighborhood
groups to adopt distinctive designs for
street signs in historic districts. Partner
with the Greene County Historical Society
to identify original streetscape elements
from historical photographs. Restore the
streetscape to the extent possible.

•

Street trees/landscaping. Addition of
street trees and/or landscaping can have a
dramatic visual impact on a neighborhood,
encourage slower traffic and provide
4.7
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Table 4.1: Neighborhood-Specific Indicators and Objectives
Objective/
Neighborhood

2010-11 Avg.
2012 Vacant
sales price Residential Buildings

NG2 Sustain Vital Neighborhoods
5. Reserve of Xenia

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
2012 Tax
Delinquency

2011
2010 1-Family 2000-10 Change in
Foreclosures
Rentals
1-Family Rentals

$148,300

3.2%

0.3%

1.7%

16.7%

4.9%

6. Sterling Green

$136,472

2.1%

0.4%

2.4%

16.7%

4.9%

7. Wright Cycle Estates

$204,121

1.3%

0.9%

0.0%

6.8%

-2.8%

8. South Hill

$71,442

3.1%

1.6%

1.2%

10.2%

-27.2%

11. Old North End

$106,400

3.0%

2.7%

1.3%

16.4%

-3.2%

19. Dodd’s Addition

$124,667

3.1%

2.1%

2.5%

23.1%

15.1%

20. Stadium Heights

$77,622

1.3%

1.5%

1.8%

3.7%

-1.2%

21. Pinecrest Gardens

$97,756

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

3.7%

-1.2%

22. Meadowbrook/Shawnee Village

$121,500

2.0%

0.6%

1.1%

3.7%

-1.2%

23. Country Club

$152,714

0.8%

0.4%

1.1%

3.7%

-1.2%

24. Kinsey Meadows/Summerbrooke

$171,214

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

4.0%

-4.4%

25. Bertarose/N. Detroit

$78,350

2.7%

0.5%

0.9%

5.4%

0.1%

26. Beverly Hills/Fairview

$115,635

1.0%

1.0%

0.9%

5.4%

0.1%

27. Northgate/Fairmoor

$140,663

1.5%

1.1%

2.2%

5.4%

0.1%

28. Timber Ridge

$261,475

5.3%

0.0%

4.2%

5.4%

0.1%

1. North Laynewood

$53,370

3.7%

3.3%

2.4%

40.2%

13.0%

2. South Laynewood

$56,174

3.8%

2.7%

2.4%

30.8%

11.0%

3. Central Laynewood

$51,808

2.8%

2.5%

1.5%

36.5%

15.9%

4. Old Arrowhead/Emerson Ave.

$68,837

2.9%

2.4%

2.3%

24.9%

-0.5%

9. Spring Hill

$45,175

5.0%

5.0%

1.5%

23.8%

8.4%

10. Bullskin Trace

$50,559

5.9%

1.7%

3.2%

22.3%

-19.0%

13. Hooven and Allison

$47,650

3.8%

6.5%

1.3%

22.3%

-19.0%

14. Orient Hill

$43,380

4.8%

2.9%

2.1%

23.8%

8.4%

15. Waterstreet Historic District

$40,088

10.3%

3.7%

1.2%

22.3%

-19.0%

16. E. 2nd Historic District/E. 3rd

$48,583

15.0%

7.1%

0.6%

17.8%

-7.8%

17. Carnegie

$105,000

10.8%

6.7%

0.0%

17.8%

-7.8%

29. Arrowhead/Windsor Park

$73,891

3.7%

2.4%

3.3%

6.0%

-13.6%

12. Cincinnati Avenue

$32,854

7.0%

2.8%

2.4%

60.4%

25.6%

18. East End

$25,918

19.3%

16.5%

1.3%

35.5%

-17.8%

$77,622
$94,883

3.1%
4.5%

2.1%
2.7%

1.5%
1.6%

16.7%
17.8%

-1.2%
-1.4%

NG3 Stop Neighborhood Decline

NG4 Restore Distressed Neighborhoods
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Median
Average

Underperforms relative to
other City neighborhoods

Market Indicator Analysis
Citywide average

Outperforms most
City neighborhoods
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Objective/
Neighborhood
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Strengths

NG2 Sustain Vital Neighborhoods
5. Reserve of Xenia
Better-than-average sales prices, low vacancy/delinquency

Table 4.1 continued
Challenges
Lack of parks, increase in rental conversions

6. Sterling Green

Park potential, bike path, sales prices, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Foreclosures, increase in rental conversions,
undeveloped park

7. Wright Cycle Estates

All market indicators, park potential, bike path

Vacant lots, undeveloped park

8. South Hill

Low vacancy/tax delinquency, high/increasing owner occupancy

Lagging sales prices

11. Old North End

All market indicators, bike paths, historic architecture, downtown/
Shawnee Park

Aging housing stock, incompatible infill
development

19. Dodd’s Addition

Bike path, Shawnee Park/downtown, low vacancy/delinquency, sales
prices

Foreclosures, increasing rental conversions

20. Stadium Heights

Shawnee Park, low vacancy/tax delinquency, high owner-occupancy

Lagging sales prices, vacant lots, flooding

21. Pinecrest Gardens

Low vacancy/tax delinquency/foreclosures, high owner-occupancy

Flooding, vacant lots

22. Meadowbrook/Shawnee
Village

All market indicators, new school, Shawnee Park, bike path

Aging housing stock, particularly Shawnee
Village

23. Country Club

All market indicators, bike trail connectivity

Some aging housing stock, homes on
thoroughfare

24. Kinsey Meadows/Summerbrooke

All market indicators

Lack of park, distance from services/sidewalks,
vacant lots

25. Bertarose/N. Detroit

All market indicators except sales prices, bike path

Lagging sales prices, homes fronting on busy
thoroughfare

26. Beverly Hills/Fairview

All market indicators, bike path

Aging housing stock

27. Northgate/Fairmoor

All market indicators except foreclosures

Foreclosures, vacant lots

28. Timber Ridge

All market indicators except foreclosures

Foreclosures, vacant lots, distance from
sidewalk system

NG3 Stop Neighborhood Decline
1. North Laynewood

Parks, new school, bike path, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Growing rental conversions, foreclosures, low
sales prices

2. South Laynewood

Parks, new school, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Growing rental conversions, foreclosures, low
sales prices

3. Central Laynewood

Parks, new school, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Growing rental conversions, low sales prices

4. Old Arrowhead/Emerson Ave. New school, low vacancy/tax delinquency, increasing owner occupancy Lack of parks, foreclosures, lagging sales prices
9. Spring Hill

Park, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Low sales prices, rising rental conversions

10. Bullskin Trace

Parks, historic architecture, low vacancy/tax delinquency, increasing
owner occupancy

Foreclosures, low sales prices

13. Hooven and Allison

Low vacancy, increasing owner-occupancy

Low sales prices

14. Orient Hill

Bike path, historic architecture, low vacancy/tax delinquency

Low sales prices, increasing rental conversions

15. Waterstreet Historic District

Bike paths, Xenia Station/downtown, historic architecture, low tax
delinquency, increasing owner occupancy

Low sales prices, moderate vacancy

16. E. 2nd Historic District/E. 3rd

Bike paths, historic architecture, downtown, low tax delinquency,
increasing owner occupancy

Low sales prices, high vacancy

17. Carnegie

Historic architecture, downtown proximity, low foreclosures, increasing Vacancy
owner occupancy

29. Arrowhead/Windsor Park

Low vacancy/tax delinquency, high/increasing owner occupancy

NG4 Restore Distressed Neighborhoods

Foreclosures, lagging sales prices

12. Cincinnati Avenue

Xenia Station, bike path connectivity, low tax delinquency

Low sales prices, high/increasing single-family
rentals and foreclosures

18. East End

Park, bike path connectivity, increasing owner-occupancy

Vacant lots, sales prices, high vacancy/tax
delinquency/single-family rentals
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summer shade. Explore partnerships and funding
sources for installation and maintenance. Planting
could occur within or outside of the right-of-way.
NG 1.11 Maintain Neighborhood Schools. Work
with Xenia Community Schools to maintain the
neighborhood school model versus bussing children
to facilities across town. Schools, like parks, add
value to housing and serve as neighborhood
anchors, particularly when they are within walking
distance.
NG1.12 Study feasibility of a pre-sale inspection
program. Some local governments require a
housing inspection be performed before a
house can be sold. The inspection lists all code
violations that must be fixed before the property
can be transferred.

•

NG2 Sustain Vital Neighborhoods
Vital neighborhoods, new and old, tend to have
low vacancy/foreclosure/tax delinquency rates,
and high single-family homeownership levels.
These areas also tend to have housing with
larger, more efficient floor plans and/or greater
architectural character.
While these neighborhoods should not be
considered any more important than others, effort
must be taken to protect these neighborhoods
from any type of negative market intrusion.
NG2.1 Develop capacity to quickly respond to
code violations. Addressing violations in vital
neighborhoods is critical in preventing negative
housing trends. Code enforcement in vital
neighborhoods will necessarily be more reactive
than the more violation-prone areas, due to the
proactive efforts described in Strategies NG3.1 and
NG4.1. Therefore, the code enforcement approach
for vital neighborhoods should focus on rapid
response.

•

What is Code Enforcement?
The need for consistent and
proactive code enforcement is a
major theme of this chapter. Code
enforcement is simply the action the City
takes using its police power to protect
public health, safety, and welfare. Example
Code Enforcement activities include:
• Zoning Enforcement – Ensures proposed
land uses are appropriate for each
location and that buildings, signs and
fences, etc., do not encroach on adjacent
property or right-of-way. Enforced by the
Planning and Zoning Department.
Property Maintenance Enforcement –
Ensures that lawns and other exterior areas
are properly maintained, clean, safe and
sanitary. Ensures that RV’s, boats, trailers
and inoperable vehicles are properly stored.
Also ensures that building exteriors are in
good repair, secured, weather-tight and
structurally sound. May contain similar
provisions for building interiors. Enforced by
the Planning and Zoning Department.
Housing/Building Code - Generally ensures
adequate basic facilities, utilities, light,
ventilation, space, ingress/egress, and
safe/sanitary conditions. The Housing
Code is enforced by the Planning and
Zoning Department while the Building
Code is enforced by the Greene County
Department of Building Regulation.
• Fire Code: Ensures fire protection and
warning systems, ingress/egress, access
by Fire Division personnel, etc. Enforced
by the Fire Division.
Code enforcement is effective and has
shown to return millions of dollars in
lost property values when and where
effectively and consistently applied
by government officials.

Adopt an overall goal of responding to all complaints
within 24 hours. Create a portal through which citizens
and staff can report complaints online or from a mobile
device. Utilize public relations efforts in NG1.2 to encourage
4.10
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citizens to report complaints.

Principles of Effective Code
NG2.2 Prepare a park development plan for Sterling
Enforcement
Green Park. Sterling Green Park’s size, frontage and
• Be proactive. Focus efforts in
topography give it the potential to be one of the City’s
high-visibility and high-violation
most successful parks. Largely undeveloped, the park
areas. Address growing violation
could be an anchor that sustains the surrounding
trends before they persist and spread.
neighborhood and encourages future growth
Organize systematic “sweeps” of
and upgrades of the housing stock. Prepare a
neighborhoods in partnership with
development plan driven by citizen input and
citizens and other City departments.
explore funding/maintenance partnerships to
• Build support. Prepare an annual work
ensure implementation.
plan and share it with City leadership and
supportive departments such as Law and
NG2.3 Prepare a park development plan for
Public Service. Encourage staff from all
Wright Cycle Park. Although partially encumbered
departments to report violations. Obtain
by a retention pond, Wright Cycle Park is
buy-in from all parties to ensure that the plan
significant in size and is the centerpiece of one
will have support at all levels.
of the City’s highest-value neighborhoods.
• Communicate with the public. Many citizens
Developing this park will anchor the
are not aware of code requirements and
neighborhood and potentially attract additional
therefore do not recognize violations. Build
high-value housing to the City. Follow the same
awareness via brochures, press releases,
citizen-based process as NG2.2.
workshops and other outreach methods.
Advertise systematic “sweep” efforts
NG3 Stop Neighborhood Decline
in advance. Develop an online reporting
Signs of decline include increases in housing
mechanism and promptly respond to
vacancy, single-family rental conversions, code
complaints.
violations, tax delinquency and foreclosures.
• Maintain excellent customer service.
Structural obsolescence of housing can be a
Communicate code deficiencies in person
critical factor.
first as a courtesy before writing citations.
Agree to a reasonable schedule. Send formal
Neighborhoods must evolve to remain
citation letters only when the personal
sustainable in the market place. Modernization
approach fails. This will generate good will
of housing units and re-investment in established
and avoid labor-intensive citation and court
neighborhoods is essential. Regulatory flexibility
processes.
and targeted incentives are needed to encourage
• Leverage public and private investment.
ongoing property investment.
Coordinate code enforcement with
NG3.1 Implement a proactive, systematic code
other improvement initiatives such as
enforcement program. Organize neighborhood
neighborhood clean-up days, street
“sweeps” that involve surveying a neighborhood
resurfacing, gateway enhancements
block-by-block and addressing all code violations. This
and redevelopment projects. This
method has a more consistent, powerful impact than
strategy further emboldens owners to
the common scattershot, complaint-based approach.
invest in their properties.

Utilize neighborhood indicators to identify areas with
growing abandonment/disinvestment. Focus systematic
efforts in these areas, particularly on long-term vacant
4.11
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Before

Suburban Mid-Century Modernization
Examples

After

Promote the modernization of existing
older houses in Xenia to improve the market
appeal of older houses and neighborhoods.
Examples include aesthetic improvements
such as adding front porches, shutters and
dormers, or functional improvements such as
garage and bedroom and bathroom additions.
Replacing mechanical equipment with energy
efficient units is also helpful. Partner with
the local Home Builders Association and area
architects to create example plans of how
commonly found housing types located in
Xenia can be realistically modernized.

properties and absentee owners.
Although challenging from a time-consumption
and logistic perspective, such an approach can
be more efficient and effective in the long run.
Consistent, systematic enforcement sends
a strong message to property owners that
properties must be maintained properly and
can help to reduce the number of violations in
the long run.
NG3.2 Seek and promote housing
rehabilitation incentives. Current or
prospective property owners in distressed
or declining neighborhoods may need added
incentives to justify investing in improvements.
Furthermore, incentives would aid enforcement
efforts and assist low-income property owners
with needed repairs. The longer-term benefit
of such incentives is preserving the viability and
desirability of the housing stock.
NG3.3 Develop a Laynewood housing/park
revitalization strategy. The Laynewood
subdivisions represent a large section of
western Xenia, developed in the 1950s with
identical 800-1000 square foot homes and
parks that have little or no street frontage.
Laynewood is beginning to show initial signs
4.12

of disinvestment such as rental conversions,
increasing code violations and vacancy. The
area would benefit from a comprehensive
strategy to encourage enhancement of the
housing stock and expansion/development of
its parks.
Engage an architect to create home expansion/
modernization concepts. Adjust zoning
requirements to encourage appropriate home
improvement projects. Utilize incentives
described in NG3.2.
Create park development plans for Ridgebury,
Franklin and Parnell Parks that result in larger,
more functional and visible parks with needed
amenities (see Figure 4.3). Evaluate the
following alternatives for each park:

•

Purchase Frontage Property. Seek funding
through grants and/or local funds and
purchase homes that surround parks.
Utilize a land bank, if established by
Greene County, to acquire tax-delinquent
properties. Over time, this will turn “back
door” parks into “front door” parks while
expanding parks to a more functional size.

•

Consider alternative uses. If buying
surrounding frontage property is not

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
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Figure 4.3: “Back Yard” and “Front Yard” Parks
Examples of Incentives
• Community Development
Parks add value and increase desirability of neighborhoods.
Block Grants (CDBG). CDBG
Parks serve as neighborhood focal points and offer
programs are designed to promote
opportunities for socialization and healthy activity. They also
reinvestment in low- to moderateprovide relief from everyday monotony and provide solace
income areas through grants or loans
from the built environment.
for needed repairs. Such programs
can also be used for new housing
Well-designed neighborhood parks are in highly visible,
development or rehabilitation of vacant
accessible locations on what would otherwise be
units.
considered prime development parcels. Visibility and

• Coordinated infrastructure improvements.
Coordinate infrastructure and public
facility improvements with targeted
neighborhood investment incentives and
code enforcement.

• Home energy audits/financing. Seek and
provide financial incentives for energy
efficiency improvements such as energy
savings performance contracting, on-bill
financing, and revolving loan funds.

accessibility ensure that the park is safe and benefits the
entire neighborhood.
“Back yard” parks like
Parnell Park are hidden
behind homes and visible
only from backyards.
These parks are not wellsupervised by the public
and have limited value to
the larger neighborhood.

• First time homebuyer assistance. Work with
banks to establish first-time homebuyer
programs to promote homeownership and
improve housing quality at the same time.
Many households have adequate income and
credit scores to qualify for conventional home
loans but lack an adequate down payment,
particularly now that lending requirements
have tightened.
Program components may include
rehabilitation assistance and a mandate to
meet minimum code requirements.

• Community Reinvestment Area (CRA)
tax abatements. CRAs, promoted by
the Ohio Department of Development,
provide multi-year abatements of
property tax for projects that add
value to a property. Such programs
are not income-restricted. The City
could consider tying performance
requirements to incentives, such as
neighborhood design standards.

“Front yard” parks enjoy greater visibility with access
along the entire block face. With this design, parks
add value to the entire neighborhood, not just parkadjacent properties.
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feasible, explore alternative uses of “backdoor” parks such as neighborhood gardens.
This could also be an interim strategy while
acquisition occurs.

•

Sell to surrounding property owners. A
last resort may include splitting the park
into multiple lots and deeding them to
adjacent property owners, if these owners
are willing to receive them. This should only
be pursued after a better replacement park
location is secured.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
highest housing vacancy and tax delinquency,
yet it has numerous assets on which to
build. Neighborhood revitalization requires
a comprehensive approach and significant
market intervention and resources. Before
investing significant resources in the East End,
prepare a comprehensive revitalization master
plan that identifies strategies for market rebirth
and restored resident confidence.

•

NG3.4 Organize home rehabilitation
demonstration projects. Partner with the
Home Builders Association to modernize
one or more outdated homes and promote
publicly, with the goal of generating ideas
and demonstrating the potential of older
neighborhoods. This concept would be similar
to a “Homearama” or “Rehabarama” held in
other cities.
NG4 Restore Distressed Neighborhoods
Neighborhoods ravaged by decline see less
investment and lower average housing prices
than city-wide averages. In some cases, costs to
modernize and bring distressed housing units up
to code may exceed appraised housing values.
A holistic neighborhood revitalization approach –
one that includes redevelopment, rehabilitation
and infill development – is needed to restore
market confidence and attract new investment.
NG4.1 Implement a proactive, systematic code
enforcement program. See NG3.1. Identify
funding for demolition for cases in which
structures are beyond repair. Removing a
vacant, dilapidated and functionally obsolete
building removes a blighting influence
and crime haven from a neighborhood.
Furthermore, it helps to balance a
neighborhood’s housing supply with demand.
NG4.2. Prepare a revitalization master plan
for the East End. The East End has the City’s
4.14

Lexington Park revitalization. The East
End’s neighborhood park is physically
isolated from the neighborhood, contains
deteriorating equipment and is poorly
utilized. A central focus of a master plan
must be a strategy to transform Lexington
Park into an anchor for revitalization.
Such a strategy may require relocation of
the park to a more central location with
greater frontage. The growing supply of
vacant lots in the East End may make such a
relocation feasible.

•

Old East High School. The former East High
School is an architectural and historical gem
in the middle of the East End. Its current
occupant, the Xenia Community Schools
administrative offices, will soon vacate the
building. Adaptive reuse and rehabilitation
of this building could provide an additional
anchor for neighborhood revitalization.
Future uses should complement the
neighborhood and ideally include
community facilities.

NG4.3 Seek neighborhood revitalization
funding and target resources strategically.
Utilizing funding sources identified in NG3.2
and partnerships identified in the Master Plan
process (NG4.2), target activities proactively
one block at a time. This will build a critical
mass of investment and pride that cannot
be achieved in a scattershot approach.
Complement efforts with targeted code
enforcement in adjacent areas.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
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Elements of a Neighborhood Revitalization Master Plan

•

Understand the Market. The factors resulting in distressed
market conditions must be understood before appropriate
actions can be taken. Simply adding grant-funded new
housing units through new construction or rehabilitation
may fail if the real underlying issue has not been
addressed. A supply/demand imbalance cannot be
corrected until neighborhood confidence is restored.
Market factors may include crime patterns, blighted
housing, traffic patterns and other issues. Meet with
residents, churches, police officers, social service
agencies and others knowledgeable about the
neighborhood to learn about the underlying factors.

•

Create an inclusive process. Include residents in
the planning process and seek their input. Plans
can only succeed with resident buy-in. Work with
residents to identify the qualities and strengths
of the neighborhood they enjoy. Leverage these
assets in future plans. Include residents on
visioning, decision-making and making tough
choices to get broad-based support.

•

Determine intervention level. Since many housing
units in distressed neighborhoods require some
level of intervention, assess the cost benefit of
alternative courses of action. Use a financial model
to determine whether demolition/greenspace,
rehabilitation or redevelopment is the best
solution.

•

Market the Project.

Determine uses for vacant lots. High vacancy/
abandonment levels may indicate that vacant lots
will not be developed in the near future. Isolated
vacant lots should be deeded to adjacent property
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Strengths
Xenia has the largest traditional downtown in
Greene County serving as a source of community
identity and pride.
Xenia’s downtown is anchored by an iconic historic
courthouse that is visible from many directions.
A public square and several ornate historic buildings
provide a strong sense of place.

Overview

A

s its name implies, this
chapter, “Strengthen
Our Core”, focuses on
continued improvement
of Xenia’s historic downtown and
adjacent neighborhoods.
Residents are emotionally attached
to downtown and support
efforts to help downtown regain
prominence in Xenia’s civic life.
No other issue generated as much
public concern, emotion or hope
during the planning process.

Xenia’s leadership including City Council, Xenia Chamber
of Commerce and Downtown Xenia Now are committed to
downtown revitalization and have implemented many 2008
Downtown Strategic Plan recommendations.
Investment, events and programs are creating renewed
interest and optimism regarding downtown’s future.
Xenia’s core boasts three officially recognized historic and
architecturally significant neighborhoods.
Traditional neighborhoods are highly walkable with diverse
architecture, tree-lined streets and sidewalks.
Weaknesses
Downtown lacks shops and restaurants and is not serving its full
economic, social, or cultural function.
The 1974 tornado’s devastation of grand, historic structures and
their modern replacements near downtown hurt Xenia’s internal
and external image.
A gap in the bike path network in downtown makes it

Xenia’s Core, downtown and
challenging for cyclists to enter and traverse downtown,
adjacent neighborhoods, are
creating a lost opportunity for downtown businesses.
currently stressed. Underutilized
High vacancy, combined with a lack of commitment from some
commercial property, empty
downtown property owners, has depressed market values and
storefronts and idle industrial
led to deferred maintenance.
buildings in Xenia’s core area pull the
Vacant industrial properties create eyesores and
entire community down. Yet, much
redevelopment challenges due to potential contamination.
of Downtown’s rich urban fabric and
history remains intact. Residents desire
Costly rehabilitation work is needed to convert some
a vibrant, walkable downtown with
unoccupied upper floors to residential or office space.
retail, restaurants, entertainment and the
Outside downtown, Xenia’s community core is a
arts occupying well-maintained structures.
collection of dissociated aggregates. Greater physical
and psychological connections are needed to create
a unified brand image.

5.2
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Recent Downtown Successes

Objectives and Strategies
SC1 Create Vibrant Downtown-Adjacent

Downtown revitalization efforts are just beginning.
Neighborhoods
The City along with Downtown Xenia Now have
made great strides over a brief two-year period
Historically, downtowns provided nearby
including the successful bid for a $400,000 grant
residents goods and services within
through the State of Ohio Tier II Downtown Revitalization
walking distance. Residents in turn
program.
supported a variety of merchants in one
$800,000 in additional money was raised to leverage a
total of $1.4 million for downtown improvements. 2010/2011
downtown projects made possible from this funding and
other sources include:

•
•
•
•
•

compact location.

This synergy eroded over time as
business models changed and
personal mobility increased.
However, proximity to a vibrant
Numerous façade improvements completed utilizing
downtown is still considered a
Xenia’s Downtown Facade Loan Program.
market asset, albeit for more
Improvements to City Parking Lots #2 and #8.
entertainment/lifestyle reasons
Enhancements to Xenia Station Bike Spur from 3rd St. to
than in the past. While a vibrant
Xenia Station.
downtown can help adjacent
neighborhoods, vibrant adjacent
Enhancement of East Main St. from Whiteman to Collier Sts.
neighborhoods can in turn boost
Bicycle and pedestrian crossing improvements at Detroit St.
downtown’s viability.
and Miami Ave.

•

Painting of two murals with assistance from the Xenia Mural
Society.

•

Design and installation of wayfinding signage and two
directory map kiosks.

•

Curb and sidewalk improvements.

SC1.1 Increase utilization of
Xenia Station by attracting an
active tenant and increasing
programming. Xenia Station is
an extremely popular meeting
spot for cyclists from Xenia
and beyond, yet the facility
has not fully realized its
potential. It also suffers from
occasional vandalism. Identify a
permanent user for the facility
to attract interest to the area
and provide increased security.
Work through communitybased groups like Friends
of Xenia Station to organize
events that activate the
property on a regular basis.
SC1.2 Develop a streetscape
and branding plan for the
Allison/Orange/West Main/
West Second area. This area,
5.3
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a portion of which is sometimes referred to
as “Midtown,” is a mixed-use district west of
downtown. It contains a wide array of uses,
including single- and multi-family residential,
industrial, retail and offices. The area boasts
excellent vehicular access as well as the
location of the Xenia High School football
stadium. However, the development pattern
is relatively haphazard, buildings are aging and
the area lacks a clear identity. Coordinated
branding, streetscape enhancements and
targeted redevelopment over time could help
to ensure the area’s long-term viability. Work
with property owners on a plan to unify and
enhance this district.
SC1.3 Organize an annual home tour and utilize
NG1.5 tasks to market neighborhoods in the
community core. Using the tasks identified
in NG1.5 (develop a neighborhood marketing
campaign), promote the benefits of living
in Xenia’s historic districts and other core
neighborhoods. Examples of benefits include
access to a wide range of amenities, small town
charm, and a pedestrian-friendly environment.
In addition to NG1.5 tasks, organize a home
tour (e.g. Parade of Homes) each year in
neighborhoods
close to

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
downtown as a fundraiser and to increase
awareness about downtown living. Tours of
historic homes and downtown apartments/
condos have proven successful in many
communities.
SC1.4 Extend downtown streetscapes into
adjacent neighborhoods. The purpose of
this strategy is to create stronger physical,
psychological and economic ties between
adjacent neighborhoods and downtown.
Identify specific, phased streetscape projects
that visually tie adjacent neighborhoods to
downtown and make the “community core” a
more cohesive district.
SC1.5 Start a resident/merchant benefit
program. Work through Downtown Xenia Now
and Friends of Xenia Station to organize special
events targeting residents, as well as merchant
promotions that offer discounts to “community
core” residents.
SC1.6. Create a downtown residents
organization. Work through communitybased groups to create one or more resident
organizations that promote civic engagement
and socialization in community core
neighborhoods.
SC1.7 Develop a downtown greenway behind
Xenia Station. Purchase property and clean up
brownfield properties in the floodplain from SR
42 to Detroit Street to create a passive linear
park, creating a southern “bookend” (like
Shawnee Park to the north) for the community
core. Incorporate creek overlooks and
walking trails.
A greenway will provide an additional
amenity to attract more residents to
the community core. Acquiring floodprone properties would eliminate future
flood hazards to residents. Brownfield
cleanup will eliminate the potential for
contamination of Shawnee Creek, a tributary
of the Little Miami River. State and federal
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grants from a variety of sources are available to
assist with the greenway initiative.
SC2 Change Downtown’s Role
Downtown Xenia, like most American
downtowns, will never perform its former central
business district role again. Efforts to replicate
past market conditions will fail. Downtown must
find a new niche.
Downtowns are being repositioned from job
or retail centers to livable, mixed-use, lifestyle
neighborhoods. Residential, arts, cultural and
entertainment uses are backfilling spaces left by
the companies that moved to the edge of town
or went out of business.
SC2.1 Amend zoning and parking policies
to encourage residential uses on upper
floors. Allow building owners to offer public
Downtown as
parking spaces as an incentive to encourage
a “Lifestyle” Neighborhood
rehabilitation of downtown building upper
floors as apartments and condos. Allow
Downtown must be more than a collection of
residential as a permitted use in the
historic buildings or a place to go once a year for a festival
Zoning Code. Monitor public
to perform its role as the center of Xenia.
parking usage periodically
Downtown must become a cohesive neighborhood that offers
to determine whether
lifestyle choices including housing and a critical mass of attractions
amendment of parking
and amenities clustered in a walkable environment. Downtown can be
policies or zoning
a unique, eclectic neighborhood with access to a variety of amenities like
regulations are
shopping, restaurants, community theater (XACT), Xenia Public Library, YMCA,
needed. Update the
Shawnee Park and regional bike paths all within walking distance.
downtown parking
Calmed traffic, ample street furniture and inviting public spaces and parks define
study (last updated
the
level of pedestrian infrastructure needed to create a lifestyle neighborhood
in 2007) as upperdowntown.
floor occupancy
increases and
Second and third floor office space in many communities has been converted into
parking demand
residential loft space, in recognition of decreased demand for office space and an
begins to exceed
increased demand for lifestyle housing. This strategy adds households downtown
supply.
and bolsters retail market demand.

SC2.2 Create a
Shifts in the housing market favor this strategy. Today, 40% of renters choose
positive business
renting for lifestyle reasons, not financial limitations. 60% of households in a
culture that attracts a recent poll suggested they would prefer to live in a walkable location over the
diverse range of retail
suburbs. These market forces represent an excellent opportunity to revitalize
and entertainment
existing housing units near downtown and rehabilitate upper floors of mixeduses. Downtown’s
use buildings.
5.5
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relatively affordable rents and unique spaces
will often attract independent businesses
that do not utilize sophisticated site-selection
processes. Therefore, a less formal, more
personalized approach is needed.

•

•

Downtown business support resources.
Work through Downtown Xenia Now
to create a business support program
that increases networking opportunities
(as described in GE5.4, Chapter 3) and
promotes available space. Provide retail
market data to businesses. Utilize the
vacant building space database developed
in GE5.1 (Chapter 3) to identify available
space. Develop creative promotional
campaigns such as promotional stickers on
vacant storefront windows that include a
contact phone number and QR code.
Supportive regulations. Some potentially
beneficial uses, such as assembly uses,
currently require a lengthy and at times
unnecessary Conditional Use review
process. Amend the Zoning Code to permit
a broader range of uses by right.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
SC2.3 Identify space and resources to
make downtown a community event hub.
Community events are an integral component
of creating a vibrant downtown, because
they reacquaint people with downtown and
reinforce downtown’s positive aspects to
visitors and businesses.
Downtown Xenia is blessed by proximity to
excellent public event spaces such as Shawnee
Park and Xenia Station. However, these venues
are somewhat removed from downtown,
and the core of downtown lacks viable
event space. Closing Main Street or Detroit
Street is challenging since these are critical
thoroughfares with few parallel alternatives.
Form an interdisciplinary committee to study
options to create a downtown event hub.
Survey vendors and guests to identify their
likes and dislikes. Continue to seek sponsorship
of events as well as permanent improvements.
Potential locations for event space include
designation of existing or future streets
as “festival streets” (see Objective SC3), a
redesigned Courthouse plaza, and/or creation
of additional downtown open space.
SC2.4 Market Downtown to Development
Professionals. Many of the
development opportunities
located in the community
core will be overlooked by the
development community, due to
the expenses and complication
associated with redevelopment.
Revitalization efforts require
aggressive promotion to
succeed. Identify and meet with
developers that have a niche in
urban infill, adaptive reuse and
redevelopment projects, as well
as their brokers and bankers.
Redevelopment projects often
require finesse and creative
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hard-copy and online marketing materials, as
well as blogging and social media activities by
advocacy groups.

financing beyond what is needed with new
construction. Look for expertise with New
Market Tax Credits, Clean Ohio Fund, Historic
Tax Credits, etc. Give developers a tour of
community core development opportunities
and the vision for revitalization to raise
awareness.
SC 2.5 Attract the arts. The arts are a common
revitalizing influence in downtowns. Distressed
downtowns provide low rent and unique
spaces that are attractive to aspiring artists.
Art display, performance and education
venues attract visitors to distressed and
vibrant downtowns and provide a unique
amenity for residents.

SC 2.7 Establish a funding mechanism for
downtown promotion, events, maintenance
and beautification. As the Main Street
Approach suggests, successful downtowns
often require a dedicated management
organization that is focused solely on the
downtown, similar to what shopping centers
have. Downtown Xenia Now is beginning to

The Xenia Area Community Theater
(XACT) is a significant downtown asset
that is poised to expand its artistic scope
within Xenia. Create a committee within
Downtown Xenia Now to work with
XACT, building owners and regional arts
organizations to attract additional artists
to downtown. Identify building space
suitable for art galleries, studios, art
education and live-work units.
SC2.6 Increase downtown visitations
through targeted marketing. Market
downtown Xenia and advertise
in targeted publications. Target
surrounding colleges and institutions
such as Athletes in Action (AIA) as well as
cycling organizations.
Events held by these institutions attract
thousands to Greene County each
year. Xenia is in an excellent position to
capture a percentage of these visitors
by delivering an authentic downtown
destination.

Building at NW Corner of Detroit and Main, destroyed by
1974 tornado
Existing K-Mart store on W. Main St. between West and
Galloway St.

Work with the Greene County
Convention and Visitors Bureau for ways
to joint-market with other Greene County
attractions. Potential ideas include
5.7
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Xenia Towne Square Redevelopment Goals
The 2008 Downtown Strategic Plan, as well as citizens
during the X-Plan process, expressed the need to
redevelop Xenia Towne Square to better integrate its
form and function with downtown and fill vacancies.
Building on this input, X-Plan establishes a series of
design goals to guide redevelopment discussions:

5.8

•

Restore the urban street grid. The previous
block grid was displaced when a superblock
was assembled to construct Xenia Towne
Square. Restore the downtown street
grid by extending Market and Galloway
Streets and creating shorter blocks with
a pedestrian scale. Add on-street parking
to West Main Street to calm traffic
and compensate for parking lost to
redevelopment.

•

Incorporate public space. Include
provisions for a plaza and/or a “festival
street” to provide a public gathering
and festival space, as recommended
in Strategy SC2.3. Festival streets are
designed for easy closure during special
events. Benches can swing in to block
streets. Sidewalks and road pavement
are at one level grade to reduce tripping
hazards, using bollards and/or landscaping
instead of curbs. A festival street could
start at the existing courthouse plaza and
continue westward along an extended
Market Street, connecting to a future plaza
to the west.

•

Restore urban fabric. Construct new
buildings adjacent to the street in order to
re-establish the pedestrian-friendly, urban
neighborhood that once existed. Infill the
existing parking lots and frame existing and
future streets with urban architecture that
complements the remainder of downtown.

•

Incorporate a mix of uses. Select a mix of not
only retail, but uses such as office, residential and
institutional. Redevelopment scenarios proposed
by residents include recreational, residential, and
civic uses such as a YMCA.
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fill this role, but the organization
Why is Downtown Mixed Use Important?
needs funding in order to expand
Downtown Xenia would benefit from near-equal parts of
its scope. City staff alone cannot fully
retail, office, entertainment, residential, parks and public
satisfy the specialized operational
uses as part of its revitalization strategy. Each use in a
needs of downtown such as event costs,
mixed use environment has a specific and necessary
sidewalk cleaning/plowing, landscaping
function. As explained below, the synergy between
maintenance, etc. Therefore, a separate
uses is essential to attracting a broad range of people
funding source is needed.
downtown, at all hours of the day and evening.

Some downtown
organizations utilize a
geographically targeted
property tax called a special
improvement district (SID) to
fund specialized maintenance,
beautification, promotion and
event costs, as well staff to
coordinate these activities.
In many cases, communities
rely on volunteer labor and
private donations to cover
costs. Private contractors are
another option, funded by the
City and/or Downtown Xenia
Now.
SC3 Redevelop Xenia Towne
Square
Residents selected this
particular strategy as a top
community priority. Xenia
Towne Square served an
important purpose, putting
multiple city blocks back into
productive use after the 1974
tornado.
However, the square’s signs
of obsolescence and out-ofscale suburban form stand as a
stark reminder of the tornado’s
devastating impact.
Public input and the 2008
Downtown Strategic Plan
called for infilling portions of

Restaurants and cafes attract people
during lunch and dinner hours. These
uses promote downtown foot traffic and
opportunities for socialization, particularly
when combined with outdoor seating.
Retail and personal services drive ground
floor pedestrian activity and attract
daytime/weekend traffic. Interesting
storefront displays, etc., contribute to a
positive pedestrian experience.
Residential supports retail during evening
and weekend hours and provides evening
supervision. Residential can be standalone
apartment or townhouse buildings or on
upper floors of mixed-use buildings.
Office uses support retail and restaurant
uses during work hours when residents
are not around. To the extent practical,
promote upper-story office use, leaving
ground floors for retail.
Open spaces and formal urban parks
provide needed space for pedestrian
comfort, leisure time and a brief escape
from the urban environment. Parks and
open space offer opportunities for play
and socialization and can attract residential
development.
Public and institutional uses like the
Library, YMCA, XACT and bike trails attract
residents on a regular basis. Keep these
uses in the Community Core as resident
attractions.
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the parking lot with buildings placed close to
the street, re-establishing the street grid and
incorporating open space.
Redevelopment is challenging and should
be guided by a master plan. A master plan
phases redevelopment in a logical and fiscally
responsible sequence. The master plan can also
estimate project revenues/expenses and identify
funding sources.
SC3.1 Visualize options by preparing phased
redevelopment concept alternatives. Build on
the concepts developed in the 2008 Downtown
Strategic Plan and create multiple alternative
concept plans. Since Xenia Towne Square still
contains viable tenants, a phased approach
is critical. Existing tenants can and should be
incorporated into the redevelopment plan.
SC3.2 Form a coalition of interested partners
and resources. The City owns the land on
which Xenia Towne Square sits, although
private companies hold land leases. Therefore,
the City must work to build consenses with
the leaseholders in order to effect change.
Initiate meetings with leaseholders, outside
developers, area institutions and potential
financial assistance providers with the goals of
(1) evaluating leaseholders’ future plans and
potential interest in redevelopment, and (2)
identifying outside partners and resources that
the City can bring to the table.
SC3.3 Create a market- and financially-feasible
vision. After obtaining preliminary buy-in from
leaseholders and external interests in SC3.2,
conduct a market and financial feasibility
analysis. Conduct a public visioning process
within the framework of market and financial
feasibility.
SC3.4 Issue an RFP for a master developer
to implement the project. Create a review
committee comprised of City leaders,
leaseholders, existing/prospective tenants and
residents. Hire a master developer to work with
5.10
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the City and its partners to identify a detailed
sequence of actions and financing required to
implement the project.
SC4 Create a Welcoming and Comfortable
Pedestrian Environment
Downtown populations are increasing across the
country. Many people are drawn to the vibe of
living in a walkable, mixed use environment.
Downtown Xenia has wide sidewalks, decorative
streetscapes, and four regional bike trails that
converge on the community core. Yet, bicycle
and pedestrian traffic are limited. More needs to
be accomplished as follows:
SC4.1 Create areas for outdoor seating in
downtown public spaces. Outdoor seating
areas for food service establishments help to
create a vibrant public space. Identify areas
of sidewalks and other public spaces in which
outdoor seating could be accommodated safely
and effectively. Amend ordinances to allow
outdoor seating in public rights-of-way once
potential seating areas are identified.
SC4.2 Enhance parking lot appearance and
access. Wayfinding signage and landscaping
enhancements have greatly improved Cityowned parking lots. Expand upon this success
by screening other parking lots, expanding
wayfinding signage and installing more midblock pedestrian paths.

•

Urban screening walls. Screening walls
separate parking from sidewalks and
maintain the urban fabric. Urban screening
walls typically consist of a masonry and/or
decorative metal fence that is no more than
four feet tall.

•

Additional wayfinding signage. Add
wayfinding signage for the Xenia Towne
Square parking lot, which is a public lot.

•

Mid-block pedestrian paths. Identify
opportunities through building
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rehabilitation projects to construct lighted
mid-block pathways leading to rear parking
lots. Such an opportunity may exist on the
south side of East Main Street between
Detroit and Whiteman Streets, where a
mid-block alley or pathway once existed.
SC4.3 Replace unneeded roadway width with
widened sidewalks, bike paths and green
areas. Downtown Xenia’s streets are wide and
favor automobile traffic. Downtown traffic
must be balanced with pedestrian needs
for safety and comfort. Some congestion in
downtown may be welcome. Traffic speeds
are higher than desired, creating a slightly
uncomfortable feeling for pedestrians. Specific
ideas for potential projects include:

•

•

•

Remove excess pavement on Detroit/Main
Streets. Portions of West Main Street and
South Detroit Street have excess roadway
width that is not used for either parking
or travel. Extend curbs in order to widen
sidewalks and treelawns.
Reduce travel lane width. Travel lanes
in some areas could be reduced from
12 feet to 11 feet. This would maintain
safe vehicular operation but discourage
speeding, while providing space to widen
sidewalks.
Reduce number of travel lanes on Detroit
and/or Main Street. Analyze traffic flows
and determine feasibility of eliminating a
travel lane on one or both sides. Extend
curbs and/or create bike lanes/bikeways in
the former travel lane space (see Strategy
SC5.3).

SC5 Make Downtown the Bicycle Hub of the
Midwest
Xenia markets itself as the Bicycle Capital of the
Midwest. Take steps to make downtown a Bicycle
Hub of the Bicycle Capital.

SC5.1 Develop and administer an annual bike
path user survey. Work through MVRPC and
FOXS to develop a survey instrument and
annually survey trail users to measure usage,
determine where users live, and ask users what
can be done to enhance their experience while
visiting Xenia.
SC5.2 Add and promote annual trail-related
events. Work through Downtown Xenia
Now and Greene County Parks and Trails to
add more bike events and encourage biking
advocacy in order to attract people to Xenia,
promote biking and further enhance Xenia’s
image. Bike events could include:

•

A road race and/or regional triathlon that
starts in Xenia and ends in Cincinnati.

•

An “X-games”-style bike festival and rallies
with competitions and trick riding, etc.

•

A bike-based “treasure hunt.”

•

A bike art festival allowing kids to decorate
their bicycles, enter a parade and ride
through obstacle courses, etc.

•

Other trail-related events that take
advantage of Xenia’s bike paths such as the
ORRRC Marathon.

SC5.3 Improve bike access to and through
downtown. Xenia has more regional trails
than any community its size in Ohio, and even
5.11
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SC5.4 Recruit bike service-oriented businesses
and help existing businesses capture
bike traffic. Xenia’s downtown economic
development strategy must include steps to
make downtown a true destination and service
center for the thousands of bicyclists that visit
each year.
Downtown can offer a place to rest
(greenspace, benches, outdoor seating), grab
a meal or refreshment (restaurants, coffee
houses ice cream) or get bike repairs and
equipment (outfitters, bicycle shop).
Work through Strategies SC2.2 and SC2.6 and
target recruitment and marketing efforts
toward cycling organizations, visiting cyclists
and trail-oriented businesses.
SC6 Reposition Vacant Properties

Many properties in the Community Core are
vacant or underutilized. Notable examples
include the Eavey Building, the former Greene
perhaps the Midwest. Yet, downtown sees few Park Plaza and several downtown buildings.
bicyclists. This is due, in part, to a critical path
Repurposing these properties with new uses
gap that exists in the heavily-used Little Miami will improve the image of Xenia’s core and
Scenic Trail between 3rd and Church Streets.
embolden nearby property owners. See the
Community Core Plan for additional land use and
The designated space for cyclists in this area
development guidance. The locations of many
is the sidewalk on Detroit Street. However,
underutilized properties are identified on Map 1.
there is inadequate space for both cyclists and
SC6.1 Evaluate and adopt a vacant property
pedestrians and there are multiple obstructions
registration ordinance. Communities across
such as benches, trees and light poles. Cyclists
the country are utilizing registration and
can share the road but there is no shoulder or
penalties for vacant buildings that are not
designated bike lane. This situation may cause
being actively marketed. The purposes are to
some cyclists to bypass downtown via the
(1) keep track of owner contact information in
Creekside Trail and connector on Church Street.
case code violations need to be addressed, and
Attracting bike path users to visit downtown
(2) discourage owners from “sitting on” and
requires infrastructure that brings them to and
neglecting vacant buildings without engaging
through downtown, not around it.
in any kind of maintenance or marketing
activities.
One solution is to install a “cycle track” – a
two-way bike path designed for urban street
Such a program could be targeted initially
sections (see photo example above).
in the community core and expanding to a
citywide program at a later date. A vacant
5.12
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Concepts for Hub District Revitalization:
RiverPlace and Falls Park, Greenville, SC

RiverPlace (left) and
adaptive re-use of an
industrial building
Greenville, South Carolina (population 61,600)
into an event
pavilion (below) in
transformed an underutilized and blighted “dead
Greenville, SC
zone” to an award-winning “Best Places in America.”
Sources: Fallspark.
com and Tom
Public
and private investment transformed a formerly
Eblen, kentucky.
com
inaccessible gulch and underutilized industrial zone to a

downtown natural park and a pedestrian-focused mixeduse development known as Riverplace.
The city created a catalyst for the project through property
acquisition, streetscape improvements, development of Falls
Park, parking accommodations, and trail connections.
Confluence Park, Denver, Colorado
This river park in northwest Denver was once an industrial site
along a polluted river. Gradual cleanup and acquisition efforts
created a greenway along the narrow river with a regional
trail, event spaces, and urban water rapids. The combination of
outdoor recreation activities attracted adjacent development,
including the R.E.I. flagship store.
Although both of these examples are located in regions that are far
different from Xenia and greater Dayton, they offer the following
basic concepts to guide revitalization of the Hub District:
Confluence Park activities in Denver (source: Denver
Post)

•

Greenspace and trails can spur development activity.
Properties that face excessive contamination or other
constraints may be best utilized as public greenspace. The
planned greenway behind Xenia Station is an example. With
its adjacency to Xenia Station and downtown, this greenway
could serve as a recreational amenity for downtown and
Xenia Station visitors, as well as programmed event space.

• Improvements initiated by the City can encourage private
investment. The City should build upon the investments
already made in the Hub District and acquire properties
as they become available. This along with the planned
greenway will help to create a catalyst for private
investment in key properties such as the Eavey Building.

• Older structures creatively preserved can create an

Concept for revitalization of the Eavey Building and adjacent
properties (location unknown)

attractive destination. The Eavey Building and former
coal gasification plant are examples. Adaptive reuse
and renovation of this building could create a
unique destination and “connect” downtown to
Xenia Station.
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property registration ordinance typically utilizes
a multi-departmental approach and is paired
with a robust code enforcement and building
inspection program.
SC6.2 Implement a proactive, systematic code
enforcement program downtown. Deferred
maintenance diminishes downtown’s image,
discourages investment by other property
owners and sends a negative signal that an
area is unsafe. Worse yet, neglect can quickly
lead to the destruction of historic structures.
Utilize the process explained in Strategy
NG3.1 (Chapter 4) to organize comprehensive,
systematic “sweeps” of downtown. Unlike
residential neighborhood efforts, a downtown
sweep will require a significant amount of
coordination with and involvement by the Fire
Division and Greene County Department of
Building Regulation.
Partner with the Development Department and
Downtown Xenia Now to identify incentives
or relationship-building that can help achieve
compliance.
SC6.3 Prepare “Hub District” properties for
redevelopment. The “Hub District” is loosely
defined as the area between Xenia Station
and downtown and the South Detroit Street
corridor between Third Street and Miami
Avenue. This area was historically the industrial
heart of Xenia due to the convergence of
railroads (now bike paths). Consequently, many
of these properties (known as “brownfields”)
may possess some level of environmental
contamination that may complicate future
usage and/or redevelopment. Chemical spills,
leaking underground tanks, and asbestos are
common with older industrial sites.
Today, this area has been identified in X-Plan
and the concurrent Brownfield Action Plan
as a high priority for revitalization. The Hub
District represents a southern extension of and
gateway to downtown Xenia for vehicles and
5.14
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cyclists.
The City has already identified grant programs
that can assist with environmental assessment
and cleanup. Work cooperatively with property
owners to perform environmental assessments.
Obtain site control through acquisition or
agreements with property owners. Analyze
structures to determine whether demolition or
rehabilitation makes the most financial sense.
Prepare redevelopment concepts to guide
efforts.
SC6.4 Seek funding and end users for cleanup
and redevelopment of the “Hub District.” Once
necessary assessments have been completed,
pursue cleanup and redevelopment grants and
end users for the brownfield properties. Focus
initially on properties fronting on South Detroit
Street and those adjacent to Xenia Station.
SC6.5 Prepare remaining properties
identified in the Brownfield Action Plan for
redevelopment. Multiple potential brownfield
properties exist outside the Hub District. These
properties are generally located in residential
areas without the access and visibility provided
by South Detroit Street. Redevelopment
potential is therefore longer-term in these
areas. Work with property owners and
pursue assessment and cleanup grants as
opportunities arise.
SC6.6 Work with owners of the former
Greene Park Plaza and Perkins to facilitate
redevelopment. These two relatively large
sites are highly visible and accessible locations
and have significant redevelopment potential.
Work through the strategies of Objective CC5
(Chapter 2) to connect prospective businesses
and developers with these sites’ owners and
identify redevelopment incentives. Work with
owners through Strategy SC1.2 to identify
branding, enhancement and redevelopment
concepts to assist with planning and marketing.
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SC7 Leverage Downtown’s Historic Assets
Downtown buildings have essentially stayed the
same over the past 100 years while real estate
markets have changed substantially.
Overcoming structural and functional
obsolescence is often difficult and costly. Wouldbe investors often walk away from downtown
housing because costs to bring older structures
up to code and/or tenant standards can be high.
A variety of tools and techniques are needed to
overcome structure-related market barriers.
SC7.1 Achieve Historic District status for
downtown. National Register Historic District
status qualifies a building for potential state
and federal historic tax credits for qualifying
rehabilitation costs. These tax credits are a
powerful financial incentive for substantial
rehabilitation projects. Furthermore, Historic
District status can qualify a project for added
expertise in identifying ways to exempt historic
buildings from certain costly building code
provisions.
Prepare a property inventory of downtown
structures consistent with Department of
Interior standards as needed to submit a
Historic District application covering the
majority of Downtown’s older building stock.
Contrary to popular belief, National Register
Historic District status does not introduce
a new layer of design regulations that all
property owners must meet. Only projects
benefitting from federal or state historic tax
credits must comply with the Secretary of
the Interior’s standards for historic building
renovation.
SC7.2 Restore and promote the City’s Facade
Loan program. The City’s Facade Loan
program was highly successful and resulted in
a transformation of some downtown blocks.
Apply for CDBG funding to re-instate this
program. Work through Downtown Xenia Now
5.15
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to aggressively promote the program and build Community Core Map
interest among property owners.
The Strengthen Our Core Map (Map 5.1) on the
following page visually summarizes the objectives
SC7.3 Seek and promote incentives to
rehabilitate building upper floors and interiors. and strategies recommended in the Strengthen
Interior renovation costs, particularly involving Our Core chapter.
upper floors, are often a primary stumbling
block for downtown projects. Identify City and/
or grant funding to help property owners with
the costs of performing structural analysis,
preparing designs and/or performing the work.
SC7.4 Obtain site control. Identify cooperative
property owners and jointly pursue projects.
Consider acquiring high-profile properties when
attempts at cooperation and code enforcement
efforts fail.
CC7.5 Seek funding and end users for
rehabilitation of the old Carnegie Library.
Residents identified restoration of this
architecturally and historically significant
structure as a priority during the X-Plan
process. Work with Greene County to develop
a marketing strategy and identify potential
funding sources.
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activities. The Thoroughfare Plan also helps to
determine the extent to which private access
should be provided or restricted in order to
ensure safe and efficient roadway function.
Finally, the Thoroughfare Plan guides the City on
allocating funding and pursuing grants for street
improvements.
Land Use Plan Overview
The Land Use Plan guides where and how
Xenia should grow or redevelop. It directs City,
resident, property owner and developer land use
decisions and actions.

Overview

T

he Regulatory Framework is the portion
of X-Plan that provides direct policy
guidance for Xenia’s future physical
development. It translates the goals
and strategies of X-Plan into a map with placespecific policies that will guide ongoing land use
and infrastructure decisions such as zoning code
amendments, rezonings, subdivisions, site plan
review, roadway design, and needed roadway
improvements.

The Land Use Plan provides policy guidance but it
has no regulatory power; Zoning and Subdivision
Regulations are the City’s regulatory tool and
must be guided by the Land Use Plan. Decisions
to amend or apply the Zoning and Subdivision
regulations use the Land Use Plan as a policy
guide.
The Land Use Plan divides the City into Land
Use Classifications. Each classification provides
recommendations for appropriate land uses and
building/site/roadway design for each section of
Xenia.

Integrated Approach
Like the remainder of X-Plan, the Regulatory
Integrated land use and thoroughfare planning
Framework is rooted in the extensive X-Plan
community input process and the data analysis in is needed to ensure that future development
and redevelopment meet the City’s needs in a
the Existing Conditions Report.
coordinated, efficient and fiscally responsible
Land Use is a principal focus of X-Plan. It
manner. Furthermore, an integrated approach is
inventories and analyzes how land is currently
needed because...
used and provides a policy framework for
• Thoroughfares impact land usage. Roadways
Xenia’s future physical development. This
impact land use because they provide access
chapter integrates two critical elements of a
and enable mobility and commerce, which
comprehensive plan: a Thoroughfare Plan and a
can determine land value and its highest
Land Use Plan.
and best use. Additionally, the design of a
Thoroughfare Plan Overview
roadway (i.e. width, design speed, presence
The Thoroughfare Plan guides how roadways
of sidewalks/trees/landscaping) defines
should function and be improved or extended.
the character of adjacent properties, and
It provides ongoing policy guidance for
therefore, the market for various land
determining when and where public right-ofuses. For example, a divided, high-speed
way and/or street dedication or improvement
thoroughfare is better suited for commercial
should be required with new development
6.2
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or industrial uses with large setbacks than
single-family residential homes placed close
to the street.

•

Summary of Land Use/Transportation
Findings From Existing Conditions Report

•

Growth capacity. Based on current zoning,

Land usage impacts thoroughfares.
currently undeveloped land could accommodate
roadways because various land
nearly 4,100 additional housing units, 9,800
uses determine how much traffic
additional residents, and 4,600 employees.
is generated and how wide roads
• Service/Infrastructure capacity. Despite abundant
should be in order to accommodate
water/wastewater treatment capacity, the City
safe and efficient travel. The
would struggle to serve the aforementioned growth.
design and placement of buildings
Park, street, and wastewater distribution maintenance
and parking areas can impact
needs have outpaced the City’s financial resources.
roadway function/design as well.
Additionally, past residential growth has already strained
For example, multiple closely
the capacity of public safety services.
spaced curb cuts can increase
• Disinvestment. Decline has occurred and continues to
traffic conflicts, and buildings
occur in some older portions of Xenia. This has eroded
placed close to the street can
the City’s tax base and threatens to spread to adjacent
encourage traffic to slow down.

Rational Basis
It is critical that regulatory
decisions have a rational basis.
Aside from the obvious ethical
and practical reasons for this, a
rational basis helps to ensure that
regulatory decisions are legally
defensible and withstand potential
court challenges. A plan like X-Plan
provides such a rational basis
because it is a comprehensive,
rational planning document that
is based on a blend of objective
analysis (i.e. Existing Conditions
Report) and an extensive public
input process.

neighborhoods.

•

Public/Institutional Uses. The City depends significantly on
government (County/Schools/City) and non-profit institutions
(Greene Memorial Hospital) for its economic base. These
community anchors must be preserved, although additional
diversity in the City’s economy is needed.

•

Cross-town connectivity. Xenia’s roadways provide excellent
access to and from downtown, and the US 35 Bypass has
improved crosstown access. Additional improvements to
cross-town connectivity are needed, mostly in the northern
half of Xenia.

•

Innovation Drive access. Improved access to Innovation
Drive from US 35 is needed to improve the business
attraction prospects of the new industrial park in this
location.

•

Hospitality Drive/Progress Drive area. Traffic circulation in
this growing retail district is problematic, prompting the
need for major intersection improvements at Hospitality
Drive and West Main Street and re-alignment of a
US 35 off-ramp.

Part of the purpose of this chapter
is to connect the rational basis of
the X-Plan process with development
regulations. For this reason, a summary
of land-use-related findings from the
•
Existing Conditions Report is provided
in the caption on this page (see Existing
Conditions Report for greater detail).
Furthermore, the Thoroughfare Plan and Land
Use Plan sections indicate how roadway/land

US 35 reconstruction. Planned reconstruction of
US 35 west of Xenia will greatly improve access to
and from Xenia by eliminating all remaining atgrade intersections.

6.3
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use policies relate to X-Plan objectives, which
developed from the Existing Conditions Report
findings and public input process.
Thoroughfare Plan
The Thoroughfare Plan directs the design and
location of existing and proposed roads. Like
the Land Use Plan, the Thoroughfare Plan
is concerned about long-term community
sustainability and character.
A Thoroughfare Plan is useful for making road
extensions and road improvements predictable
to adjacent property owners.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
future right-of-way acquisition by measuring
building setbacks from planned right-of-way lines.
Few aspects of infrastructure have more impact
on community character and quality of life than
thoroughfares.
A community’s thoroughfare and local street
system should work together to distribute trips
and offer alternative routes to relieve congestion
on thoroughfares. This can help to avoid costly
road widening projects that change community
character and physically divide neighborhoods.

The Thoroughfare Plan Map (Map 6.1)
and corresponding Functional Roadway
The City can use the Thoroughfare Plan to acquire Classifications serve as Xenia’s official
needed road rights-of-way during development
Thoroughfare Plan.
approvals. Xenia officials can also avoid costly
Table 6.1: Thoroughfare Plan Functional Classifications
Classification

Function and Characteristics

Examples

Land Use Served

Freeways

Highest mobility, greatest speed.

US 35

Interstate

US 68, Main St.

Regional commercial,

Highest traffic volumes.
No direct property access.
Divided travel lanes.

Major Arterials

High mobility, moderate/high speeds over long
distance.

industrial

Limited direct property access.
Regional traffic through/between communities.
Minor Arterials

Collectors

High mobility at low to moderate speed.

US 42, W. 2nd

Commercial,

Carries regional and local traffic.

St.

industrial, multi-family

Direct property access is limited or restricted

Dayton Ave.

residential

Low to moderate mobility at low speed.

Bellbrook Ave.,

Neighborhood

Convey traffic from local roads to arterials.

Kinsey Rd.

commercial, single-

Direct property access is permitted or restricted.

Locals

Slow traffic, little or no through-movement, short

Galloway St.,

Single-family

distances.

Patton St.,

residential

Lowest traffic volumes.

Nebraska Dr.

Direct access to individual properties.
All roads not defined as arterials or collectors.

6.4
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Table 6.1 describes each functional classification
of Xenia’s thoroughfares, including their current
Streets serve a variety of functions, depending
basic design standards in the City’s Subdivision
on the type of traffic they convey. A functional
Regulations. Map 6.1 displays the location of
classification system divides streets into
thoroughfares by functional classifications as
categories based on their location, surrounding
land uses and the type of traffic they handle. Each recommended in X-Plan. The caption next to
category contains a series of design requirements Map 6.1 describes planned projects and how they
relate to the needs and objectives identified in
meant to facilitate a functional objective, such
the X-Plan process.
as local access or regional mobility. A functional
classification system provides a basis for
developing a Thoroughfare Plan and establishing
a logical, efficient roadway system.
Functional Classification

6.5
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City Boundary

Proposed Improvements
Widening of existing roadway
New Collector roadway
New Minor Arterial roadway
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City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
Summary of Xenia’s Thoroughfare Needs
Below is an overview of planned improvement projects
in the Thoroughfare Plan (shown on Map 6.1) and how
they will address the needs/objectives identified in the
X-Plan process.
Objective CC7 Maintain and improve quality of existing City
infrastructure and services: Improve cross-town connectivity,
access to residential areas and intersection safety/efficiency.
1.

Northwest Connector: Planned extensions/improvements of
Hawkins Rd., Progress Dr./Hollywood Blvd. to improve crosstown access in outer northwestern Xenia.

Objective GE3 Preserve land for longterm economic growth: Improve
access to areas with economic
growth potential.

2.

Extension of Industrial Blvd. and Massie/Sheelin connector: Will
improve cross-town access and improve fire response times in
western Xenia.

3.

Country Club Dr./E. Main St. connector: Will improve crosstown
connectivity in northeastern Xenia and improve access to Greene
Memorial Hospital.

4.

Widening of W. Second St./Upper Bellbrook Rd. west of Progress
Dr. and bike path extension: Will improve vehicular and pedestrian
access to existing and future residential developments west of
US 35.

5.

Van Eaton/McPherson/Valley Rd. connector: Will be needed as
area grows to efficiently convey traffic between local streets/
arterials.

6.

US 42/E. Church St.: Re-alignment and new signalization.

7.

Kinsey Rd./US 68: Additional turn lanes and new signalization
(already in design process).

8.

US 42/Ledbetter Rd.: Left turn lane on US 42.

9.

Hedges/Van Eaton/Lower Bellbrook Rd.: Re-alignment to
eliminate offset intersection.

10. West Main St./Hospitality Dr.: Full movement/signalization
including a re-configuration of the northbound US 35 off-ramp
to West Main St. to improve safety/access in the Progress
Drive retail area.

11.

Extensions of Innovation Dr.
to US 68/US 42: Will improve
access from the US 35 bypass
and increase future economic
development prospects.
12.

13.

Widening of US 42
and Bickett Road: Will
improve access to Central
State and Wilberforce
Universities and support
future residential growth
in northeastern Xenia.
US 35 Reconstruction
project: Will eliminate all
at-grade intersections
on US 35 between the
Xenia bypass and North
Fairfield Road, creating
interchanges at Factory
Road and Valley/Trebein
Road. This will result in
shorter commute times
to and from Xenia homes
and businesses. Funding
has been programmed by
MVRPC/ODOT.

6.7
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Land Use Plan

What is Mixed Use?

The Land Use Plan divides the City into eight
distinct classifications of land use, intensity and
design. The classifications reflect a reinforcement
of the City’s urban core, core neighborhoods
and gradually decreasing density/building bulk as
distance from the urban core increases. Nodes
of higher intensity are also planned to break
up the monotony of corridors and to provide
neighborhood centers with jobs, services and
amenities.

Mixed Use, as its name implies, clusters multiple uses
in the same building, development or neighborhood.
One way to envision mixed use is to compare it
with conventional development that creates acres
of single use “islands.” The majority of Xenia’s
Post WW II residential subdivisions were built as
single use districts. Commercial development was
excluded. Residents in these areas are dependent on
vehicular transportation to meet basic shopping and
employment needs.

Mixed-Use Strategy

Mixed use development often integrates residential,
office, retail, restaurants, parks and public uses in
the same project. Each use is synergistic with the
other. For example, residential and office uses attract
retail. Retail, as it grows, can be used to attract more
residents.

The Land Use Plan emphasizes the importance of
design and character in exchange for increased
flexibility for land use. This is why most Land
Use Plan classifications encourage mixed-use
development.
A mixed-use approach, contrasted with singleuse emphasis of planning and development
in previous decades, provides regulatory and
market flexibility in return for greater attention
to urban form and enhanced design.
Mixed use is envisioned for underutilized
property as a revitalization tool. Mixed use is also
planned to improve community image; create
healthy, walkable neighborhoods; and provide
residents with additional amenities close to
where they live.
Mixed use development can occur on an
incremental basis through adaptive reuse
of existing buildings or in a comprehensive
manner with master-planned development and
redevelopment processes. In both scenarios,
design plays a critical role in ensuring that
different uses can effectively commingle.
Rather than strictly delineating uses between
various districts, the Land Use Plan recommends
a spectrum in which some uses are emphasized
and encouraged (Primary Uses) while other
uses are permitted on more of a conditional
basis (Secondary Uses). The Land Use Plan also
includes design guidelines that explain how
6.8

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan

Mixed use development strives to meet the everyday
needs of residents within walking distance. As a result,
people living in mixed use developments tend to walk
more and engage in neighborly conversations. Fewer
vehicle miles traveled lowers household fuel costs.
Mixed use relies on interesting architecture and
thoughtful urban design creating community
enhancing developments. A mixed use strategy
can add vitality along busy corridors and at key
intersections improving overall community image.

to integrate various uses and create a livable,
functional built environment.
Table 6.2 is a quick-reference guide to Land Use
Classifications in the Land Use Plan (Map 6.2).
The pages following Table 6.2 provide more
detailed guidelines for preferred land uses and
design. Images show examples of preferred
development design, as well as conceptual
cross-section drawings for thoroughfares located
in each land use category. The cross-section
drawings illustrate how all modes of travel
(pedestrian, bike, automobile) can be integrated.
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Intent

Development
Form

Preservation/
Reserve

Suburban
Neighborhood

Core Neighborhood

Neighborhood Mixed
Use

Preserve a network of
“green infrastructure”
- parks, greenspace,
stream corridors,
sensitive environmental
areas, and agriculture.

Create/maintain
neighborhoods that
provide generous open
space, enhance Xenia’s
housing stock and retain
their value.

Strengthen and
celebrate Xenia’s
historic, walkable
neighborhoods as highly
desirable places to live.

Create neighborhood
retail/service nodes that
are pedestrian-friendly
and within walking
distance of residential
uses.

• Preserved and

• Automobile

• Pedestrian-focused

• Vertical/horizontal

•
•
•

Primary Uses

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan

restored stream
corridors and natural
areas
Crop/pasture land
Pedestrian/bike
greenways
“Reserve” areas to be
developed only when
City service capacity
becomes available

• Outdoor recreation
• Agricultural uses
• Existing developed

•
•
•

•

convenience
Street/sidewalk
connectivity
Limited block length
Local streets
designed to slow
traffic, encourage
walking/biking
Access to parks

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

mixing of uses
Buildings face streets
Parking in side/rear
yards
Buildings designed
to complement their
surroundings
Internal pedestrian
paths connected to
sidewalks

•
• Detached residential • Detached residential • Retail/office
(2-4 units/ac.)
(3-6 units/ac.)
• Live-work units
• Existing commercial/ • Public/institutional

uses (including
landfills/mineral
extraction)
Cemeteries

Secondary
Uses

environment
Buildings placed close
to street with garages
in rear yards
Short blocks
Preservation of
historic architecture
Compatible infill
development
Front porches

•
• Detached residential •
(up to 0.2 units/ac.)
•
•
•

industrial

8 unit/ac. residential
Retail/office
Recreation
Public/institutional

Table 6.2 Land Use Plan Classification Summary

•
•
•
•

Attached residential
Retail/office
Recreation
Public/institutional

•

uses
Existing industrial and
detached residential

• Upper-floor or
attached residential

• Plazas

Primary Uses

6.10

•

Most desirable land uses in a given Land Use
Classification.

•

Recommended as either stand-alone uses or in
combination with Secondary Uses.

•

Continuation of the established land use
pattern in most areas; in some cases, a land use
adjustment is recommended in recognition of
changing community goals, needs and markets.

Chapter 6 Regulatory Framework

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan

Intent

Downtown Core

Institutional Campus

Business Park

Regional Mixed Use

Maintain, enhance, and
grow downtown Xenia
as a vibrant, mixed-use
gathering place and
cultural center.

Maintain and encourage
continued investment
and growth of public
and institutional
uses, which serve as
community anchors.

Develop viable business
park locations which will
provide local jobs and
grow the City’s revenue.

Meet community-wide
and regional needs
for retail goods and
services.

•
•
•
•

• Master-planned

• Campus-like setting
• Attractive building

• Limited curb cuts
• Internal pedestrian

Development
Form

•

Primary Uses

• Retail/arts/
•
•

Secondary
Uses

Slowed traffic
Wide sidewalks
Short blocks
Buildings face street,
placed adjacent to
sidewalk
Vertical, mixed-use
buildings

entertainment
Public/institutional
Live-work units

• Residential/office
(upper floors)

• Lodging
• Plazas

•
•
•

campus layout
Cohesive pedestrian
path network
Coordinated
architecture/
landscaping/signage
Preserve natural
features and historic
landmarks
Strong civic presence

•
• Public/institutional
• Outdoor/indoor
recreation

•
•
•
•

front facades

• Buffering from
•

adjacent lowerintensity uses
Landscaping utilized
to soften the
appearance of larger
buildings and screen
parking lots

• Office
• Research and
development

• Manufacturing
• Distribution
• Retail
• Lodging
• Public/institutional

Retail
Office
Residential
Lodging

paths

• Outlot buildings

•

and landscaping
to “screen” large
parking lots
Architecturally
“break up” large
building facades

• Retail
• Office
• Lodging

• Residential
•

(upperfloors or
attached)
Public/institutional

Secondary Uses

•

Recommended under certain circumstances and/
or in combination with Primary Uses.

•

Stand-alone secondary uses recommended on a
case-by-case basis in established areas, possibly as
a Conditional Use.

•

Recommended in mixed use structures, typically
on upper floors.

6.11
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Preservation

Intent
Preserve a network of “green infrastructure” - parks, Primary Uses
greenspace, stream corridors, sensitive environmental • Outdoor recreation (active/passive)
areas, and agriculture.
• Agricultural uses
Utilize green infrastructure for stormwater
• Existing landfills
management, flood protection, active/passive
• Existing mineral extraction activities
recreational amenities, and preservation of Xenia’s
• Existing developed uses (transition toward open
agricultural ties.
space/natural restoration is encouraged but not
Preserve and restore natural habitats, topography and
required)
drainage patterns.
• Cemeteries
Preserve agricultural areas until extension of services
Secondary Uses
for development is financially feasible.
Allow existing waste management and mineral
extraction activities to continue, and convert to other
Preservation uses when they are no longer viable.

•

Associated X-Plan Objectives

Preservation is planned in environmentally sensitive
areas such as wetlands and FEMA-designated 100-year
floodplains associated with Shawnee Creek, Glady
Run, Twist Run, and Old Town Creek. Also included are
City and County parks, regional bike trails, cemeteries
and the Greene County Fairgrounds.

• CC3 Create a community-oriented bike and
pedestrian path system.

• CC4 Create an inter-connected network of
greenspace.

• CC6 Enhance our park system.
• CC7 Maintain and improve quality of existing City
infrastructure and services.

• SC1 Create vibrant downtown-adjacent
neighborhoods.

• SC6 Reposition vacant properties.

6.12

Detached residential at no greater than 0.2 units
per acre

Location

The Reserve classification (indicated with yellow-dot
hatching on Map 6.2) is used in agricultural areas
on the periphery of the City where the capacity to
provide adequate services and infrastructure do not
yet exist. When resources are available to extend
services, Reserve areas will be planned as Suburban
Neighborhood.

Chapter 6 Regulatory Framework

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan

Thoroughfare Cross Section Concept

Design Features

1.

Restored natural drainage patterns and
vegetation in already-developed areas. Consider
replacing deteriorated aging retaining walls
with natural slopes where space permits. Other
options include daylighting piped streams and
removing wetland drain tiles.

2. Usage of City parks for small-scale stormwater
management measures (e.g. Low-Impact
Development) as a tool to improve stormwater
quality, reduce runoff, create natural amenities
and increase water quality awareness/education.

3. Multi-use paths along greenspace corridors that
increase access to and enjoyment of natural areas.
Connect to sidewalks and regional trails to form a
continuous network.

4. Encourage protection of mature tree stands,
wetlands and stream corridors in zoning and
subdivision regulations.

5. Maintain agricultural zoning where the City
cannot fiscally justify extending services and
infrastructure for development.

Example of Stream Restoration

6.13
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Suburban Neighborhood

Intent
Create/maintain neighborhoods that provide generous
public and private open space while retaining
convenient access to services and amenities.
Continue to accommodate automobile convenience
while improving the pedestrian experience.
Elevate the level of quality and choice within Xenia’s
housing stock.
Ensure that neighborhoods retain their value as
demographics and market tastes evolve.
Associated X-Plan Objectives

• NG1 Create and maintain the building blocks for
successful neighborhoods.

• NG2 Sustain vital neighborhoods.
• NG3 Stop neighborhood decline.
Primary Uses

•

Detached single-family residential at densities
of 2 to 4 units per acre (specific density depends
on site constraints, adjacent development and
impact and availability of adequate public utilities
and services)

Secondary Uses

6.14

•

Neighborhood-serving outdoor recreation (active/
passive)

•

Public/institutional buildings (preferably located
on thoroughfares)

•

Detached/attached single-family residential at

densities of up to 8 units per acre (limit to 20%
of land area in new developments; locate on
thoroughfares)

•

Neighborhood retail, retail service and office uses
(limit to 5% of land area in new developments;
locate on thoroughfares)

Location
The Suburban Neighborhood classification generally
includes areas that extend from the fringe of the
community to Core Neighborhood or Neighborhood
Mixed Use areas. Most Suburban Neighborhood
areas are not within a 5-minute walk (1/4 mile) of
downtown or other retail and services, yet they have
convenient automobile access to such areas. Suburban
Neighborhoods generally do not have frontage on
Major Arterials except for outlying portions of Xenia
where commercial/industrial development is not
expected.

City of Xenia Comprehensive Plan
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Thoroughfare Cross Section Concepts

Design Features

1.

Varied housing designs with architectural detail
that add interest to neighborhoods and retain
property values as demographics/market tastes
evolve.

2. Compatible design features where different uses
and/or housing designs are adjacent (example:
design attached residential or office units to
resemble the massing and character of nearby
single-family homes).

3. Public spaces framed by the front, not rear, sides
of buildings (including parks, local streets and
thoroughfares).

4. Minimal direct access to homes that front on
thoroughfares (utilize frontage roads, rear alleys
or shared driveways).

5. Continuous sidewalk system with connections to
other neighborhoods, bike paths, parks, retail/
service areas and schools.

8. Preserved or restored natural amenities such as
wooded areas, streams and slopes.

9. Adequate open space with recreational amenities
to meet neighborhood recreational needs.

10. “Cluster development” allowed in new
neighborhoods, whereby 40% of the development
is preserved as common open space and homes
are clustered on smaller lots.

11. Integration of stormwater management with
attractive neighborhood amenities such as
preserved/restored streams; ponds with fishing
areas, fountains and walking paths; rain gardens
used as landscaping features; etc.

12. Trees planted in treelawns and/or front yards
lining neighborhood streets to beautify the
landscape, provide shade and slow traffic.
Example of “Cluster” Development

6. Connected streets with maximum block lengths
of 600 feet to improve access and circulation for
pedestrians, automobiles and emergency vehicles
(block lengths of 400 feet or greater should
include pedestrian connections at mid-block or
cul-de-sacs).

7. Local streets designed to slow traffic through
features such as roundabouts, mini-circles, curb
extensions and narrower street design.
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Core Neighborhood

Intent
Higher building densities, smaller lots and proximity
to retail/services justify a greater role for walking/
bicycling as modes of transportation in Core
Neighborhoods.
Strengthen and celebrate Xenia’s historic, walkable
neighborhoods as highly desirable places to live.
Maintain and enhance pedestrian-oriented
neighborhood character and restore vitality where
needed.
Ensure that neighborhoods retain their value as
demographics and market tastes evolve.
Associated X-Plan Objectives

• NG1 Create and maintain the building blocks for
successful neighborhoods.

•
•
•
•

NG2 Sustain vital neighborhoods.
NG3 Stop neighborhood decline.
NG4 Restore distressed neighborhoods.
SC1 Create vibrant downtown-adjacent
neighborhoods.

• SC3 Redevelop Xenia Towne Square.
• SC6 Reposition vacant properties.
Primary Uses
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•

Detached single-family housing, generally at
densities between 3 and 6 units per acre

•

Existing commercial and industrial uses.

Secondary Uses

•

Public/institutional buildings (preferably located
on thoroughfares)

•

Neighborhood-serving outdoor recreation (active/
passive)

•

Attached residential including duplexes and
rowhouses

Location
Core Neighborhoods are generally located between
the Downtown Core and Suburban Neighborhoods,
and are typically within a 5-minute walk (1/4 mile) of
the Downtown Core or a Neighborhood Mixed Use
area. Core Neighborhoods generally do not have
frontage on Major Arterials. Most Core Neighborhood
locations are well-established residential
neighborhoods.
Some Core Neighborhood locations are older
commercial and industrial sites, some of which
are vacant or underutilized. Many older industrial
sites are poorly located for modern industrial users
due to their distance from trucking routes and
proximity to residential uses. Continued industrial/
commercial usage and success of existing businesses
is encouraged. However, if buildings become no
longer usable for industrial/commercial purposes, a
transition toward other primary Core Neighborhood
uses is recommended through adaptive reuse or
redevelopment.
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Design Features

1.

Relatively narrow lots with vertical (narrow)
orientation in housing design.

2. Small front yards (except for thoroughfares,
where deeper front yards are appropriate).

3. Garages placed to the rear of homes, utilizing rear
alleys in some cases.

4. Home designs that engage the street instead of
retreating from it (e.g. front porches, architectural
detail, abundant front windows).

5. Preserved and restored historic homes.
6. Compatible infill development on vacant lots
that complements and enhances the existing
neighborhood.

7. Connected streets with short blocks, ideally no
more than 400 feet in length (add mid-block
pedestrian paths on blocks that exceed 400 feet).
Dead-end streets should be avoided.

11. Neighborhood entry signs, historical markers and
extensions of downtown streetscapes where
appropriate.

12. Public spaces framed by the front, not rear, sides
of buildings (including parks, local streets and
thoroughfares).

13. Pocket parks or neighborhood gardens utilizing
vacant lots where infill housing is not financially
feasible.

14. Restored natural amenities such as wooded
areas, streams and slopes, which add value to a
neighborhood.

15. Trees planted in treelawns and/or front yards
lining neighborhood streets to beautify the
landscape, provide shade and slow traffic.

8. Minimal direct access to homes that front on
thoroughfares (utilize frontage roads, rear alleys
or shared driveways).

9. Continuous sidewalk system with connections to
other neighborhoods, bike paths, parks, retail/
service areas, downtown and schools.

10. Local streets designed to slow traffic through
features such as roundabouts, mini-circles,
curb extensions, narrower street design, and
conversion of one-way streets to two-way.
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Neighborhood Mixed-Use

Intent
Create neighborhood retail/service nodes that are
pedestrian-friendly and within walking distance of
residential uses.

•

Existing detached single-family residential uses

•

Existing industrial uses

Concentrate commercial and high-density residential
uses along major thoroughfares, in order to promote
access to services.

Secondary Uses

•

Attached residential (single or multi-family) stand-alone or on upper floors of mixed-use
buildings; up to 12 units per acre; preferably
less than 75% of the site in a new mixed-use
development

•

Outdoor plazas

Allow a wide range of uses while utilizing design
features that effectively integrate uses together.
Maintain vitality of major thoroughfare corridors by
increasing land use regulatory flexibility, in return for
meeting design guidelines.
Associated X-Plan Objectives

• CC2 Improve City entrances and corridors.
• CC5 Attract additional retail and commercial
recreation uses to Xenia.

• GE5 Take a “grow your own” approach to
economic development.

• NG1 Create and maintain the building blocks for
successful neighborhoods citywide.

• SC1 Create vibrant downtown-adjacent
neighborhoods.

Primary Uses
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•

Retail sales/services and offices - Preferably
concentrated in “nodes” near intersections of
two thoroughfares

•

Live-work units

•

Public/institutional buildings

Location
Neighborhood Mixed Use is located on parcels with
frontage on the City’s arterials. The higher traffic,
visibility and access of these streets are appropriate
for a mix of commercial, institutional, and high-density
residential uses.
Neighborhood Mixed Use areas include (1) established
mixed-use corridors such as North Detroit Street, East
Main Street, Home Avenue and West Second Street;
(2) the “Midtown” commercial/mixed-use area west
of downtown; and (3) emerging/planned commercial/
mixed use nodes at US 42/Wright Cycle Boulevard,
Lower Bellbrook Road southwest of US 35, and North
Detroit Street at Paceline Court.
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Design Features

1.

High building density, second only to Downtown
Core.

2. Land uses are mixed horizontally across space
and/or vertically in buildings.

3. Effective integration of various land uses through
thoughtful site planning and compatible building
height, roof lines and massing.

4. Screening and buffering between land uses is

5.

eyes on the street and promote pedestrian
interest.

10. Adaptive reuse or redevelopment of existing
residential, commercial and industrial buildings is
encouraged when impacts on adjacent uses are
minimal or can be mitigated.

11. Consolidated, shared driveways that minimize
the number of curb cuts and traffic conflicts on
arterials (ideally one curb cut per block).

used only when site planning and building design 12. Enhanced street design features in concentrated
techniques cannot effectively integrate conflicting
retail or mixed-use areas (nodes), such as onuses.
street parking, curb extensions, wide sidewalks
Pedestrian walkways link building entrances to
and landscape/hardscape enhancements. This
parking lots, common areas, bike paths, sidewalks
slows traffic, improves image and encourages
and adjacent neighborhoods.
pedestrian activity.

6. Shallow building setbacks provide room for
landscaping and front yard patios and courtyards
where desired. Most parking is located to the rear
or side of buildings.

7. Parking is screened from roadways and adjacent
residential uses. Screening along roadways
should be limited to low-lying shrubs, walls and
deciduous trees.

8. Front facades face arterials and create a strong
street presence with architectural details and
window coverage.

9. Retail/service use facades utilize at least 50%
window coverage on ground floors to encourage
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Downtown Core

Intent
Maintain, enhance, and grow downtown Xenia as a
Primary Uses
vibrant, mixed-use gathering place and cultural center.
• Retail sales/services
Emphasize retail, arts and entertainment uses with
• Arts and entertainment
residential and office as supportive uses.
• Live-work units
Reposition downtown from its former Central
Business District role to that of a mixed use
neighborhood and Central Entertainment District.

•

Highest-density, most urban section of the City, with
vertically-oriented buildings placed adjacent to the
sidewalk.

•

Residential (second floor)

•

Offices (preferably second floor)

•

Lodging

•

Outdoor plazas and event space

Create an eclectic mix of land uses that generates
18‑hour pedestrian activity.

Secondary Uses

Associated X-Plan Objectives

Location

• GE5 Take a “grow your own” approach to

Downtown Core is located in the historic center
of Xenia and extends 2-4 blocks in each direction
from the intersection of Main Street (US 35) and
Detroit Street (US 68). It includes remaining historic
buildings in the southern/eastern sections, along with
redeveloped sections in the northern/western sections
(e.g. Xenia Towne Square).

economic development.

• SC2 Change downtown’s role.
• SC3 Redevelop Xenia Towne Square.
• SC4 Create a welcoming and comfortable
pedestrian environment.

• SC5 Make downtown the Bicycle Hub of the
Midwest.

• SC6 Reposition vacant properties.
• SC7 Leverage downtown’s historic assets.
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Public/institutional buildings
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Design Features

1.

Pedestrian- and bike-focused environment with
wide sidewalks flanked by buildings that create a
continuous “street wall.”

2. Improved connection to regional bike paths.
3. Parking is located on-street or behind buildings.
Access is provided by mid-block alleys and
pedestrian paths, as well as side/rear local streets
(not individual curb cuts from Detroit/Main).

11. Public space expanded into outdoor plazas,
widened sidewalks, extended curbs and “festival
streets” that can be easily closed to traffic.

12. Formal streetscape elements, including lighting,
street trees and planters.

13. Retail/arts/entertainment uses concentrated on
ground levels of buildings on Detroit and Main
Streets.

4. Blocks are no more than 400 feet in length.
5. Future redevelopment/modification of Xenia
Towne Square and other sites that are out of
context with the historic sections of downtown.

6. Continuous clear-glass storefronts (at least 75% of
storefront area).

7. High level of architectural detail on building
facades, with differentiation between the ground
floor and upper floors.

8. Vertical orientation of buildings; at least two
stories are preferred.

9. Preservation of historic architecture.
10. Streets that slow traffic and facilitate a safe
walking and biking environment.
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Institutional Campus

Intent
Primary Uses
Maintain and encourage continued investment and
growth of Xenia’s public and quasi-public land uses
• Public/institutional buildings (specifically
including institutional uses, which serve as community
hospitals, schools, government offices, service
and neighborhood anchors.
organizations)
Preserve historic landmark civic buildings.

•

Maintain coordinated campus design that integrates
a mix of land uses within the campus and with
surrounding land uses.

Secondary Uses

Develop complementary uses such as offices, retail
and joint-use facilities that benefit both the institution
and the community.
Associated X-Plan Objectives

• CC1 Develop a community recreation center.
• CC7 Maintain and improve quality of existing City
infrastructure and services.

• GE7 Foster Town and Gown and Healthy
Community partnerships.

• SC7 Leverage downtown’s historic assets.

Outdoor/indoor recreation

•

Offices

•

Retail sales/services - Preferably 25,000
square foot buildings or smaller; located on
thoroughfares

•

Lodging

•

Residential (single or multi-family)

Location
Institutional Campus locations are centered around
public buildings and major non-profit institutions
located throughout the City. Locations include Greene
Memorial Hospital, the Legacy Ministries/Athletes
in Action campus, City and County offices, Xenia
School District properties, and historic landmark civic
buildings. Supportive land uses adjacent to these
locations are designated as Institutional Campus as
well.
The Central State University/Wilberforce University
area is a strategic future growth area.
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Design Features

1.

Formal, master-planned campus layout in an open, 5.
landscaped setting.

2. Entrances to larger campuses make a statement
with landscaping and attractive entryway signage.

3. Buildings are connected to one another,
surrounding uses and City sidewalks/bike paths
with a cohesive pedestrian network.

4. Architecture, landscaping and signage are
coordinated within the campus, and with other
campus locations operated by the same entity, in
order to create more cohesive, attractive design
and assist in branding efforts.

Integration with surrounding neighborhoods
through pathway connections and placement
of uses at campus perimeters that complement
surrounding neighborhoods (e.g. housing or open
space adjacent to residential neighbors instead of
the rear wall of a large building).

6. Preservation of attractive campus features such
as formal building placement, landscaping, mature
trees and streams.
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Business Park

Intent
Develop viable business park locations with
convenient access to US 35, which will provide local
jobs and grow the City’s key revenue source (income
tax).

Secondary Uses

•

Freestanding retail sales/services - preferably
5,000 - 10,000 square foot tenant spaces; located
on arterials; or

Attract a variety of office, research and industrial
users, from startups to major corporations, who desire
a modern, campus-like environment.

•

Integrated retail sales/services - as an accessory to
office/industrial operations

•

Lodging

Develop an attractive, campus-like environment and
supportive services that create business-friendly
locations.

•

Public and institutional uses

Reserve land for long-term employment and tax
revenue growth.
Associated X-Plan Objectives

• GE1 Market Xenia to attract jobs and industry.
• GE3 Preserve land for long-term economic
growth.

• GE4 Reposition older business parks.
Primary Uses
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•

Offices

•

Research and development facilities

•

Manufacturing

•

Distribution

Location
Business Parks are located in close proximity to US
35 interchanges and frontage, in order to promote
business visibility and easy access for employees,
clients and trucks.
Locations include existing industrially zoned areas
such as the Xenia Industrial Park, Lower Bellbrook
Road and Innovation Drive.
Strategic future growth areas include a future
extension of the Innovation Drive Industrial Park west
to US 42 and the Greene County Airport area.
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Design Features

1.

Campus setting with generous front yards.

2. Buildings or landscaping used to screen parking
lots from roadways.

3. Business Park subdivision entrances make a
statement with landscaping and entryway
signage.

4. Architectural features and/or landscaping visually

6. Bicycle facilities that connect workplaces to the
City’s bike path network, creating bike-to-work
options for employees.

7. Preserved existing tree stands that are outside
necessary building and parking lot locations.

8. Adequate street width and curb/driveway radii to
handle truck traffic.

soften and break up the bulk of larger buildings,
on facades viewed from public street.

5. Buffer yards and/or dense vegetative screening is
used to protect adjacent non-compatible uses.
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Regional Mixed Use

Intent
Meet community-wide and regional needs for retail
goods and services.
Convenient automobile access and visibility.
Encourage pedestrian and bike access.
Incorporate complementary mixed uses in existing
development through redevelopment and infill.
Associated X-Plan Objectives

• CC2 Improve City entrances and corridors.
• CC5 Attract additional retail and commercial
recreation uses to Xenia.
Primary Uses

•

Retail sales and service (including big-box retail)

•

Offices

•

Lodging

Secondary Uses

•

Freestanding attached residential (single- or multifamily) - no more than 50% of a development

•

Upper-floor residential

•

Public and institutional uses

Location
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Areas planned as Regional Mixed Use are generally
located near major interchanges on US 35 in the
western half of the City. These locations provide the
best access to populations (including Xenia, eastern
Dayton suburbs, and rural areas east of Xenia) that
regional retail uses need.
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Design Features

1.

Integrate multiple uses/structures in unified,
master-planned developments.

2. Consolidated, shared driveways and access roads
with cross-access connections - intended to
encourage internal circulation so that short trips
do not contribute to public roadway congestion.

3. Bike paths, sidewalks and street trees on
thoroughfares.

4. Abundant parking to serve large-scale uses with a
regional draw, broken up with landscaping.

5. Outlot buildings exhibit four-sided architecture,
face perimeter roadways and are utilized to
“screen” large parking lots from the roadway.

6. “Lifestyle center” designs in which buildings
frame streets, pathways and plazas are
encouraged.

10. Crosswalks on private driveways/parking lot aisles
utilize distinct pavement colors, textures and
materials.

11. Outdoor seating, greenspace and plazas are
encouraged to create an enhanced pedestrian
environment. Stores that front on plazas and
walkways instead of parking lots are encouraged.

12. Landscaping screens parking lots from roadways
where buildings do not.

13. Buffer yards and/or dense vegetative screening is
used to protect adjacent non-compatible uses.

14. Low-Impact Development solutions are
encouraged for stormwater management (e.g.
rain gardens, pervious pavement, curb openings,
etc.).

7. Parking between outlot buildings and the street
no deeper than one double-loaded row.

8. Buildings utilize architectural details, large
window openings and changes in wall planes to
add visual interest to large, bulky building facades.
Such techniques also enhance community
character and the customer experience.

9. Internal path systems that connect entrances to
other stores, parking lots, outlot buildings, and
the City’s sidewalk and bike path system. This will
encourage walking/biking between stores and to/
from adjacent residential areas.
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•

Integrate X-Plan goals in annual budgets and
department work programs.

•

Clearly set project priorities, timelines and
expectations each year.

•

Receive comprehensive plan updates
and communications on a regular basis
and provide support and problem solving
resources when needed.

X-Plan Adoption

•

Overview

X

enia’s leaders, as well as all involved in
the X-Plan process, want more than just •
a set of policies. They want actionable
steps to effect positive change in
Xenia. This is the purpose of the Implementation
element of X-Plan.
The Implementation Process chapter provides
suggested procedures for incorporating X-Plan
policies into City management and decisionmaking. The separate Action Plan chapter
provides an annually updated three-year action
plan for implementing X-Plan strategies.
Implementing Comprehensive Plans can be
difficult and Xenia will likely find that X-Plan is no
different. This chapter uses a blend of existing
City management processes and new steps
to integrate X-Plan into City management and
decision-making.
In general, in order to be successful in moving
X-Plan forward, City leaders must:

•
7.2

Make a deliberate effort to implement X-Plan
goals.

Planning and Zoning Commission. The
Planning and Zoning Commission will play a
critical role in implementing X-Plan policies
through its decisions on development
proposals and Zoning Code/Map revisions.
Formal review and adoption by the
Commission is therefore necessary before
X-Plan implementation can move forward.
The Planning and Zoning Commission voted
to endorse approval of X-Plan to City Council
on May 16, 2013.
City Council Adoption. X-Plan must have
the formal support of the City’s elected
leaders if implementation is to be successful.
City Council establishes the policies that
guide the efforts of City staff, boards and
commissions. X-Plan is intended to help City
Council by assembling many of these policies
in one document that was developed with
community input and support.
City Council formally supported X-Plan by
passing Resolution 13-P on June 13, 2013 (a
copy of this resolution is provided between
the inside cover and acknowledgements page
of this document).

Action Plan
Although X-Plan contains many policies aimed
at guiding decisions, many X-Plan strategies
require proactive action by the City to implement.
These items are referred to as “action items.”
Action items often reflect a task or in some
cases multiple tasks that must be achieved to
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implement an X-Plan objective.
The Action Plan tables, provided in the following
chapter, provide a tool to help monitor X-Plan
implementation progress. The tables outline
X-Plan-related action items that the City should
undertake within the next three years in order to
implement the highest X-Plan priorities.
Action items included in the three-year
Action Plans reflect the highest-priority
recommendations as indicated by citizens during
the X-Plan process. Prioritization was necessary
since not all X-Plan recommendations can be
accomplished within a three-year timeframe.

built-in flexibility to evolve with changing local
circumstances and needs. This statement does
not support blatant disregard for adopted public
policy. Deviations from current X-Plan policy are
supported when new findings are made that
were not present during X-Plan’s creation and
adoption. Below are several procedures that will
balance flexibility with adherence to X-Plan:

•

Each action item includes a description and how
it relates to X-Plan objectives and strategies.
Additionally, each action item indicates the type
of action item, timeframe for completion, desired •
outcome, responsible entity and support entities.
The Action Plan is intended to be updated on
an annual basis. This will allow the City to be
flexible and respond to changing conditions,
priorities, and funding situations; as well as note
completion of Action items.
Even the initial three-year Action Plan may
seem daunting. However, with strategic focus,
persistence and creative use of available tools,
the City can achieve a great deal of success. Being
strategic also requires choosing the right mix
of partners, phasing projects in an appropriate
•
order, and assigning the right resources for each
task.
If funding is extremely tight, it might be
necessary to reduce the scope of some Action
items in order to move X-Plan forward. Small wins
are better than no action at all.
A significant amount of X-Plan action items
require partner participation and alternative
funding sources. The City cannot implement
X-Plan alone.
X-Plan Updates
X-Plan is a living document designed with

•

Annual Report. The Planning and Zoning
Department, in coordination with the City
Manager’s Office, will prepare an X-Plan
Annual Report each year highlighting the
status of X-Plan action items. This report will
be presented to the Planning and Zoning
Commission and City Council and will inform
the annual Action Plan review process.
Annual Action Plan Review. Prior to
annual budget planning and departmental
performance plans, City department heads
should annually hold a retreat to review
progress on completing Action Plan tasks,
and develop recommendations to City
Council for updating priorities, timeframes,
outcomes and responsibilities. Included in
this process should be an assessment of
available grants and other non-City funding
sources for action items. This process will
conclude with a list of specific budget items
and performance plan tasks.
Public Involvement. Many residents
expressed interest in their continued
involvement after X-Plan’s adoption.
Involving citizens in the annual Action
Plan review, prior to the City staff retreat,
would be an excellent way of increasing
transparency in City decisionmaking, and
encourage a two-way communication
process on priority-setting. Public meeting(s),
surveys and/or social media could be utilized
to maintain a dialogue with the public.
Land Use/Thoroughfare Plan Amendment
Requests. Although the X-Plan is highly
comprehensive, it is possible that the City
7.3
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may encounter unanticipated situations
where a deviation from the X-Plan Land Use
and Thoroughfare Plans may be necessary
or beneficial. A procedure for X-Plan
amendment requests would allow individual
applicants or the City to initiate amendments
to portions of the Land Use Plan or
Thoroughfare Plan.
Such a procedure should require a
presentation of findings to the Planning
and Zoning Commission and City Council,
demonstrating why it would be in the
community’s best long-term interests to
revise the plan. Such a request should not
be taken lightly and should be viewed in
the context of X-Plan goals and objectives.
Approval of such a revision request should
occur prior to approval of legislation or other
City Council decisions that would deviate
from these plans.

•

•
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Budget Planning Process
City expenditures and public improvement
projects are planned annually through the
City’s capital and operating budget planning
process. The process entails a subset of City
Council known as the Finance Sub-Committee.
Department heads annually review needs against
available resources and submit recommendations
for budget allocations.
This budget planning process is an excellent
opportunity to incorporate X-Plan policies and
action recommendations into City management.
The following steps show how Xenia can
integrate X-Plan into Xenia’s annual budgeting
decision-making:

•

Five-Year Update. A minor update should
occur no less than five years from X-Plan’s
adoption to reassess strategies against
community socioeconomic and political
changes, as well as progress in implementing
X-Plan. Such an update should involve
an inventory and analysis of community
characteristics, opportunities and constraints
that were not present at the time of X-Plan’s
adoption. The process should also be driven
by public input, like the original X-Plan.
10-Year Update. While the five-year update
assumes that the goals and most objectives
will remain intact, the 10-year update will
be a comprehensive rewrite of the plan.
It may chart an entirely new direction for
the community, since conditions and public
sentiment may change considerably over
this period of time. It is also hoped that
the majority of X-Plan strategies will be
implemented in 10 years, and a new set of
strategies will be needed.

Step 1 - Tax Budget preparation. Starting
every spring, the City’s annual planning
process for next year’s budget begins with
the Tax Budget (i.e. draft budget). The City
Manager’s Office (CMO) annually submits
budget guidelines to department heads.
The CMO then reviews department requests
and submits the complete Tax Budget to the
Council Finance Sub-Committee.
The CMO can integrate X-Plan into this
process by (1) including budget items from
the annually reviewed Action Plan in the Tax
Budget guidelines sent to department heads,
and (2) presenting the updated Action Plan
to the Council Finance Sub-Committee, and
eventually the full City Council, during the Tax
Budget deliberation process.
As an option, the City may consider accepting
volunteer citizens to serve as advisors to the
subcommittee, as an extension of the public
input that would have already occurred
during the annual Action Plan review.

•

Step 2 - Tax Budget Adoption. Once
deliberation is complete, City Council holds
a public hearing and makes a motion to
approve the Tax Budget. The City could
improve the transparency of this process
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through enhanced publicity and outreach,
and by demonstrating the linkage to citizen
priorities via the X-Plan Action Plan budget
items. Through this process, the general
public would have an opportunity to
comment and learn about how the City is
responding to citizen needs.

•

related to X-Plan initiatives. In these cases, the
City must take a reactive stance and view the
funding request, legislation or policy through the
lens of X-Plan goals and objectives.

•

Step 3 - Final budget preparation/adoption.
Preparation of the final budget begins in late
summer and concludes with a public hearing
and appropriation ordinance at the end of
the year. The process is similar to the Tax
Budget, although it focuses on refining the
•
Tax Budget figures based upon improved
revenue and cost projection data. As with
the Tax Budget process, the City can improve
the transparency and public support of this
process through improved outreach and
demonstrations of how the Final Budget
furthers X-Plan strategies.

Staff reports. Staff can assist this process
by indicating connections with X-Plan goals
and objectives in staff reports to City Council.
Planning and Zoning staff must also indicate
this connection in staff reports sent to
Planning and Zoning Commission, in response
to development proposals and zoning map/
text amendments.
X-Plan log. Keeping a log of decisions and
actions that reference X-Plan will help staff in
preparing a more informative X-Plan annual
report, and communicating to City leaders
and the public how X-Plan is being used.
The Planning and Zoning Department would
maintain this log.

Department Performance Plans
Department Performance Plans are used by City
management to manage workload and improve
accountability. A Performance Plan is a strategic
work plan that identifies a department’s goals
and work tasks for the upcoming year.
Like the budget planning process, the
Departmental Performance Plans are an excellent
opportunity to integrate X-Plan policies into
City operations and management. The CMO can
use the annually updated X-Plan Action Plan to
identify which departments are responsible for
individual X-Plan projects and initiatives, and
then incorporate this information into annual
Performance Plan guidelines sent to department
heads. This process will give department
heads clear direction on their X-Plan-related
responsibilities each year.
Ongoing Communication/Monitoring
Based on the nature of City government, there
will be numerous funding requests, legislative
items and policy decisions that will not be directly
7.5
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Goal CC: Be a Community of Choice - 3-year Action Plan
Objective

Action Description

Type Years Outcome

CC1 Develop a Community Recreation CC.a. Launch an exploratory committee.
Seek partners; analyze feasibility, community needs/support, alternative locations, and funding strategies; proceed with marketing and funding drive.
Center

I

1

CC2 Improve City Entrances and
Corridors

O

1-3

Inclusion in work plan, before/
after photos

O

1-3

Inclusion in maintenance plans

PS
DXN in downtown

Associated Strategies
(Primary/related)
CC1.1
CC1.2/6.1/6.3/7.5,
GE7.1/7.2/7.4, SC3.1/SC3.2/6.6
CC2.1
CC8.2, GE1.3/2.2/4.2,
NG1.2/1.3, SC6.2
CC2.2
CC7.2/7.3/8.1, GE2.2/4.2, SC2.7

O

1-3

Printed and online market
“profiles”

DEV
IT

CC5.1/5.2
SC2.2/5.4

P

1-2

FIN/PZ

P

2

Spreadsheet model, code
recommendations
GIS database, updated street
maintenance plan

ENG
PS, IT

CC7.1
CC6.2, GE2.4
CC7.2
CC2.2/7.3

O

1-2

I

1-2

I

1-2

Inclusion in street maintenance
plan
Dispatch/communication merger
and joint radio upgrade
Needs analysis report

ENG
PS
CMO
FD, PD, LAW, FIN
ENG
All departments

CC7.3
CC2.2/7.2
CC7.4
CC7.9/8.4, GE3.1/3.2/7.1
CC7.5
CC1.1/6.3/7.9/7.7/7.13

P

1-2
1-3

P

1-3

P

2-4

O

1-3

Message, materials and
schedule
Collaboration tasks

I

1-2

Collaboration tasks

CMO
All City depts.
CMO/FIN
PS, ENG, PZ, DEV, IT
CMO
PS, ENG, PZ, DEV
CMO
DEV, IT, PZ
CMO
XCSD
CMO
PZ

CC7.6

P

Written policies/necessary
ordinance amendments
Phased implementation of
project management databases
Written policies

CC.b. Implement a proactive, systematic code enforcement program.
Concentrate proactive code enforcement efforts on key corridors, particularly where gateway and streetscape enhancements have been completed.

Location, feasibility, funding
strategy

Responsibility/
Support
CMO
BRACA, DEV, PZ,
YMCA, XARSC
PZ
LAW

Notify the public in advance and coordinate with cleanup/enhancement efforts.

CC.c. Assign high priority to lawn, landscaping and pavement maintenance resources.
Ensure that maintenance of public right-of-way on major arterials takes precedence over other roadways in annual work plans.

CC3 Create a Community-Oriented
Bike and Pedestrian Path System
C4 Create an Inter-Connected
Network of Greenspace.
CC5 Attract Additional Retail and
Commercial Recreation Uses to Xenia.

Refer to Actions SCh., SCi., SC.j.

CC6 Enhance Our Park System.

Refer to Actions CC.a., CC.i., SC.a., SC.d.

CC7 Maintain and Improve Quality
of Existing City Infrastructure and
Services

CC.e. Develop a fiscal impact analysis model and zoning/subdivision code change recommendations.

Refer to Actions SC.m., SC.n.

CC.d. Maintain market data and share with developers, brokers and existing businesses.
Identify specific business opportunities and advertise information.

Develop reusable model to facilitate analysis; identify code changes to require fiscal impact analysis for significant development projects.

CC.f. Establish a Pavement Condition Index.
Rate conditions of all streets and input into a GIS database; prioritize maintenance based on condition.

CC.g. Replace/line aging sewer mains while resurfacing streets.
Time sewer repair with street repari; integrate sewer condition into street maintenance prioritization.

CC.h. Expand Joint Service Agreements with other jurisdictions to reduce costs/increase revenues.
Examples include a merger of Public Safety Dispatch/Communications and joint radio systems. A future example could be a joint Fire District.

CC.i. Complete a municipal facilities needs analysis.
Comprehensively inventory all existing/projected municipal space needs, establishing a baseline for a facilities master plan.

CC.j. Develop/update part-time staffing policies, particularly for the Fire Division.
Improve ability to be nimble and cost-effective in maintaining adequate staff capacity when faced with fluctuating/increasing workload demands.

CC.k. Develop a standardized project management system.
Streamline project planning and budget decisions while improving access to information by staff, Council members and the public.

CC.l. Review and update the management/financial structure for the City Service Center facility.
In conjunction with either CC.i. or a facility master plan, evaluate funding and management approaches to improve efficiency and effectiveness.

CC8 Improve Community Relations
and Communication

CC.m. Prepare a community marketing and public relations strategy.
Promote Xenia’s image as a place to live/work/play; formalize an annual schedule and policy for public relations activities.

CC.n. Arrange quarterly meetings between City/School District leadership.
Arrange presentations at City Council/School Board meetings; improve communication and identify collaborative tasks.

CC.o. Arrange community stakeholder partnership meetings.
Ensure continued communication and identify collaborative tasks associated with X-Plan.
Type

Key to
Abbreviations

8.3

Responsibility/Support (City Departments/Boards)
BRACA Bd. for Recreation, Arts IT
Information Technology
Completion will generate addiand Cultural Activities LAW Law Department
tional action items.
PD Police
P=Project Discrete project to be completed CMO City Manager’s Office
within the years indicated.
DEV
Development
PS
Public Service
ENG
Engineering
PZ
Planning and Zoning
O=Ongoing Continuous tasks.
FD
Fire
UTB Utility Billing
FIN
Finance
XPZC Xenia Planning and Zoning Comm.

I= Initiative

Responsibility/Support (City Partners)
AIA
Athletes in Action
GCA Greene Co. Auditor
BTWP Beavercreek Township
GCAP Greene Co. Airport
CSU Central State University
GCBR Greene Co. Dept. of Building Regulation
DDC Dayton Development Coalition GCC Greene Co. Commissioners
DPL Dayton Power and Light
GCCC Greene Co. Career Center
DXN Downtown Xenia Now
GCCHD Greene Co. Combined Health District
FOXS Friends of Xenia Station
GCCVB Greene Co. Convention & Visitors Bureau

GCDEV
GCGIS
GCHS
GCPT
GCT
HBA
PTS

Greene Co. Dept. of Development
Greene Co. Geographic Info. Systems
Greene Co. Historical Society
Greene Co. Parks and Trails
Greene Co. Treasurer
Home Builders Association of Dayton
Payne Theological Seminary

WU
XACC
XACT
XARSC
XCSD
XTWP
YMCA

CC7.7
GE6.1
CC7.7
CC7.5
CC8.1
CC2.3/3.4/3.5/8.2, GE1.1
CC8.3
GE7.1
CC8.4
CC7.4, GE7.1/7.4

Wilberforce University
Xenia Area Chamber of Commerce
Xenia Area Community Theater
Xenia Adult Recreation & Services Center
Xenia Community School District
Xenia Township
Young Men’s Christian Association
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Goal GE: Grow Our Economy - 3-year Action Plan
Objective

Action Description

Type Years Outcome

GE1 Market Xenia to Attract
Jobs and Industry.

GE.a. Complete an update to the Development components of the City’s webpage.

Responsibility/
Support

Associated Strategies
(Primary/related)

Redesigned webpage

DEV
PZ, ENG, IT

GE1.1
CC8.1/8.2, GE1.2/2.2/5.1

P

1

P/O

1-3

Database linked to
website

DEV
PZ, ENG, IT, PS

GE1.2
GE3.4/5.1

I

1-2

Executable marketing
plan

DEV
CMO, GCDEV, DDC, XACC

GE2.2
GE1.1/2.1/2.3/6.3

I

1-3

Approved agreements
with stakeholders

CMO
GE3.1
DEV, ENG, FIN, FD, LAW, PS, CC7.4, GE7.1
PZ, CSU, WU, PTS, XTWP

I

2-3

Approved agreements
with stakeholders

CMO
GE3.2
DEV, ENG, FIN, FD, LAW, PS, CC7.4
PZ, GCAP, BTWP

I

1-3

Clean, marketable site
with end user

DEV
GE4.1
CMO, ENG, FIN, LAW, PS, PZ

P/O

1-3

Database with online
search capability

DEV
IT, PZ, UTB

GE5.1
GE1.2/6.1, CC5.2, SC2.2/5.4/6.1

O

1-3

Work plan with
outreach schedule

DEV
CMO, GCDEV

GE5.2
GE6.2

P

1-2

Rewritten XCO Title 12

PZ
DEV, ENG, FD, LAW, PS,
XPZC, DXN, XACC

GE6.1
CC2.4/4.2/6.2, GE1.1/1.3, NG1.6,
SC2.1/2.2

P

1-2

Shared EAM server
with multi-jurisdictional use agreement

PZ
ENG, FD, PS, IT, GCBR, GCCHD, GCGIS

GE6.1
GE1.1/5.1

P/O

2-3

Staff training/applicant
assistance programs

CMO
GC6.2
All City Depts, GCBR, GCCHD CC7.5/8.1/8.2, GE1.1/5.4

I

1

Board membership,
regular meetings

DEV
CMO

GE6.3
CC8.1/8.2, GE1.1/5.4/7.1/7.4

O

2-3

Identified collaborative project (example:
African Am. historical
trail)

DEV
CMO, PZ, CSU, WU, PTS,
XCSD

GE7.1
CC8.3/8.4, GE2.2/2.3/2.4/3.1,
NG4.2, SC2.6/3.2/6.4/6.5/7.3/7.5

Create a 24/7 marketing portal with rich and current content including information on taxes, utility rates, location, available land and building space
data, workforce demographics, market data, etc. Include a user-friendly interface for development applicants.

GE.b. Create and maintain a site selection request database.
Place comprehensive data inventories of all business parks in a database to enable faster and more customizable responses. Link to the City’s website.

GE2 Implement a Focused
Recruitment Effort

GE.c. Prepare an updated economic development marketing plan.
Identify target industries, determine effective marketing tactics, and gain support from regional economic development partners. Potential target
industries include aerospace, agriculture, and logistics.

GE3 Preserve Land for LongTerm Economic Growth

GE.d. Pursue economic development opportunities and partnerships in the Central State University/Wilberforce/Payne Theological
Seminary area.
Harness the long-term economic growth potential of the area around the two universities and increase town-gown opportunities.

GE.e. Pursue economic development opportunities and partnerships at the Greene County Airport and vicinity.
Leverage potential airport-related development and position Xenia for economic growth along the US 35 corridor between Xenia and Dayton.

GE4 Reposition Older Business
Parks.

GE.f. Redevelop the former Hooven and Allison plant.
Secure local match funding for cleanup/redevelopment grant and identify end users for the site.
Refer to Actions CC.b. and CC.c.

GE5 Take a "Grow Your
Own" Approach to Economic
Development.

GE.g. Develop and maintain database for vacant industrial, commercial and downtown mixed-use building space.
Identify square footage, use and occupancy status by floor and make available on the City’s website.

GE.h. Expand business retention and expansion efforts.
Partner with other City departments and the County Department of Development to expand City/business relationships.

GE6 Turn City Government
into a Business Advocacy
Organization

GE.i. Complete a comprehensive re-write of the City’s Zoning and Subdivision regulations.
Involve business, development and community interests. Eliminate unnecessary and outdated regulations and improve readability. Streamline internal
review processes. Incentivize consistently high-quality development. Reflect X-Plan Future Land Use plan and related policies.

GE.j. Create a virtual “one-stop shop.”
Create an enterprise asset management (EAM) system to be shared by all City/County agencies involved in the development review process. Such a
system would create a virtual “one-stop shop” that improves customer service and staff efficiency.

GE.k. Develop a customer service initiative.
Provide customer service/message training for City employees and County permitting agencies. Reinforce messaging developed in GE.c. Appoint staff
member(s) or a third party organization assist applicants through permit processes.

GE.l. Create an Economic Development Advisory Board (EDAB).
The EDAB will increase communication, raise awareness and elevate pressing economic development issues to City leadership.

GE7 Foster Town and Gown
and Healthy Community
Partnerships

GE.m. Establish a Town and Gown task force (subcommittee of EDAB).
Identify partnerships that further X-Plan objectives such as branch campuses, workforce development, tourism and revitalization. One “early win”
could be an African-American historical “trail” that promotes and connects Xenia’s bike path users with the recently established Charles Young Buffalo
Soldiers National Monument in Wilberforce and other local historical sites.

Type

Responsibility/Support (City Departments/Boards)
BRACA
Bd. for Recreation, Arts IT
Information Technology
I= Initiative Completion will generate addiKey to
and Cultural Activities LAW Law Department
tional action items.
Abbreviations P=Project Discrete project to be completed CMO City Manager’s Office PD Police
within the years indicated.
DEV
Development
PS
Public Service
ENG
Engineering
PZ
Planning and Zoning
O=Ongoing Continuous tasks.
FD
Fire
UTB Utility Billing
FIN
Finance
XPZC Xenia Planning and Zoning Comm.

Responsibility/Support (City Partners)
AIA
Athletes in Action
GCA Greene Co. Auditor
BTWP Beavercreek Township
GCAP Greene Co. Airport
CSU Central State University
GCBR Greene Co. Dept. of Building Regulation
DDC Dayton Development Coalition GCC Greene Co. Commissioners
DPL Dayton Power and Light
GCCC Greene Co. Career Center
DXN Downtown Xenia Now
GCCHD Greene Co. Combined Health District
FOXS Friends of Xenia Station
GCCVB Greene Co. Convention & Visitors Bureau

GCDEV
GCGIS
GCHS
GCPT
GCT
HBA
PTS

Greene Co. Dept. of Development
Greene Co. Geographic Info. Systems
Greene Co. Historical Society
Greene Co. Parks and Trails
Greene Co. Treasurer
Home Builders Association of Dayton
Payne Theological Seminary

WU
XACC
XACT
XARSC
XCSD
XTWP
YMCA

Wilberforce University
Xenia Area Chamber of Commerce
Xenia Area Community Theater
Xenia Adult Recreation & Services Center
Xenia Community School District
Xenia Township
Young Men’s Christian Association
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Goal NG: Make Our Neighborhoods Great - 3-year Action Plan
Objective

Action Description

NG1 Create and Maintain the
Building Blocks for Successful
Neighborhoods Citywide

NG.a. Develop and maintain a neighborhood indicator database.

Type Years Outcome

Responsibility/
Support

Associated Strategies
(Primary/related)

O

1-3

Database with published reports

PZ
DEV

NG1.1
NG1.2

O

1-3

Work plan

PZ
CMO, LAW, GCBR, GCCHD

NG1.2
CC2.1/8.2, NG1.1/1.3/2.1/3.1/4.1,
SC6.2

P

1

Updated components of XCO
Part 14

PZ
LAW

NG1.3
CC2.1, NG1.2/2.1/3.1/4.1, SC6.2

I

1-3

Funded land bank with City
participation and operational
policies

CMO
PZ, DEV, LAW, GCDEV,
GCT, other Greene County
communities

NG1.4
CC2.1, NG1.2/3.1/4.1, SC6.2

O

1-3

Inclusion in work plan, before/
after photos

PZ
LAW, GCBR, GCCHD

NG3.1/NG4.1
CC8.2, NG1.1/1.2/1.3/1.4/1.7

I

1-3

Active incentive program

DEV
PZ, GCDEV, DPL, banks

NG3.2
NG1.2/1.6/1.7/3.1/3.4/4.1/4.3

I

1-2

Strategy for each parcel
PZ
Lexington Park development plan CMO, BRACA, DEV, ENG, PS,
Funding mechanisms
XPZC, CSU, WU, PTS

Track and monitor code violations, housing values, vacancy rates, single-family rental conversions, foreclosures, crime, etc., using a
GIS-based property database. Use analysis to inform code enforcement and other housing policies.

NG.b. Develop annual code enforcement work plans and obtain leadership support.
Identify neighborhoods for proactive enforcement as well as a public relations strategy.

NG.c. Update the Property Maintenance Code and related ordinances.
Replace the City’s current 1996 BOCA code with the most recent International Code Council (ICC) Property Maintenance Code,
making adjustments for local conditions where necessary. Continue to incorporate updates to the code as they are issued by ICC.

NG.d. Establish a Land Bank to facilitate acquisition and reuse of vacant properties.
Work with other Greene County jurisdictions to present a case for a land bank to Greene County Commissioners. Develop protocols
and policies governing eligible properties, maintenance and end users.

NG2 Sustain Vital Neighborhoods

Refer to Actions NG.b., NG.c.

NG3 Stop Neighborhood Decline

NG.e. Implement a proactive, systematic code enforcement program.
Annually assess neighborhoods for violations, block by block, where “stop neighborhood decline” or “restore distressed
neighborhoods” is the X-Plan objective. Notify the public in advance and partner with residents/community-based organizations.
Match owners with any available grants, incentives or community service providers where applicable.

NG.f. Launch a housing rehabilitation incentive program.
Consider utilizing CDBG funding, home energy audits/financing, first-time homebuyer assistance, and Community Reinvestment
Area tax abatements. Target usage of funds in confined areas where possible to create a lasting impact, rather than a scattershot
approach.

NG4 Restore Distressed
Neighborhoods

NG.g. Prepare and initiate implementation of an East End revitalization master plan.
Involve residents, churches and partners such as CSU’s Tawawa CDC. Comprehensively address neighborhood needs. Identify
property-specific reuse and redevelopment strategies for vacant land/buildings, including the Old East High School. Explore a more

NG4.2
CC6.1, NG1.4/1.6/1.10/4.3

centralized location for Lexington Park as an anchor for revitalization. Work with partners to identify funding and phasing.
Type

Key to
Abbreviations

8.5

Responsibility/Support (City Departments/Boards)
BRACA Bd. for Recreation, Arts IT
Information Technology
Completion will generate addiand Cultural Activities LAW Law Department
tional action items.
PD Police
P=Project Discrete project to be completed CMO City Manager’s Office
within the years indicated.
DEV
Development
PS
Public Service
ENG
Engineering
PZ
Planning and Zoning
O=Ongoing Continuous tasks.
FD
Fire
UTB Utility Billing
FIN
Finance
XPZC Xenia Planning and Zoning Comm.

I= Initiative

Responsibility/Support (City Partners)
AIA
Athletes in Action
GCA Greene Co. Auditor
BTWP Beavercreek Township
GCAP Greene Co. Airport
CSU Central State University
GCBR Greene Co. Dept. of Building Regulation
DDC Dayton Development Coalition GCC Greene Co. Commissioners
DPL Dayton Power and Light
GCCC Greene Co. Career Center
DXN Downtown Xenia Now
GCCHD Greene Co. Combined Health District
FOXS Friends of Xenia Station
GCCVB Greene Co. Convention & Visitors Bureau

GCDEV
GCGIS
GCHS
GCPT
GCT
HBA
PTS

Greene Co. Dept. of Development
Greene Co. Geographic Info. Systems
Greene Co. Historical Society
Greene Co. Parks and Trails
Greene Co. Treasurer
Home Builders Association of Dayton
Payne Theological Seminary

WU Wilberforce University
XACC Xenia Area Chamber of Commerce
XACT Xenia Area Community Theater
XARSC Xenia Adult Recreation & Services Center
XCSD Xenia Community School District
XTWP Xenia Township
YMCA Young Men’s Christian Association
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Goal SC: Strengthen Our Core - 3-year Action Plan
Objective

Action Description

Type Years Outcome

Responsibility/
Support

Associated Strategies
(Primary/related)

RFP, tenant, increased
event frequency

DEV
IT, PS, FOXS, GCPT

SC1.1
CC6.1, SC1.7

Amended parking policy/
zoning

PZ
CMO, DEV, PD, LAW, SC2.1/SC2.2
XPZC, DXN
CC5.3, GE6.1, SC2.5

Promotional materials
Networking events

DEV
DXN

SC2.2
CC5.1/5.2/5.3, GE5.1/5.2

Designated location(s),
Resources needed, plans

CMO
PZ, DEV, PS, FD,
PD, GCC, DXN

SC2.3
CC6.1, SC2.7/3.1

Identify interested
developer(s)/project(s)

DEV

SC2.4
SC2.2/2.5/3.2

Conceptual redevelopment
alternatives
Letters of commitment
Funding resources

PZ
DEV, DXN
PZ/DEV
CMO, FIN, LAW, DXN

SC3.1
CC1.1, GE7.1/7.2, SC2.3
SC3.2 CC1.1/5.1/5.2/5.3,
GE7.1/7.2/7.4, SC2.2/2.4/2.5

Survey results

DEV
GCPT, FOXS, MVRPC

SC5.1
All of CC3 and SC5

SC1 Create Vibrant Downtown- SC.a. Increase utilization of Xenia Station - recruit a permanent tenant and increase programming.
Issue and regionally advertise an RFP for a permanent tenant. Consider allowing food/drink vendors. Add events through Action SC.i.
Adjacent Neighborhoods

I

1-3

SC2 Change Downtown’s Role

P

1

O

1-3

I

2

O

2-3

P

1

I

1

O

1

O

2-3

At least one additional
significant event

DEV
DXN, FOXS, GCPT, SC5.2
CMO, PS, PD, GCCVB, XACC CC3.4/8.1, SC2.3

P

1-2

Traffic/alternatives
analysis, inclusion in CIP

PZ
ENG, PS, DXN, GCPT, SC5.3
MVRPC
CC3.1/3.2/3.3, GE7.4, SC4.3

I

1-3

New section in XCO Part
14, administrative policies

PZ
SC6.1
DEV, XFD, GCBR, LAW, DXN GE5.1, NG1.4, SC6.2

O

1-3

Inclusion in work plan
Before-and-after pictures

PZ/FD
GCBR, LAW, DEV, DXN

SC6.2
CC2.1/8.2, SC6.1/7.2/7.3

I

1-2

Completed Phase 1/2
assessments.

PZ
DEV, FD, LAW, GCBR, DXN

P

2-3

Financing/end users
secured

DEV
PZ, FOXS

SC6.3
CC2.1/4.1/4.3/8.4, NG1.4,
SC6.1/6.2/7.2/7.3
SC6.4 CC4.3/GE7.1/7.2,
SC2.2/2.4/2.5

P

1-2

National Register Historic
District status

DEV
PZ, GCHS, DXN

SC7.1
CC5.3, All of SC7

I

1-3

Facade improvement
projects completed

DEV
PZ, DXN

SC7.2
CC5.3

I

1-3

Full-building renovation
projects completed

DEV
DXN, GCBR

SC7.3
CC5.3

SC.b. Amend zoning and parking policies to encourage upper-floor residential and a broader range of retail/entertainment/arts uses.
Allow building owners to lease public parking spaces. Change upper-floor residential and more retail/entertainment/arts uses to permitted uses.

SC.c. Develop promotional and networking resources to attract and grow downtown retail/entertainment uses.
Work through Downtown Xenia Now to creatively promote available space (e.g. window stickers) and create business networking opportunities.

SC.d. Identify space and resources to make downtown a community event hub.
Form an interdisciplinary committee to study event needs and identify the short-term/long-term locations and resources needed.

SC.e. Market downtown to development professionals
Meet with developers/brokers/bankers that have expertise in urban infill/adaptive reuse/redevelopment.

SC3 Redevelop Xenia Towne
Square

SC.f. Prepare phased redevelopment concept alternatives for Xenia Towne Square.
Build on concepts developed in the 2008 Downtown Strategic Plan and create alternatives with rough cost estimates and phasing.

SC.g. Form a coalition of interested partners and resources for the redevelopment of Xenia Towne Square.
Meet with Xenia Towne Square leaseholders, outside developers, area institutions and potential financial assistance providers to build support.

SC4 Create a Welcoming
and Comfortable Pedestrian
Environment
and
SC5 Make Downtown the
Bicycle Hub of the Midwest

SC.h. Develop and administer an annual bike path user survey.

SC6 Reposition Vacant
Properties

SC.k. Evaluate and adopt a vacant property registration ordinance for downtown area commercial/mixed-use buildings.

Measure usage, determine where users live, and ask users what can be done to enhance their experience while visiting Xenia.

SC.i. Add and promote annual trail-related events.
Examples include bike races, running races, triathlons, “X-games”-style bike rallies, bike-based treasure hunts or obstacle courses, bike art festivals, etc.

SC.j. Evaluate and construct improvements to improve north/south bike access to and through the heart of downtown.
Evaluate impact of and alternatives to replacing a travel lane with a bike path on Detroit St. between Church and Third Sts.
Track owner contact information and consider penalties for long-term vacancy without active marketing efforts.

SC.l. Implement a proactive, systematic code enforcement program.
Annually assess downtown for Building/Fire/Property Maintenance Code violations. Advertise in advance and match owners with incentives if applicable.

SC.m. Prepare "Hub District" properties for redevelopment: Environmental assessments, redevelopment concepts and site control.
Secure site control through development agreements with proactive owners or acquisition. Apply for assessment grants and prepare concept plans.
Priorities include redevelopment/rehabilitation of the Eavey Building and creation of public greenway behind Xenia Station (see Map 5.1, Chapter 5).

SC.n. Seek funding and end users for cleanup and redevelopment of the "Hub District."
Issue RFP’s and seek grants/financing for cleanup/redevelopment/rehabilitation. Focus on properties on S. Detroit and adjacent to Xenia Station first.

SC7 Leverage Downtown’s
Historic Assets

SC.o. Achieve Historic District status for downtown.
Prepare property inventory and submit necessary application materials to the Ohio Historic Preservation Office.

SC.p. Restore and promote the City's Facade Loan program
Apply for CDBG funding to re-instate this program that assists building owners with facade rehabilitation.

SC.q. Seek and promote incentives to rehabilitate building upper floors and interiors.
Identify City/grant funding to help property owners with the costs of performing structural analysis, preparing designs and/or performing the work.
Type

Responsibility/Support (City Departments/Boards)
BRACA
Bd. for Recreation, Arts IT
Information Technology
I= Initiative Completion will generate addiand Cultural Activities LAW Law Department
tional action items.
Key to
PD Police
project to be completed CMO City Manager’s Office
Abbreviations P=Project Discrete
within the years indicated.
DEV
Development
PS
Public Service
ENG
Engineering
PZ
Planning and Zoning
O=Ongoing Continuous tasks.
FD
Fire
UTB Utility Billing
FIN
Finance
XPZC Xenia Planning and Zoning Comm.

Responsibility/Support (City Partners)
AIA
Athletes in Action
GCA Greene Co. Auditor
BTWP Beavercreek Township
GCAP Greene Co. Airport
CSU Central State University
GCBR Greene Co. Dept. of Building Regulation
DDC Dayton Development Coalition GCC Greene Co. Commissioners
DPL Dayton Power and Light
GCCC Greene Co. Career Center
DXN Downtown Xenia Now
GCCHD Greene Co. Combined Health District
FOXS Friends of Xenia Station
GCCVB Greene Co. Convention & Visitors Bureau

GCDEV
GCGIS
GCHS
GCPT
GCT
HBA
PTS

Greene Co. Dept. of Development
Greene Co. Geographic Info. Systems
Greene Co. Historical Society
Greene Co. Parks and Trails
Greene Co. Treasurer
Home Builders Association of Dayton
Payne Theological Seminary

WU
XACC
XACT
XARSC
XCSD
XTWP
YMCA

Wilberforce University
Xenia Area Chamber of Commerce
Xenia Area Community Theater
Xenia Adult Recreation & Services Center
Xenia Community School District
Xenia Township
Young Men’s Christian Association
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